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Introduction S.

The Third Annual Chief State School Officers Institute;
funded by the U.S. Office of Education and sponsored jointly
by the Office and the Council of Chief State School Officers,

brought togethera group,of forty-eight of the nation's leading
educational decision makers for seven days of intensive dis-

Cussion of the pressures, problems, and available options
in the governance of state education systems.

This institute report contains the major' addresses
presented before the assembled participants by thirteen dis-

tinguished consultants. Although the forinal report can
embrace only these basic documents, of equal importance
to the substance and success of the program were the ques-
sttion-atid-answer periods .conducted. -by the consultants, the

, backiroundpapers on a vaxiety of-related topics.made avail-
able to and used as the riasis for penetrating,. small-group
discuAion sessions by the participants, and above all, the
thougraul And -conscientious participation by the chiefs in
attendance. All of them took seriouslYthe charge that they
were not to he just an audience of listeners but .a group of
highly skilled consultants. meeting together to attempt to
solve common problems.

The foilr sections of this report contain the major
addresses grouped under' the central headings as they
appeared in sequence in the institute program: the poliV1,
fiscal, and legal settings within which state education gov-
ernance operates, and some operational problems thallistem
from the interrelatedness and complexity of the formal 'gov-

ernance structures.
V `:





, Educational governance, itsM.-an inhereptry 'political
activity, operates within a complex political framework..
Three speakers address this problem from divergent view;
points in the papers that make up this section of the, institutti
report. ...

.
Dr. Ralph B.. 1{-iiribroligh, in diiciissing'"Edutation in

the State Political Setting,." considers "how and by whom
.po3itical Tower -is exercised in state-leVel educational deci-
:siobs," with special concern for the ``new politics" of educa-
tion, which, if properly utilized, t`gliduld place education
more within the mainstream of political activity." 2,

Govern McCall of Oregon, -under the broad, title,crr`ron
rA Governor Views the State Education Agency," discusses
his perceptions of state educational functions and respon-
sibilities. He emphasizes the continuing need for combining /
state responsibility with local .tiontrol, commenting that "the /
sourceof funds is not necessarily a..determiiiant of the exer- .
cise of power." . .

The Honorable Stewart Bledsoe, speaking on the topic,
"A Legislator Views the State Education Agency," calls
attention to the popular frustrations with the public educAtion
system. These make it both imperative. and extremely difficult
for legislatures, working with always-limited resources, to
meet legitimate educational needs and,still maintain necessary
political support. ? Therefore, he says, educators theniselves
must enter more actively into the political arena.

V--
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Education in the State
Political Setting

Ralph B;Kimbrough
Chairman, Departmentof Educational Administration --":"
University of Florida, Gainesville

a

The growth in importance of the state in educational
administration highlight he need for empirically based
conceptualizations of how and by whom. political .poWer is
exercised in state-level educational decisions. We cannot
afford to neglect the investment of our,resources in the study
of how educators can influence state political systems. This
involves empirically based, artfully used knowledge of the
state power structure. There is much readiness for the use of
political 'expertise in practical strategies for educational
irnprovenient.

Politics is a very important modifier to add to all
academic subjects. The term politics of e4ucalioizal finance
is more descriptive than the academic -term educational
finance. Many of the.best laid plans for a state educational
program are dependent upon how much power educators .

and their comrades in politics have in the system and4how
expertly this power is rsedt to attain goals. \ Educatiofial polio.
tics is the basic area for evaluating the leaders' productivity.
How well are the political goals and objectives of edtication
stated and to what extent are they attained in each legislative
session, state board meeting, and other , committees and
Commissions?

When we consider accountability in state politics, we
must realize that the simplistic computer model has severe
'limitations. We are dealing with a complex human (or inhu-
man) system with all of its strengths and frailties. Yet
somehow we must learn how to use alternative strategies in.
these systems with some degree of predietabilify of success.
.otherwise, the ,profegsion will be devoured by the system.

3
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I have the impression that our task of understanding
and predicting 'system outcomes is much more complicated
today than,it was prior to legislative' reappo-riionment. Sev-
eral years ago one could predict with a reasonable degree
of.accuracy what\ many legislati Te establishments would do
for education )vhen they were d minated by rural elements.
Predicting outcomes today is much more difficult.

Many educators have had Bide formal education about
politics. Most of

1ns were taught how to make a school
schedule, how to prepare a budget, and other technical
aspects of administration. With the change in perspective of
our roles, we find that we could well understand public
opinion polling, voter behavior, 'the organiking of political
campaigns, n gotiation prOcedures, power, structure, and
the politics o court actions. Modern political techniques
require levels of sophistication undreinned of when many
of us in this r om entered-the field of education. Yet even
at its highest levels of sophistication, politics remains an
art when one a tempts tdmove people towardAecisions.

.,
I

Conceptualizing the State System of Power

Conceptual knowledge of the state power structure is
essential. Educational leaders need to answer many queStions.
What is the shape of state power structure? Is it pluraltic,
a pluralism .of elites, monopolistic, or another form? What
are the sources of power in istate decisions? What are the
latent sources of political p7er which, with encouragement,
could' become active? Are the dynamics of power best
described as a prpcess" baied upon consensus, competition
among elites, fragmented conflict,- or other appropriate
descriptions?

t Before speaking about these questions, let me say that
tHis is a neglected area of research. We are in much need of
empirical descriptions of state power structures comparable
in depth to those we have generated about community power
structure. Nevertheless, we haye enough data to suggest that,
indeed, identifiable state power' structures do exist, the shapes
and dynamics of theses structures differ among the states,.
and the political strategies appropriate to pasi educational
legislation vary from state to state.
4



National, State, and Local Aspe is
Of the System

The state .decision-making process involves influence
from national, state, and local systems.- First of all one
must deal with the weight of the federal government and all
of its environs; National professional, economic, and other
organizations operating in all of the states also influence the
state system.

Of considerable concern tp all educators is the way in
which effective coMmunicatidn across state boundaries
influences educational legislation. For example, modern
legislatures are liecoming surrotinded by professional aides
and reference bureaus that have effeetiVe interstate exchange.
I have been astounded by the way in which bills,almost identi-
'ul in meaning. are introduced among the states during the
same year. One finds frequent examples among 'the punitive
bills that get serious attention.

ConsNuently, are fin a political future in which
the unique nature pf state -educational legislation will be
the example rather than the rule. If we allow national systems
to have greater influ`cnce, we may be compelled to ask our-
selves why we need, state 'legislatures. Why not get the
inevitable over with and adopt the national system?

I personally do not accept the proposition that the
national system Of education is inevitable or that it is

desirable. I do believe, however, that the tendency for
national inptfts to destroy the unique nature of education
among the states should be discussed at this Institute. Is
there no, longer a need 'for intensive state -level planning to
meet the unique conditions among, the states?

Local governments, form a different but nonetheless
essential aspect of state power in educational policy making.
Leaders in the state power structure usually have important
ties with the power structure of local government. Just as
nationalism can be a detriment to slate-level planning for
unique conditions, local governments have in the p-14 had
their harmful influences. Perhaps we are now at stage
of development in which we can give serious atten,, .n to
definitive answers concerning what each level of politics
can best contribute to the development of quality schools.

Differing Shapes of Slate Power
In a report-entitled The Company State, Ralph Nader's

enter for Study of Responsive 'Ali has provided zn excellent
5
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description of corporthe power in the educational politics of
Delaware.' Regardless of how you may feel in reading this
report, an examination of your own states in the light of
corporate power, as was done by this group; ould be helpful.
Based heiwily upon documentary eviden_ supporter l by
personal interviews, the results suggest domination of Dela-
ware politics by corporate interests, -prominent families asso-
ciated. with these interests, and their friends and employees.

Masters, and his associates have also provided support
for the existence of a consensual elite power structure in
Missouri, although:the dynamics of.thispower structure would
not seem to 'fit the Delaware description.'"

In his study of state :ptilitics. and education in Texas,
'Starkey found that the top. leaders in the power structure
were very few-in number and-were the elites of the legislative,
the executive, and the state education agencies.' Somewhat.
disturbing was his finding that public participation in the
process Was practically nonexistent. The process wits chance-
tc-.4zed by consensus aniong educators in the legislative pro-
grams going before the, legislature. Those programs, which
met with the satisfactioq of elites in the legislature, were
introduced by the person known afr-the cl unpion of sound
edi rational legisl-tion and usually`lieca'rne law.

The,state power structure may be competitiv in
its shape and dynamics. In the competitive elite system; prwer
is held by groups of leaders who engage in keen competition,
with ether elite-run groups in the establishment of state policy.
This frequently generates bitter power struggles for comics'
of the system and for the definition of state educational
policies.

Masters and his associates found the state of Michigan
to have regime-like conflicts during. t to earl, 1960's.4 The
Michigan structure contained-numerou ups engaged in
power struggles over educatio-iapolicie Among the groups
identified were fragmented \educaligi groups (i.e., school
administrator associations, teacher ssociations -,nd unions,
school board associations), labor uni ns, industrial interests,
political party leaders, and others. Regime-type conflict§

Nader, Ralph, et al. 7M Company State. ashington, D.C.: Cc
Study of Responsive Law, 1971.

2 Masters, Nicholas A.: Salisbury, Robert; and uas. State Politics
and the Public Schools. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1964.

3 Starkey, Albert Edison.
Austin:

Educational Decision.Making
ATexas." Doctoral dissertation. ustin: University of Texas, 1965.

4 Masters, op. cit.
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i ix olved- fiscal policies,4arge versus small school -district
i Ite bts, public versus parocjlial schools, and rural versus
t rb to problems.- Today we could throw in the broad range
olf 'Acting, issu&,' and educatiOnal policies involving'racial
integration and scluipl busing:

The question state, leaders must alWays grapple with is
whether the power groups4ith whom they deal are elite run
or wlipther they represent a "broadly participative congtitu-
envy. Do thejeaders represent views welling up from public
opinion, or are they the makers of ,public opinion? Again,
in each of ohr states, we must, use empiriCally 1)sed knoWl-
edge to determine whether we are participating- in a demo-
cratic pluralism or ,a pluralism of elites. . .

The more pluralistic the power system becomes; the less
stability one observes in patterns of group and leader partici-
pation from 'issue to issue. That is, in a pluralism, the leaders
who-exercise the most power in passing an appropriatidn
bill,for public education are not likely to' be the same leaders
who promote an expanded bonding. progiam for the highway-
system. Citizen,participation is broadly Based and viable in
the pluralism. Thus the leaders are not elitist but depend
more, on people-power than on:resource deniinalice by a few.

' .. t
Understanding the 'Dynamics of Power Structure

... J .
As educational leaders "study' and ,asseSs the shape of

power in their states, they,sbould be particulaiiy.,concerned
with empirically based knowledge' of. who the 'leaders are
in the .system..Much emphasis must be placed upon the hidden'
leadership of 'the structurethe 'people who tell the hired
lawyers, Certain legislators, and lobbyists what to do. We must
always deal with who has 'access th the system, being careful
to differentiate- between who gives orders and who carries,,,
out orders. Success or failure\ip educatitniat strategy depends
upon understanding the peckin& order in the idrmal and
informal dimensions of state power., In the long run, existing
public *opinign is less important than who makes ,public
opinion.

Moreover, the dynamics of decisiorim aking mtist be
monitored continuously. What are the leaderShip .expecta-
tions of-the who make up the establishment through-Which
educational policies are formulated? The educator c Innot-

person ought to exercise leadership unless he is prepay d t6
ignore the norms, of the power structure concerning h w ar

.revolutionalize the -systern. In every system the participants
,

7
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have normative perceptions concerning how one ought. to
use his leadership, resources toward the attainment of goals.

In' the state system, .understanding the legislative- and
executive establishmentS'is critical. Since those in the audi-
ence 'understand this formal process better than I do, I will-

I not elaborate upon it. Comments, here are not limited to the
icumbersome jo'rmalprocess through which bills become laws,
although this is certainly -important. We must go beyond

A
mere monitoring of the formal committee processes, speeches,

and roll calls or we may find ourselves dealing with pygmies
instead of giants in the system. We could, for example,
confine our attention to those who 'are appointed to the eau-

* cation committees. But what, about the power.of those on the
apPropriations committee, 'of. the rules committee, of the
speaker, and of those who saw that the right persons were
selected for committee leadership in the first place? What
aboutihe 1-)i-ticipatiln of those powerful Persons 'who do not
'holepositynsin the executive and legislative esta lishments?
We must somehow grasp-and understand both the ormal and
informal processes of the total system. .

State-polities ?or education does not begin and end with
the legislative and executive establishments. This is a process,
tnat 'goes on when the legislature is not in session. Politics
surrounds the operation of -the state board of educatioin, the
various commis§ions of state government, everyday interac-
tion with officials of local governments, and local school.
digtriets: The activities of a state committee of one hundred,
of the farm organizations, or of labor affiliates may indirectly
influence. educational policy recommendations. As educators
W must' be active among the leaders of big power. interests
regardless of whether they frequently use the term education.

In his study of state-level decision making in Texas,
Starkey observed .that .certain noneducational organizations
were particularly concerned with ti e problem of increasing.1
-expenditures and taxation.5 Even ;though members of these
groups may never appear before the education committee of
the -legislature; they may influence appropriations, the types

..------Of taxes levied, and other matters limiting the establishment
of educational policies. All of us need to be reminded fre-
quently that taxes and finance are at the heart of most educa-
tional improvements.

/ Our monitoring activities leadership in the total
system are dependent upon our ability to ,conceptualize the

8

5 Starkey, op. cit.



sources of power in that systenr and the processes involved.
This has to be given high priority by state eddcation chiefs
and other prominent educational leaders.

Latent Sc .-ees of -State Power
Before relating some implication; of my remarks to this

point, attention should.be given to latent sources of power in
the state system. There are persons and groups in every state
power structure who hold big _pieces of power resources, but
they seldom use them to influence the system. These latent
sources of influence are especially characteristic of the
monopolistic and competitive elite systems. Theoretically,

--theyire not as prominent in. the pluralistic system, because a
characteristic of that system is a high degree of participation
in-governance.

t These latent sources of influence are very important-
-- Their activation could groduce-imbalance-and System change.

I

In studying the state political system, -one should carefully
locate and chart significant latent centers of power that could
be activated to support

s,
educational proposals:

Traditional Means of Access
to the Legislative Process

Earlier, attention was focused upon the typologies of
power structures in different states. Attention will now be

directed to understanding the nature of the educational estab-
lishnent as a subsystem of the total power structure. How do
the 'leaders interested in educational improvement attempt
to gain access to the legislative process?

Using. data available froin eleven states, lannaccone
found four typologies of professional power structures
through which the political interests of educators were /inked
to the legislative process.' One typology referred tb by Ian-
naceone as the locally based disparate is a very loose con=
federation of local school districts. Fiercely independent, the
school districts in this political typology are able to coalesce
for state political action only when faced with extremely
pressing conditions. The coalescence rapidly falls apart after
statewide political activity, leaving intact the independent.

C Iannaccoe, Lawrence. State Politics and Education. New York: Center
for Applied Research in Education, 1967.
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districts and a very weak central confederacy. This typology
was cha(racteristic of ;Mutational polities in Vermont, New

mp,Thire, and Massachusetti.
/The statewide monolithic structure is another. typoloiy

for /finking the power interests of educators with .leaders in
the legislative process. In this type of power structure the
education elites of a monolithic professional. system have
access to the legislative process. Thivnay be a tightly woven
,coalition or a -domination/of one educational group. It is a

/form of educational oligArchy and is characterized by a higlr
degree of consensus in- legislatiVe goals and objectives. Ian-
na-ccone cited New York and New Jersey as examples of this
typology.1 Starkey's description of educational politics in
Texas was indicative of s th a monolithic st- ucture and
consensus on goals and objectives. s

.

The statewide fragmented structure was the third type
of professional approach to state politics discussed by Ian-
naccone.9 He saw this as a structure promoting conflict as
opposed to consensus among educational groups such as
teacher unions, school board associations, National Education
Association affiliates, administrator "organizations, parent
groups andothers. These were elite-run groups, so the edu7
cationa1 establishment at the slate level was a pluralism of
elites. Educational politics in Michigan was illuitrative of this-
statewide fragmented structure for the promotion of e
tional friterests.

Illinois was cited as an example of the statewide syndical
approach to developing goals and gaining access to educa-
tional decision making. The School Problems Commission
ivas officially established by the Illinois Legislature to speak
for educational interests. The commission is, in effect; a
governmentally sanctioned coalition of educational groups.

The point- of the discussion is that, among the itates,
educators aura their friends traditionally have emplgyed dif-
fergnt professional power systems to establish program goals
and gain access to the legislature.- These different ways for
expressing political expectations were influenced by the state
power structure, throngh legislation,.and by' state traditions.
Lthink that we will continut'to have differences in typologies
1g projecting educational goals and for attempting to influ-
ence the legislative pfocess.

10

7 Ibid.
El./Starkey, op. cit.

9 Tannaccone, op. cit.
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Those typologies discussed are not meant to be inclusive
of all the states. They were based on data from only eleven
of the fifty states. Moreover, Iannaccone's study was based
on evidence exi lug prior to the developmeht of formal
adversary- gotiations at the state level. Nevertheless,
from my xi ience..I would say that many states in the
nation have fit roughly (with exceptions-expected) within one
of these arrangements.

According to data reported by Usdan, twenty-seven states
had some form of attempted coalition of educational groups."
The function of most of theie coalitions, -however, was
largely limited to serving as a communication link ai,o1 for
consensus b 'Winn' among the pArticipatina groups. Most
of the actual olitieal activity was carried: out by the indi-
vidual groups. The confederated nature of many state coali-
tions and the im inent possibility of their dissolution through

group -conflict I d .the e ct f narrowing their- political
activity largely o state f tans al-aid. legislation. Usdan saw
the traditional proach to dt catiOrcal coalitions in a process
of change as a stilt of the r wing independence of teacher
organizations and the plurali on of educational forces.

The New Politics of Education

Some important developments are disturbing the 'tradi-
tional professional establishments among the states. These
developments have produced system breaks in some states
within recent years. We have entered what I shall call
the new politics of education:" The state education agency
must learn to cope with these new power arrangements.

Formal Negotiations Lind the New Politics
Under the, adversary type of formal negotiations, the

educational coalition strategy for expressing educational goals
and objectives in the legislative process would be difficult
to achieve. If we can project from local school districts as a
microcosm of what could materialize in state-level politics,
educational forces will be ragmented into a/pluralism of
elite-run power groups. Just as school prin4als and other
middle-management personnel may become the forgotten per-

lo Usdan, Michael D. "The Role and Futurekof State Educational Coali
dons." Ethicational Administration Qaarterly 5: 26.42; Spring 1969.

11.
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sons in the bargpining process of local school districts, so the
chief state school officer and state education agency may be
left out of the bargaining process. In 'some school districts,
lack of preparation and expertise and powerlessness of boards
and superintendents resulted in contracts in which the teach-
ers ran the school system. The officially designated educa-
tional' leaders gave the store away. If some state education
chiefs do ript perform better than some of the local boards
and administrators did in the new politics of education,, they,

14'k
too, will become a knot on a log in their state. ; /

Hawaii has just gone through the negotiation of a state
contract. According to Husted's report on the process, no
representative from the state education agency was included
o the.negotiating team ppointed by the governor.' Yet the
negotiated contract cm ained items that must have been of
vital in rest to the ate agency. Tile team included two
membe of the State Bofird of klucation, a representative
from he ffice of Iudget and Finance, and a representative
from th artment of State Peponne1.11I could not tell from
the articl access the leaders in the state education
agency, had to /the' bargaining process. Th point is that,
unless chief state school officers ma ter formal or
informa access to the process,,the) will be in t e position
of many Middle-management leade of local se( ool districts
who have seen their functions n t,otiated..away.

. , The time is nownot tomorrowfor state education
- chiefs to plan for the new politics in education., Unless they

do take their politics seriously, they may indeed find them-
selves in an embarrassing poweilessness. From the literature,
I formed the impression that many statbikards of education
are notoriously weak, The inevitable pluralization of what
we have traditionally known as the teaching profession will
erode the political power of those administrators who)have
depended upon the unswerving support of teachers as a base
of power in state politics.

Growing Pluralfration Among Educators

In many states, educational lenderPhave attempted to
form grand coalitions as a power-base access to educational
legislation. Such coalitions will continue to be possible as
'the education profession everywhere becraes a pluralism of

11 Hustcd, Joan Lcc. "Winning a Statcwidc Contract." Coinpact 6: 34-37;
Juno 1972.

12
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elite-run poyer groups. However', coalitions cannot be bu ilt

upon the exe
. ateristic of- th

rment.
The .co

bf power from the top down as is chaNac-
traditional monolithic professional arrange-
lition must be established though formal or

informal bargaining among the leaders of the disparate
groups. Educluors will learn, as professional politicians
have learned, that politics makes strange bedfellows.

We are already seeing illustrations of this new profes-
sional politics. At the national level; over thirty educational

.associations are coalescing for stated purposes in the Emer-
gency Committee for Full Funding of Education Programs.
They so-called Big Six organizations are a coalition formed
to effect certain kinds of legislation. Yet these would. be
.considered strangebedfellows by some observers.

The pluralization of professionakr.Odycators in no way
prohibits the _formation of powerful cOalitions. The ground
rules and the processes involve rather drastic changes in Vtlie

attitudes and leadership styles of educational leaders. this
is indeed a new'politics in which the term parity has empiri-
cally observable meaning. The old bossism politics with
the unswerving sug
way to a more democ

ol and cooPetrativelead
,

ort of kindly, dedicated followers _gives
tic process wherein keeping one's

ship are virtues.

)A. Other Political Changes
'In addition to th,ose devel nts iseussed above, sev-

eral other developrnentsAhould not be o erlooked. The coots
have gone much furthei: in.-the administration of schools
than (many educators anticipated. Whether there will be a
retrenchment from or a greater involvem t of the courts
the future remains a question. In any e ent,. the polit cal
philosophy of persons selected' as judges h s become of vital
importance to educators. Educators have not felt the full
effects ;of the decision requiring legislative -eapportioninent.
This may be accompanied by,the develop ent of a higher
degree of -openness inthe political system and in the social
system in general.. We will experience continued growth of
state bureaucracy for education. The implications of this
growth for state editcation politics will be discussed later.
Wewill see the growth of federal participation in the admin-
istration of education. This, too, adds new compl'exitie`s to
the relationship of the state education 'agency and local school
digtricts. Regardless of the initial arrangerhents (or more
massive federal aid to education, chief state school officers will
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in the future be involved directly in national power struggles.
The growth of urban coalitions may signal the development
of new power arrangements aniong'teachers, superintendents,
principals, and other professionals.

In the new politics of treducation those matters am--
tionally considered 'to be the .prerogative of educators have
become the concern of numerdus non- educator.groups. I am
speaking of those professional con,erns (i.e., teacher-training,
certification, methods of instruction, organization) that have
lien avoided in the past by politicians because they were
high-risk, low-political-return areas. In the new educational
politics, Arban group's, the governorWeffice, legislatois, and
numerous-pressure gioups are becoming publicly involved in
depth in these 'matters. Moreover, through their own infor-
mation-gathering systems, the legislature and The governor's,
office are becoming less dependent upon educational agencies
in making decisions. The state 'education-agency must respond,
to this new politicS or wake up one inorning to find the.gate;
down and the horse run alvay. The response of the state
agency must' berin continuous planning, strategy building,
and 'strong political leadership. The, traditional approach of
sitting down every, two yearsiheforethe legislature meets and
dreaming- up a legislative, program will not' constitute' an
adegate response to-the new politics of education.

as'

The New olittii s and Changing
Power

As you already ha rned; Much of this paper is
devoted to"the importa ce of political leadership within
changing power relations hips. Emphasis is upon the new
politics of education insofar as the state education agency
is concerned. I believe that the new politics will push chief

'state. school officers more than ever before toward the main-
st.zeam :of Politics in the state.

What many persons do not realize is that formal adver-
sary-type negotiations are a political process. 'If yOu do not
have power, you de not negotiate.' No groy.p..saul negotiate
effectively, including the chief state schtiAlt officer, from
position of powerlessness. Differences in power relationships
are the reason why teabhers have benefited more from
negotiations in -spine school districts than they have in others.

Thtls if the state education agency is to participate to
any degree of-parity in, state negotiations, new power bases
14
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must be built. Traditionally, the 'state education agency
laders'and other associated leaders could depend upon the
general following of teachers and other educators as a basis
of political power. In the new politics the chic state school
officer may no longer enjoy the unswerving support of many
professional groups. I believe that this will-have the curious
effect of moving the chief state school officer more into the
mainstream of the ,state power establishment. -Under these
given circumstance's lie will have to build a power base with
powerful state forces other than classroom teachers, or face
powerlessness. This means that hew and his comrades in
politics must become fully politicized leaders among-bankers,
lawyers, businessmen, farmers, realtors, developers, indus-
trialists, insurance executives, Public officials, utility execu-

, fives, automobile dealers,. physicians; ,and' other leaders in
thmainstream of state power structure.

If this conjecture is true, and I think it ought to be, ivhas.
some-rather significant implic'ations'for the state organization
of education.. Whereas the traditional reform model' aim
was to remo4e education from politics, the new politics of
educafion should place education more within the main-
stream of political activity. The new politics could make the
nonpartisan elected board and appointed chief 'state sclool
officer anachronisms.

Please note also that in the inevitable power plays to
/ reorganize state governan e of education? leaders in the state
education agency have o portunities to increase 'formal
power in dedision making. Let us assume hat, instead of
the governor 'being named as the employer, t state board
of eduCatiOn is delegated broad powers to operate schools.
The state board 'would be the group to be negotiated with
and the results subject to ratification through the legi5, ive
process,. The powers delegated by law, of course, ema ate

-from power generated to pass them. If one is to enjoy officially
designated policy-making powers, he must .win them in the
political arena.

Problems. of a Growing Bureaucracy

In the new politics of e ttaation we are experiencing a
decided growth in state education agencies. The agencies
of some states were kept miserably weak in influence for many
years. Federal assistance to increase the leadership of state
agencies, combined with the growth of state participation,

15
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will ;produce a growt ,.in bureaucratic Complexity. This will
giye rise to some impdr ant political problems. For instance,
how does the chief stat , school officer accommodate a grab
for more power by his read chiefs withourfuriller alien-
ating'ating, leaders in local,scho districts?.

' In spite of what has be described as the myth of local
control' of education, the cone pt. has viability In the percep-
tive reality of practice. Why, for example,-have many state,
education agencies .b6en weak in political influence? One
rather obvious reason is that educational leaders and their'
friends in. the legislature have resisted a strong, aggressive
state ,buredncraq. As a consequence, the chief state
school officer has the Problem of maintaining ..the political
support of his local constituents while at the same time moving
towards a greater position of influence.

Attaining this position of .influence is not an insur-
mountable task. The answers lie in -so * organizational and
leadership principles. For one thing, "'emphasis should be
placed upon performing service& for, superintendent's that
do not create more problems for them than before the services
were performed.. Doing things with. people .,to Smprove edu-
cation produces much, more enduring political support than
doing things to people. .All too freqUently I witness the hand-
waving anger: of .school superintendents who perceive- that
some small, smart-alecky group of :persons has planned a
grand project that costs the superiritendents large numbers

. of man days. Many of these lianded-down projects are legiti-
mate attempts to improve some aspect of education. Yet to
the ideal school administrator they may be one more hoop to
jump through to get state and federal money. The .sum of all
these feelings can produce great loss of power .and forces

) countervailing' to the state education agency.
Another potential problem -involves the crunch of con-

flict between state and federal bureaucraciei. The state
education, agency could become the ,group in .the middle
insofar as local and national governments are concerned.

The Use of Power

Political .power is the basis of access and successful
leadership in the toothland-claw a pects of state politics.
If you do not have political .poiver, ott Must take your hat
1111. hand and approach the masters t rough the back door.
Our research evidence demonstrates at some educators do
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obtain political power and use it for the benefit of the

>hildren's education. Others. get power as a basis of fur-
thering their personal aims. Other educators are powerless.
Contrdry to what s ne of our subculture friends say, the

society is open enoug for educators to participate effectively
in the decision-makin process.

PrOfessional Goals an bjectives

. Knowing, what one wants and having an absorbing will
..to go, after it is a very important part of the successful ;lisp.
'of power. Educators- have been handicapped by splinter
grOups with conflicting goals. Bailey and his associates
studied several states in the Northeast and found that splin-
ter, competing educational groups and political naivete- of
educational leaders contributed to their own defeat of edtf--
cational proposals.'` -

There is clear evidence from studies of state decision
making that whenfiducators and their friends reach consensus
on goals and sfand:united for action, they are succePul in
achieving significant results. This was evident from the.Bailey
study just alluded to, from Starkey's study in"Texas, and from
Masters' analysis ofiGlissouri. Therefore, ;vhere some basis
of consensg in goals is possible among the educational groups,
state leaders,,should. by all 'means coalesce for action. As

.1-suggested earlier, ieducational leaders of, disparate groups
.'(i.e., teacher. uthons and associations, administrator groups,

school board `associations, parent-teacher associations, etc.
of'some states may still be able to reach consensus otrsupport.
able goals And objectives. This will depend upon how the new
politics develops among the states and ,ho'w well educational
leaders respond to political change.

----Setting_political goals and objectives has not,-been a
strong suit al..-stdteeiliicationagencies.,_. The tendency has
been to adept in advance of each legislativekssiOirapolyglot.
of "legislative programs" that please the most important
segments of the eduational establishment, but that no legisla-
ture could possibly adopt. Inevitably, the groups forming
such so-called programs are thrown into conflict over how
much the pie-in-the-sky programs are cut and which ones are
eliminated: altogether. Such attempted coalitions are self-
defeating because there is no orderly process through which
reasonably attainable goals are established.

12 Bailey, Stephen K., et al. Schooken and P ics: A Study of State "Aid
to Education in the Northeast. Syricuse, N.Y.: Sy cuse University Press, 1962.
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State education agencies, should lead in developing a
process throngli which -goals for improving education are
established. As indicated earlier, the new politicsof education
will move many state 'agencies more within' the mainstream
of state politics. This ihould not in any way deter the agency
and those associatcd with it from the,task of defining goals
and. objectives. In a' pluralism of competing educational
group, the state agency personnel can bargain for support
of these groups. The agency,, however, will probably find
it necesary to move toward goal achievement in the absence
of support by some of these groups.

Obtaining. Personal Commitments.

To Legislative Progranis

Difficult as educational planning has been to achieve,
the process is for naught unless we lrn how to get the corn-

.. mitment to action needed to gain 4.c -aess. to the state power
structure. Someliow a person must have a gut feeling about
the desirability of the legislative programs proposed through
planning. The planning process must be conducted in such
a way that thousands of Pebble (and many groups) who have
pieces of political power will commit themselves to political
action. In the final analysis, the degree of commitment is
measured by how much the constituents of state educational
leaders are willing to give of themtelves. One significant
measure is the amount of money the various persons and
grotips are willing to give.

My personal feeling is that planning must be organized
so that there is very broad articipation among those groups
and persons who are pa t of the state education agency
establishnient. The chief state school officer cannot get the
perso al commitment net ded through an elite-run planning
process: Somehow a m n left out of the process does not get
the strong, dedicated f elingin his craw' needed to politicize

, him fully.

Locating and Analyzing Power

As has alre/dy been emphasized in this paper; the new
politics of education demands that the participants understand
the structure cf power in the political sysiem. The power-/user must u,nderstand the inputs of ,national leaders, cor-
porations, libor unions, developers, professional associations,
and,news Media. He must know how the informal groups of
18.
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state leaders fit into the 'total conceptualization of political
power. Moreover, he should locate latent centers of poyec
in the state that might he activated. What is the shape of
power in the system? Who are the leaders in the legislative
establishment and what are their sources of power? These
are but a few of the questions that need to-he answered. The
ystem must be monitored continuously.

The study in New York Slate by Milstein and Jennings
lr serve as a warning to state education.leaders in locating

power in the legislative process." Their findings indicate that
educators' perceptions of who wielded power in the legislative
establishment were different from the perceptions of the
legislators. Educators had fallen into the traditional trap of
logically assuming that certain leaders held power instead
of using.empirical data to locate,and describe the state power
structure. Educators placed too 'much emphasis upon party
politics and ascribed more power than did' legislators tof) , those holding official poSitions in the legislature (i.e., speaker,

-
committee chairma) 'The informal power of person of
recognized expertise Was unkrestimated. Educators tended

. to neglectInfiueneintrconnnunity power structures in carrying
it state-level straVgiev:

I',
Reading the Future for
Po li 'cal Action

In thh. overall planning process, the state e "on

agency nee use n odern political techniquss th
help it project' future -s cietal, demands for education. Su
essful politicians in s ate politics make use of scienti c
ollin,s tee "clues to discover what the issues are among
ierent roups of Educators should adopt polling

te Iniques to Icarp.about existing opinions, educational issues,
an concc?nslor the future. The thoughts about education
of n portant leaders in the legislature should be monitored.

As the political system is monitored through scientific
polling techniques and observation, strong educational trends

41-jould be noted. These will most likely be areas in which
strong support can he generated for legislation. The educa-
tional trends should be reflected in the goals of the state

1
13 Milstein, Mike M., and Jennings, Robert E. "Perceptions of the Educa.

tional PolicyMaking Process in New York State." Reseirc paper presented
at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research ,Assoolipa,
February 6, 1971.
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education agency. A recent example of this is the growth of
interest in the area of early chAsiod education.

Strategy-Based Leadership

,l-leartfelt goals and ,Objectives are one of the base/ of
affirmative political mitivicy and effective us& of power. The
goals and objectives oh education Must be written into educa-
tional pr(grains. These ,Programs should form the basis of
bills in the legislative Processes or be the basis of seeking
modification and redirectiOn of bills 'sub lined by legislators.
This appiloach makes :. ive action more ,probable than

1 tion`maOie xpected if educatorsdefensive iction: Posit.
do their I ornework aura .ake libei,ill u d of informed aca:.
dcmics. The chief state school 0Lc'er hould have an out-
standing inforniatiol' systcni silrptirte by research and
developmdnt. This 'is essential in coin eracting the growth
of independence of le,vislators.and goyer io,s in relying upon
their,own information upt plie. ,

I an troubled I) `tile frequency with Ny)IiCil educators
1 rs

are outshUilled by theirs enemies and, put "OW the defensive.
Educators spend far too 'Mich lthne'reacting,toibills proposed
by individuaLktisiators arid Written ily tIventY-)real.-old aides
and not enoitgli time inesilic. for positive action on their0 positive

b own goals. We too frpq len* allms,-,1,state leaders to avoid
actions to improve edtici tiii.! I d aanoti recount how many
times I have seen the enen'ies oft, educational progress use
sonic such contrivance as 1 ai masteri)lan study to avoid
appropriating needed 'furids for education. I have partici-
pated in too many of thes'e acionsi ,They have seldom been '
productive because 111,y keitle, pol;ticl maneuvers to avoid
state legislation. Within recent ye4rs these maneuvers have

much wiser; they do better loework on goals and strategies;
become less successful! tha 1, lin the past because teachers arc ,

pi
they have more powerf. i , , ; I

I have the feeling that ive ail not investino- enough of
our lime in projecting ne' dep plogranis and in lobbying to
get them adopted through state Iroard!ror legislative actions.
In the new politics of there surely must be more
important things to do th n1 harasis s'cliool districts with a
lot of specific rules and egula irs. I believe that, as the
personnel x) f our state age cries g sir More political maturity
and influence, ,they will.d range thpir tactics. The tendency

... is always -to- retreat ifilo tiles
j

and regulations when one is

i
!

i". .,1 Is'ecure.
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lanning Winning Strategies. In the new politics of
education, resources need to be invested in the development
of political strategies. In the, long run the use of alternative
strategies with different typologies of political systems will
add to professional knowledge and give state leaders a better
batting average. The chief state school officer should form

a strategy-Steam. Starting' with the program, the team should
spend hours in political .g a m jag' from their knowledge of
dynamics and power arrangements in the systdm to be

influenced.
The strategy team should .engage in different forms of

force field analyses. Who ip the power structure can be
expected to support certain Anograms and, who will oppose
them? How can the educational leaders neutralize or reduce
the influence of opponents and increase the power of, those c,

supporting desired legislation?
I realize that many chief state school officers engage in

these activities. However, my impression is that this is
not a formalized process engaged in on a continuous basis
in all states. Moreover, the strategists are not taking enough
advantage, in al) cases of what Bailey and his associates
referred to as 'the scribblers and_their friends." 14 Reference
here was to -outstanding university professors who concep-
tualized forward-looking state -aid programs. The universities
could be -especially helpful in collecting and analyzing data
that could be used to improve the effectiveness of the strategy
teams. All too frequently 'we fail to .see the forest for the
trees when we are in the heat of political action. Kirst has
observed, for example, that a recurring theme from research
is of educators lacking influence in appropriations and state
aid." My own observation has bed' thgt educational groups
tend to spend much time with education committees in the
legislature. More energy should .be used within the total
legislative establishment and particularly with those power-
wielders who -.do not hold public "office but have influence'
over those who do. Above all,' we must realize that the high-
sounding education' bills. introduced by our friends amount
to little if we do not get them through appropriations.

'Building and Strengthening PolitiCal Organizations To
Support Strategies. Much attention must be focused upon
the organizational potential of the educators and theii friends.

14 Bailey, op. cit.

15 Kirst, Michael W.; editor. The Politics of Education at the Local, State,
and Federal Levels. Berkeley, Calif.: McCutchan Publishing Corp., 1970.



Given several groups apolitical adversaries with equal power
potential, the one that has the best organization and leadership
strategy will win. Massive organizational arrangements are
needed in state and national politics. Where a coalition of
educational groups supporting common goals is possible,
educators have tremendou, organizational advantages if only
they will work to exploitthem. Through the network of school
districts and schools, the chief state szbool officer can organize
right down to the block level. The power potential of such an
organization would be immense.

Milstein and Jennings found that individual legislators
were very sensitive to the wishes of the people in their districts
and to the local educational leaders.I6 Therefore, a successful
state strategy should include locally organized strategies.

Becoming a Fully Politicized Participant in the State
Decision-Making Process. The chief state school cater (and
his designated assistants) must be a fully. politicized par-
ticipant in the system if he is to gain access to it and avoid
powerlessness. Those of you who have achieved this stage
of development know that this is a very demandinfask. It
is demanding on one's family. It involves full time. Someone
besides you must be delegated the task of running the school
system. Above all, it involves the realistic assessment of the

, power resources one controls, a projection of those to be con-,
trolled in the future, and the most expert and artful use
possible of these resources in supporting educational goals.

Summary Comments

During the past forty minutes I have talked about several
aspects of education in the state, political setting. In the
interest of time available I shall not attempt to summarize the
different points discussed.

The chief state school officer is entering a new threshold
of politics. Many of the .traditionally employed political
strategies used for access to the legislative process may soon
be outmoded. The new politics of education will produce
-fundamental changes in the role of the chief state school
officer and of other leaders in the state education agency.
Traditional leadership roles based upon monitoring the

'implementation of rules and regulations will give lyay to.
viable leadership for educational improvement. Those who

16 Milstein and Jennings, op. cit.
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cannot fulfill" the new -leadership functions will be shunted
aside, and other persons or agencies will fill the void.'

To avoid the dreaded powerlessness in the new politics,
. the chief state school officer and his colleagues must become.

seasoned in the use of -power. They mist learn how to develop
and use effectively political strategies that will result in the
attainment of desirable educational goals and objectives.
The new politics clearly implies a strong need for the state-
level educational administrators to become outstanding politi-
cians. Perhaps all of us must join in the scholarly study of
how one obtains political power and uses it for educational
improveThent.

,
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A Governor Views the State
1,.Education Agency

The Honorable Tom McCall
Governor of Oreg9n

Last year in a national television interview I said to
America's tourists, "Come visit us again and again. But
for heaven's sake, don't come here to live."

This year I noted that the tourists still were stampeding
. to Oregon,.and $o I said we might even have to withdraw the

invitation to visit.
Naturally enough this has led many in other states to

wonder what we are trying to hide. War- one treasure I
am trying to hide is our superintendent of public instruction,
Dr. Dale Parnell. Dale is a superb educator and administra:
for and an all-around, highly competentpublic servant. He
is of inestimable value to OrFen-, nd I don:t want people out
here trying to lure him away. .

As .is the -case with some of the other states, Oregon
elects its state superintendent of schools. I wheedled Dr.
Parnell into running for the job because he was qxactly right
for: this, state. His opponent )vas exactly wrong for the job,
an antiprogressive of the first rank, a man with a base of
support so narrow that 95 percent of his campaign funds came
froin just two people.

I helped Date organize his campaign, ,and I supported
him vigoi.ously. Yet this was nothing that I wouldn't expect
other governors to do. Goverpors must understand that the
educational offering of their states is of all-pervasive impor-
tance. We all have to be prepared to go into the valley of
the shadow of political death on behalf of 'a .good educator.

But a governor must not expect subservience in return.
Male Parnell owes me nothing, even by infer° ce. We simply
have basic philosophical, agreement and we a e able to rely
24
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oil each other to do his share of meeting the state's strong
coMmitment to education.

IEven before he became a candidthe Dale understood the
necessity, for involvement of educators in politics. You all
deal with legislators, and they are politicians. You deal with
voters who are rejecting sohool budgets by the thousands,
and that is politics too. You must remain on the stump to
explain, cajole, and win converts. At the very least you
become accessible and you -open lines of communication.
You learn what is troubling the other guy and are able to
outline a way to ease his consternations.

Earlier I referred to some statements I have made
regarding tourism. My staff now advises me that it is stil,
appropriate for me to Ove a keynote speech but not an
address of welcome. But I hope you have beenNmade to feel
welcome, and I am personally, ,pleased that you weke able
to slip in under the wire.

And really, my statements are not to i the effect that I
am going to erect barriers., The point is that Xisitors are going
to came to Oregon anyway, and I wonder if we should invite
more if we are not prepared for .those who .have already
come. I fear that the impact onnonrenewable resources will
leave us nothing for the-tourists who follow in the wake of
today's visitors.

This concept is relatively new but it is being-expressed
even more dramatically in.flawaii, where the fences really
are going up.

I relate this movement in Oregon and Hawaii to ihe
desire of the people to have a decent quality of life. Usually
this is viewed in the environmental context, but it encompasses
education as well. We are winning the fight in Oregon to
preserve and enhance our environment. We also see a way
now to make equality of educational opportunity significantly
more than backroom shoptalk.

You need no education from me about Serrano in Cali-
fornia or Rodriguez in Texas. But I do want to advise you
that I am dedicaq to the principle enunciated in these
cases. The United States Supreme Court may overturn the
Rodriguez opinion now before it on narrow constitutional
grounds,ibut not even this will taint me with doubt.

No child in my state ought:to be deprived oL an adequate
education because of where he lives. We have disparities
of wealth and disparities of effort among the school districts,
inLyour states and mine. The loss is the child's--and noone
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will admit to his own (1fiscal gain resulting from this sacrifice
of the children. ,' .

..
It is my viewand the view expressed in Serranothat

-- having science educatI in Southern Oregon's Fairhavendik.),
School, ivhere thereiSn't al , is just as important as having
it at Western Oregon's McKinney School, where they have an
excellent program. t

The state of Oregon now provides approximately 21
percent of the financing of local school operating costs. I have
proposed a program to -triple the state contribution while
at the same time reforming the tax structure for the support
of 3lementary and secondary schools. The principar,element
of this program is to abolish property taxes on homes for
the support of school operating costs. , The.ieople my
state do not differ from the people of yo states: thity want
a financial structure based upon ability t pay. The predict-
able flak is flying, but we are travelin in the face of it.
Our entire proposal, to the last technics ity, will be in com-
plete form' by December, and I invite you to communicate
with me that we might exchange thoughts on it.

Serr no has provide4,the logistical support for equalizing
opportu ty, and the people are demanding tax reform. We
can.put hese together to secure for the children for all time
their constitutional entitlement to an adequate education.

And there is something even beyond this. It was
expressed magniff8ently by the Ohio state superintendent of
public instruction, Dr. Martin Essex. He said in a speech
last January:

A radical departure from our traditional tax structure cer-
tainly is indicated if we are to restore a balance of government.
However reprehensible to my ideology, I welcome the court
actions which move to restore my cherished hope for sound and
responsive local and state government.

I was in Washington last week testifying. fore the
'Senate Finance Committee on behalf of legislation for federal
revenue sharing. I made the point that local goVernment is
Oregon's number one priority, and I told

will
committee that

my state's entire share of this revenue will go to elementary
and secondary education. t
` My proposal for ,tax reform in the interest of education
would lift the pressure off the honieowner and cool the
financial heat felt by the school boards. The response from
some of these same quarters was to- slap !Tie instantly with
complaints that local control would be lost. 1
26
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There is no local, stip, or any other kind of control
of a school district flirting with banki-uptcy,.- The Portland
School District was forced to cut twenty-two days. from the
school year just -ended' for lack of money. This is the
equivalent of a full year of schooling that would be lost for
a first-grader if this were continued through his secon-
dary years.

In Oregoii, school tax bases are so low' that almost
no district can operate for a full year without voter approval
of the budget. So the pressures are just to keep the schools

going. It is not just a question of whether they'll have a new
door or five hundred more seats in the gymnasium. It is
whether-they are going to have school.

To deny a child a year of school is to have lost control,
, not to have retained it.

But I am not going. to argue a shibboleth. There has
been and always will be local controlin its real sense.
Neither our state constitution na'r yours, in 'all probability,
provides local schOol districts with the responsibility the
state has to provide a common unifofm system of education.
Local school districts are subject to 4the will of the legis-

,4ature. The legislature may, yor may not, take over the
functions of the local school district. My view is that 'the
legislature has delegated authority and now should make

even more plain exactly what authority has been or 'should
be delegated.

The legislators have the power to assume all the duties,
but they shouldn't and they won't. They would like stmeon e
to be accountable for meeting the goals they establish, and
I. recommend that you take the lead in settling the question.of

/ accountability. I've heard corporate managers demand input-
output'accountalilAy from the schools and it hasn't thrust
me into a world. J. trauma. We ought to gleeftilly,pounce
upon the interest that is expres ed, examine it with whoever
would examine, and determine h w we might respond.

Accountability falls-at your level-and mine. It falls
hardest at the local level, so it is es ecially important that the'
citizens and the school boards know their role and their shared
responsibility with the state. It is your duty to assist your
legislators in defining broad goals for education. These
should include the philosophy that the local district will
,establish its own goals, that it will shoW how they are to be
met and how successful the district was in achieving its goals.

Perhaps legislators have been forced into drafting spe-
etc rules because of local failure= which equates with looal
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control, and possibly,also with shirked responsibility at every
level. My own state requires public school observance of
Frances E: Willard Day, in honor of an acknowledged tem-
perance leader. Few Oregon schools observe the day. It is
an age-old, specific legislative directive not appropriate for
the state to impose, but highly appropriate for local action,
one-way or the-other.

I am happy to `report that an Oregon legislative interim
committee now is at wok to define our state'r broad goals
for education. I want to make as part of the record of thii
conference the kind of statement that I expect will become
legislative policy. The substance of this state 0.11 would
be this:

The education of elementar d secondary students results
from _a combined effort of ho

)
c arch, school, and community.

It will be the primary responsibility of schools in Oregon to help
students develop individual competencies to function as citizens,
consumers, pr ucers, and life-long learners.

The schools ve, a sliffed responsibility and a t econdary Tole
in- helping stu ents with physical, social, emotional, cultural,
and ethical-moral.development. Itris important that the schools
support and reinforce the home and other community institu-
tions in these areas:

This will not be all of it, but it almost could be. The
important issue here is to resolve what is the first and primary
duty of schools and what is secondary. The legislators, Dale
and his staff, and local officials cquld find within this goal
sufficient guidelines fo's permit local action. Let the local
district propose a plan to meet the expressed-objectives. The
state will provide the money, and we, all will join in an
evaluation of whether the objectives were met. That's really
all we ought to require. We do not need to demand that
the school have nineteen students in each class and that every
student must get to page 258by the end.of the semester.

So we are saying that locaf control will /remain alive .

and well. Once the legislature determines what Oregon. will
consider to be a basic educational program designed to meet'
state goals, and puts a price on that program, local school
boards will have full authority and power to decide how
their own educational programs will operate and how they
will reachthese goals.

TM is where local 'control functions. Its basic strength
lies in the fact that local school boards have the power to hire
and fire, The boards have the power to approve curriculum
design and buy instructional materials, to decide what their
'28
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students Will see' and read, and to evaluate their own per-
sonnel and programs. The. state must assume the major
financial bUrden of supporting local schools, but the state does
not need to insist upon writing the rules for gaol and every
program.

An examination of' our situation in Oregon yields, edifi-
cation that our community colleges have fewer legislative
and State Board of Education rules to live by than our pri-
mary and secondary districts. Yet the state-federal support
for community colleges makes up more than half of
their budget.

Dr. Parnell, as a former community college president,
is a witness to the fact that the source of funds is not neces-
sarily a determinant of the 'exercise of power. In the case
of the elementary and secondary schools, me are proposing
local control where it counts, without attaching any mithiCal,
magical qualities to it.

A noted comedian once said something to -this effect:
"Your school will .provide you .with sound mind ... sound
body. Take your pick." While that esse tia goes too far
in indicating the broadness of choice th t any istrict may
have, it may express, when the shibbole domes our way,
just how open your mind really is to a dis sion of e issue,

I hope you will conclude from my remarks cot erning
local control and educational finance that the state unque ion-
ably has the responsibilityconstitutionally,. morally, and
under current law. I also have said that the judicious exercise
of the clout held by the legislattire can lead to a perfect union
between the state and local people.

So wild I now recommend to,you I also recommend to
the Oregon Legislature, local school boards, and the people:
(a) Each local "district must establish goals within .state'
guidelines and submit plans for achieving these goals. In
Oregon w,e have a6,gd the local districts to submit for review
their programs for vocational educatiori and reading. Many
-local educators have been delighted with the opportunity to
rethink what they are Aoingor not doing. (b) State and
federal leaders must exert leadership in the fields of plan-
ning and evaluation rather than- red-tape paper-shuffling and
monitoring of details.

What are some areas demanding your planning leader-
ship?---I would offer four or 4ve ideas.

We shotilsi-systematicalb, review and revise state regu-
lations and guidelines, and' we should begin making the
changes we see necessary in teacher education and\Jcertifica-
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lion. Some Of the teacher education requirements are dread-
. ful; and On the other hand, we don't always know that a

teacher actually can perform-in the classroomP I am told that
many of you are moving toward peiforman a -based teacher
education programs. 4 compliment you and suggest that you
find among you those whom you might help` to implement a
simildr,progra m. . /

We've got tc lead, not follow, the ifiising demand. for
coordination of. new secondary school pkograms with post-

* high school institutions. Within five yeai's, half of the high,
school seniors in this state will be doMg something other
than sitting in the high school classroom, their curiosity in
traction. Many will, be in community colleges, others in
community service, and some in on-the-job training.

There is going to be a different Ond of senior year for
our students,. more options for the seventeen= and eighteen-
year-olds. And on the other end ofvihe scale we are going
to.move as promptly as we can to Aatch the early childhood
education programs that some of the/states now.have.

We will recommend tlpt the legislature repeal obsolete
statutory requirements that impede' necessary changes.

And let's 'make the point offer and over that the great
miss of America is not going to/be enrolled in a university.
Many students can't afford it, and even more simply don't
want to enroll. Yet somehow the people have clung to the
concept that basic education is so constructed that it leads
only to college. And I'm sure you recognize that the educa-
tional system we have today was constructed for fifty years
ago when we didn't have credit cards, cars that go t o past,

. and young people deciding whether to plant roots r join
the rootless society. A we didn't have television nearly
every home. This new edium must be consider d a part
of the educational system; in fact, young peop log more
hours watching television over twelve years thin attending
formal, schools. .

. Throughout this land there are people .sa ing to their
children and to the children of other parents, "We say,
you do." This is not acceptable to me, and4tlie stude lave
made it obvious it is not acceptable to them. We are at a
new place in time, where the institution and that means you
and me as well as the principals and the (eackersmust
respond to the students' needs. We must meet them at their
point of need instead of our own. We can do this without a

° great infusion of money. It may be wrenching to some as
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they turn their heads in the direction of the future instead of
the past",:7but we have doctors in attendance.

You are those doctors, the doctors of educatioln. You
have hoed ,tough rows to get where you are, but you also are
fortunate to be where you, are at this particular point in
history. For you have the greatest opportunity of this century
to help effect the change that you know is necessary, and that
I am 'convinced we can have.

I am in your corner no matter where you liveBoise,
Atlanta, Montpelier, or San Juan.

The people really are on our side. I only wonder
Whether we have made it possible for them to know it.
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A Legislator Views the State
Education Agency

The Honorable Stewart Bledsoe
Majority Leader
House of Representatives
Stateof Washington

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. I want to thank
you for inviting me to come and meet with you'all this after-
noon; it's not very often that a cattle rancher from Ellensburg
has the opportunity to address such a large' and I might
add, captiveaudience of educators.

The theme of the Institute--"The Governance of State
Education Systems: Pressures, Problems, options " certainly
is a timely one. For never before has the operation of
government, including the educational systems, 'been so
fraught with pressures, problems, or options. There are
pressures from some to return to the basics, to teach only the
three R's. tne failure of special school levies and of state
financing to provide a basic education to all students is
increasing in severity to a point that last year more than one-
third of the 220 school districts in Washington State that
submitted special maintenance and operations levies were
turned' down. And the optiOns before us are increasing in
number to the point where it becoming more and more
difficult even to define the term basic education.

Let's all be realistic. Education is deeply involved with
the political process. The legislative, executive, and judicial
branches of government are faced with the uncomfortable
position of having to decide among certain priorities. That's
what they get paid for. Education is only one of those
priorities.

The struggle for a better quality of life by residents of
in-city living; the effort of the concerned to save, preserve,
and protect the natural environment; the racial and ethnic
minority group struggle for equal opportunity; the private

wner who is being forced from his property because
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of an increased tax burden; and the educator who seeks an
improved educational financing systemall of these, and
the many more I have failed to mention here, turn to their
governmental bodies for solutions. The battle to gain a place
in the priority race will go to the swift, the well shod, and
the well prepared.

A prime example of the battle you face has been taking
place in the halls of the Washington State Legislature all
during my eight years in the House. It is not an educational
problem, but you can see yourself reflected in it. The legis-
lature has been badgered on salmon fishing by gill- netters,
purse seiners, commercial and sportsmen, and each group has
worked for its own special interest. The real problem, how-
ever, is not the incompatibility of individual interests; very
simply, there just is not enough salmon to go around. The
same holds true for all those in the priority race. There simply
is not enough money to go around, and there never will be
enough money, unless you read the taxpayer differently than
I do.

Our state's constitution establishes education as the
state's primary responsibility. "It is the paramount duty of
the state to make ample provision for the ed. ration of all
children," says the Washington Constitution. "The Legisla-
ture shall provide a general and uniform system of public
schools...."

That pretty well puts the onus on those of us who a
seat in the hot box in the State Capitol. There is a realization
both by legislators and by many inforined private citizens
that the cost of education has far outstripped the state govern-
ment's ability and/or willingness to fund it under the present
system of tax collection and expenditure allocation.

At the root of the financial, squeeze, and most prominent
in the minds of many private'citizeni, is the special levy
system. Originally intended to be nothing more than a means
to finance special education projects, special levies have
become more and more a means to finance basic school
operations and maintenance. Three years ago, according to
the Washington State Research Council, special -levies
accounted for approximately 15 percent of all .chool financ-
ing. Last year that rose to 21 percent, and if the current
trends continue, the Council predicts next year we could
find school districts playing ballot-box roulette for 25 per-
cent of their funds.

Statewide, Washington's public schools sought 8235
million in levy funds this year, up 25 percent over last year's
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requests. The voters rejected $40 million worth of the
special issues, a jump ofand get thisalmost 125 percent
over last year's figure. That whopping increase in levy
failures represents the largest single year for levy failures in
our state's history. The dollar value of the levies rejected
last spring nearly equals the value of all levies submitted to
voters as recently as six years ago. Just in ca all of you
out there haven't noticedit,.there seems to be so ething wrong
croino. on here.b b

A

7 IMost of useducators, public -gen, nts, lid private
citizensare quick to..blame the stet,' ax,' syst i 'because
it ldaves many local, districts 'holding e li'g. T ere is a
taxpayer revolt which "began with the 19 state s preen'

. court rulinvhat property must be assessed-for tax pi rpose
at 50 percent of true value. For, years the county as essors.
had been using 25 percent as the rule of 'thumb.

The tax system'unquestionably is part of the picture,.
but there are many indications that the widespreaLdeieat of
the many special levies can, be attributed to other causes.

, Weiare currently looking at a new electorate with frus-
trations stronger, than I have ever seen in- my experietce as'
an elected official. There is'a moveindW back.to the old con-
cept of populism, the most dramatic exiymple of the movement
being the recent nomination of ,George McGovern. The
senator from .South Dakota and I disagree violently on many
issues, but he has managed to demonstrale quite well to all ,

of us that the frustrations of the new electorate can be
organized and that government, to be successful, will have
lo,listen.to all ,sidesof the political spectrum. ,

Eighteen-year-olds can now vote. As a result, politics .
1: is being taken into the streets, and the old public-involvement

toolsthe referendum and voter recallare finding renewed
favor. f ,

i .
So while there is a taxpayer revolt shotvn in votes against

special school.levies, it.is not totally an antischool movement.
but :rather a. surfacing of frustrations that the voter feel.
Because it not an antischool' movement, all educator must

., begin working very hard to establish credibility with these
voters in order to prevent state education from leco7ing
the prize whipping boy.,

There is, after all, some validity to voter dissatisfaction
and unrest: College courses in fly-tying and floating the
Yakima River don't-make it with the -nearby farmer who,
with sweat on his face, is seeking helE..to harvest his crops.
Students who scorn the educational opportunities ,that their
34, , j
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parents worked so hard to "obtain but never realized don't
make it with the factory worker who has only the assembly
line to look forward to the rest o; his life. .

You, the educator, are walking the tightrope. We cannot
suggest going back to the caves or implementing an education
policy which will not adequately prepare our children for
tomorrow's world. But politics is largely luck and timing,
and so it is wi those educational programs that are being
underwritten y the financially hard-pressed communities.
The programs tharare realistic and in touch with the require-
merts of the community generally pass. Witness approval
of the recent school levy in Ellensburg, my 'home town, by
90 percent while one in Richland, only ninety miles south,
failed. The Ellensburg levy was an _excellent example of
proper timing in community -wide' approach and realistic
phrasing, together with acceptance by-the educational policy
makers that they could iiorlrfrall they wished for all at once.

I personally feel that a much higher percentage of
special levies -would- pass if greater citizen input were pro-
vided for during the levy establishment period. I' would
recommend that school districts create lay advisory com-
mittees to obtain greater participation from those in the
communities. In-this manner, the levy that results and is put
forth to the people for acceptance would not come from the
educators alone but from the .community itself.

----;---- The average_ Jeai or=z-iriiiiefully uninformed about-
the tru ' , o is of education. Unless he is a legislative
specialist or is from the educational community, he is often
in 'a position where he is presented with a:lot of half-truths,
superstitions, and not very much fact.

You can be influential' in changing
First of a 1; try to find a candidate whose educational

intelligence quptient is something above the low eighties.
Secondly, if the legislatedoesn't meet that qualification,

help bring him or her up to speed. People who will provide
factual information to the legislature, are rarethat is,
information that is brief, repeatable, concise, and even some-
times not in sympathy with their cause. Honest and forth-
right advice is truly appreciated. t

Finally, become per4onally involved in the political
campaign of those who represent .you. These people will
recognize that you helped them in the past and will be recep-
tive to you when the time comes that you need help. You
can optimize the priority survival quotient by utilizing all
three of these methods. .
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It is important also to understand the rules of the game.
Legislative bodies tolerate a certain amount of stupidity\
even some hypocrisy. But they are totally unforgiving o
deliberate deception, specifically the bent figure, phony
graph, or direct liethe most unforgivable-of all. Educators
must be ready to provide believable facts and reasoned
analysis in order -not to suffer from credibility gaps. Lob,
byists for any group have nothing to fear as long as they
conduct them Ives openly.

Mark Tqa.in once said, "Thunder is good, thunder is
impressiire; but it is lightning that does the work." Well,
the same is true when it comes to lobbyists, and. for that
matter, to legislators. There are those who only create a.
great deal of noise, and there are those who speak more
loudly than others and impress some with their oratory.
But those in Olympia, in Salem, o yen in Washington,
D. 'C., who :actually accomplish thin s a the ones who do
not make the noise but who do stud the roblem, who do
not try to outmuscle Or overpower but who do ork within the
established system and accomplish much.

-In- the last general election in our state there was a
measure on the ballot to reform the tax structure in Washing-
ton State. That measure left the legislature to be placed
before the people doomed to defeat. It had been overcom-
promised because of those, other than educators, who were
more interested in obtaining social change than in providing
a realistic referendum. The "sweat equity" of the educators
and the support of many legislators who could have helped
the issue were notable in their weakness. 'The only people who
really carried the ball were the governor and a small handful
of legislators. All too many of my colleagues consider the
grass-roots work in obtaining votes for such measures Beneath
their dignity.. HJR 42, the tax-reform measure that would
have shifted the tax burden from the state's property owners
and provided the groundwork for improved educational fi-
nancing, failed and failed miserably.

In the closing days of the last legislative session a grotip
of Washington educators came on board with a new proposal,
which again was overcompromised. It was . formulated in
an effort to try to include a portion for just about everybody,
and had it been passed, I am confident that a doubting public
would have noted its inadequacy and would have: rejected
this measure also.

Fiscal perfection and comfortable future revenue lati-
tude that educators sought in these measures were justifiable
36



in their eyes because they were seeking -a package drawn in
their image. But in reality, on both occasions they sent a
baby out into the Columbia River wearing weighted shbes.
The taxpayer- who would eventually reject this .package was
after protectionto heck with perfection.

I'd like to take a moment to be very candid with all of
you and emphasize a point I made. a few moments ago: your
'involvement. In the congressional district I intend to repre-
sentin Washington after the November elections, the primary
industry and source of income for the people is agriculture.
The central portion of Washington State is natural-resource-
oriented, with 'the Columbia River to the east, the Cascades
to the west, and a great deal of rich soil in between. Yet
within the region there are more educators than there are
farmers. Very few people realize this fact.

During my campaign for Congress I have been raising
my campaign, funds from John Q. Citizen. To date we have
received 865 individual contributions for the campaign; the
largest was $500, the average is around $60. We've had
531 people contribute less. than $50, and 320 of these less than
$25. We have raised a- total of $56,641.22.

That may sound .like a lot of money, but at today's
campaign, prices, ours is not a rich man's campaign, at
either the funding or the spending level. Of interest to you,
however, is that of the 865 contributors to my campaign, only
a dozen have been educate "ow- if this. campaign were
being financed only by the rich, I could understand. If I
had to seek out new avenues of .communication to people
within the district, I could understand. But neither is the case.
The level of contributions I have received indicates clearly
that we welcome assistance from everyone. Also, nearly
every registered voter within the area was mailed a personal
letter from me with a pledge card which provided them with
the opportunity to participate iTt,;the campaign by displaying
a bumper sticker, by placing a sign in their yard, by helping
in the canipaign office or by sending in a financial
contribution.

The response of efforts from the educational spectrum
says something to me. It says either that the educators who
live in that district are not registered to vote, or that they are
tremendously apathetic toward th political process, 'or that
they may support my opponent (in which case I have a, sur-
prise for them). If the response to myTlea-is any indication,
then ceyrtainly it is possible that there may be a lack of
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educator response to other campaign efforts in other areas--,and for other racys.
Ladies and, gentlemen, the ke point here is not m

bankroll. It i that during the th e a politician is seeking
election, during the time he is seeking volunteers to work for
him, to assisi in'the campaign bOontributing time and money,
during th i time his hearing Ad is up to full volume. I am
not telli you to go out apd buy a 'legislator, and I'm not
saying(t fatat 'if you scratch/my back, I'll scratch yours. What
I am saying is that evel'y concerned citizen should become
involved in the bas i/ political pro4ess of electing their
representative. It comes in handy, ini.a year or two, after
the candidate' is a elected official, if for no other reason than

1%that he will remember your name, answer your phone .calls,
and respond to/yourletters. In my opinion, that is a much
better way to/operate than to try to exert pressure on the
official en Masse only when he must vote on an issue that
concerns ,yo/ur special interest. I'll respect you more if you
come around when you don't need something.

Another reason to become active in political campaigns:
it is educational. Education, you know, is not synonymous
with schooling. No amount of political science- courses, no
special documentary film, no guest speaker can genuinely
educate another person concerning the basic political process
of elections until you yourself have actively participated.
After all, whether you call it populism, representative democ-
racy, owhatever, thiscountry is established on the principle
that government serves the governed. Now that sounds a littl
corny, but, this system that we have been a part of for the
past two'hundred years is a good one. It's, the best political'
system history has known, but it can continue to get better
only if more people will work actively within it. The best
pace to start is with the electqral process itself.

Now I know that .many educators have become more
active,, some would even say militant; -by participating in
teacher bargaining groups. The state of Washington experi-
enced its first teacher strikes this year at Seattle Community
College and hi the city of Aberdeen. The Aberdeen strike
lasted three days and was ended' when a court ruled that
School districts are agencies of state government -and that a
strike of district ,employees, including teachers, is illegal.

State officials are getting longer rnd longer lists of
school district negotiations that have reached an in.passe,
where collective ba;gaining is a dead end. Teachers in some
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districts have taken the administration to court, primarily
over staff cuts announced after the failure of school levies..

Those are bad ublic relations moves. Credibility goes
out the window, with many parents wondering whether teach-
ers are more intewsted in their Calories than in teaching. A
student interviewed by the National Center for Information
on Careers in Education last fall offered this observation:
"People look Up more to professionals like doctors or lawyers
Li, they do teachers. Teachers are leaders of society in a
way, but they don't have the prestige of others. Maybe it's
because teachers don't always, act like other. professionals.
They rebel too often. They go on strike, they walk around
with signs, and they do the same things that nonprofes-
sionals do."

Remember, the swift, the well shod, and the well pre-
pared are the ones who will survive the scramble of priorities.
Government today is "hard pressed to provide dollars for
the many different funNons that demand funding. 'The
professiolialism referred tlo by t 't student is crucial
professionalism in approa III in planning, and in the concept
of tomorrow's educational tem.

The educator does wa k t tightrope. Some parents and
students feel that teachers and administrators have become
arrogant, that they patronilingly try to tell parents they no
longer are qualified to judge the quality of their child's
education. Teachers are seeking satisfaction in the courts for
the many, grievances they have been burdened with for years.

The, electorate is .changing. Many students can now
vote on school levies that will help to fund the educational
program in which they are enrolled.

Legislators are faced with unhappy taxpayers, the need
for tax reform, and vocal special-interest groups, each trying
to get a *be of the action.

One thing is certain, ladies and gentlemen: the educa-
tional procesi tomorrow will be nothing like it is today.
I would recommend 'to each of you here that you return.
to your schools after this .conference and look at your prob-
lems as if you were a businessman trying to solve a particular
business problem. For I feel strougly that the student
interviewed touched upon an important aspect of the educa-
tional spectrum that should be considered, that perhaps the
field of education could- benefit by some hardheaded self-
appraisal such as that undergone at year-end by the-business
community: Did it work? If we were short of the mark, how
come? What are we planning for next year to Improve our
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position? I don't mean that the educators should ignore
the teacher-pupil relationship or the school atmosphere, but
that the group might take a different approach to their careers'
and to their problems if they also considered themselves
business executives,,at least for purposes of self-appraisal.

\
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Money not only talks, it often governs. Without sup-
porting funds there would be no state education system to

governed. At the same time, fiscal constraints are also
governance constraints. In this section of the institute report,
two speakers consider fiscal problems related to state educa-
tion system governance:

Dr. Erick L. Lindman speaks to-the, issue. "Full State
Funding: ReqUirements and Options," by offering two analy-
ses: "The Programmatic Approach," and "The Serrano Prob-

. lem." In these papers he outlines alternatives open to states
in implementing the basic principles set forth in recent court
decisions on school finance cases, suggesting ways to "preserve
substantial local fiscal independence without violating the
equal-protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment."

Mr. Harley M. Dirks,in discussing "New Directions in
Federal Funding,", calls attention to some of the historic
and emerging federal priorities in education and suggests the
"federal switching station" concept of packaging specific

,)grants into comprehensive aid programs. He admonishes
educators.to developstronger consensus on educational issues
and more credible accountability in educational programs

-if they are to expect continued and increasing federal support.
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[41-State Funding:
Requirements and Options
I. The Programmatic Approach

Erick L. Lindman
Professor of Education
University of California at Los Angeles

/
In this paper, I assume that full state funding means

precisely what it says: all public school income will come
from state and federal sources, and lo8aliaxation for public
schools will lie discontinued. Such a chanv. in school finance
policy would inevitably bring a new relationship between the
state education agency and local School districts. Before
describing this new relationship, it is useful to review,priefly,
some of the characteristics of state school finance 'Systems
that in the past have influenced 'the relationship between the
state education ageticy and local school districts.

The foundation program concept has done much to
\define the role of the state education agency. Equalization

of public school support has been sought by imprOing the
stakus of schools in the less wealthy school districts zw4thout
rerhking funds available in the more affluent communities,
a process well suited to the inevitable compromises of the
legislative\process. Moreover, the school programs in the
wealthy school districts set the pace for the rest of the state.
But the process of equalization of school 'support has been
too gradual in most states, and recent court decisions reflect
impatience with the pace of the movement toward equal
schooling.

Partial equalization of per-pupil expenditures accom-
plished by the foundation program, reflects one of the basic
compromises upon which public schools resta Compromise
between statewide equality of schoolon the one hand and
local option to strive for excellence on the other. In principle,
this compromise between statewide uniformity and local
option has worked reasonably well -Its acceptance depends
pritharily upon the maintenance of a reasonable btdance be-
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tween the quality of public schoo ng guaranteed for all chil-
dren and youth in' the state 'and the quality of schooling
provided-in the best local school. sys ems in the state. H this

p is small, and if the state standar4 program is adequate,
)e compromise is generally accepted.

The essential compromise of the oundation program
concept has done much to shape the .1.2c) the state education
agency, and a change to full,stateltindin' .would change this
role fundamentally. In the following paragraphS, three finan-
cial effects of elimination of the local School'property tax are
noted, along with anticipated effects upon the role of the state
education agency.

1. Under full state funding, equalization of financial
support of public schools would be assured. For the state
education agency, this .would mean that energies formerly
devoted to equalizing public school support would be re-
directed into a search for adequate funding for all schools.
No longer would it bepossible to argue for more funds for
low-wealth districts to bring them up to expenditure levels df
average or high-wealth districts. There would be no pace:
setting school districts that could be used for comparison
purposes. Requests for increases in the school budget would
be based upon the educational value of proposed programs
and upon salary scheduleb, not upon bringing low-wealth
diStricts up to the expenditure levels prevailing in average
districts. This change would require new methods of assessing
the be is d costs of educational programs.

2. nder full state funding, local initiative in the devel-
opment and maintenance 'of innovative programs Would be
severely restricted. This means that state education agencies
would need to devote more energy to developing new ways
to change and improve schools. The prevailing weakness of
the public school system would not be financial inequality
but rather excessive uniformity. This fact would require new
emphagis in the leadership role of state education agencies.
It would' require new. ways to introduce new programs into
the public schools. .

3. Under full state funding, determination of the precise
total amount of local school budgets, formerly a local func-
tion, would become the responsibility of the state. Under
present school finance procedures, the state contributes what
is admittedly a minimum amount per pupil' and assumes that
this amount will be supplemented up to the precise amount
eeded from local sources. With elimination of the local

school tax, local supplementatioriwould no longer be possible,



and the state would determine the precise total amount needed
instead of the minimum amount. This change would have far-
reaching effects upon the relationship between the state edu-
cation agency'and local school districts.

Under tht foundation program, there was always the
final, crucial local contribution to the school budget. Even
if this contribution was small, it was crucial, because it deter-
mined the total amount of the school budget. Income from
state and federal sources was computed first, and the amounts
contributed were usually independent of the totalamount of
the school budget. The final budget-balancing contribution
came from local sources, and it was the determination of this
amount that gave the local school board the key role in the
budgetary process.

Elimination of the local school tax would reduce, sig-
nificantly' the local role in the budgetary process and place
greater responsibility upon the state education agency. To
discharge thi responsibility, state education agencies would
need to devel p new systems for allocating state.school funds
among focal 'school districts. The new system should have
three chars ensues:

V24.
1. It must be more precise and must make provision for

unusual local needs. Present systems, granting $500 per pupil,
or $15,000 per classroom, are too crude to measure ade-
quately the total annual need of local school systems.

2. It must identify clearly, for the legislature and the
public, the scope of educational services rendered to pupils.
Present systems, except for categorically aided programs, do
not indicate the scope of educational services provided by the
schoci. This must be clarified to justify appropriation re-
quests. In the past, appropriations were often requested to
reduce excegsii local school tax rates or to increase financial
support of low1 ealth districts. These arguments for increased
state school ap ropriations would no longer be available;
instead, it would be necessary to defend appropriation re-
quests by describing and evaluating the various components
of a total school program. . ,

3. It must preserve community and parental interest
in the school programr even though all income comes from
more remote sources. There is a danger that the school, as
an institution, would shift its primary loyalties from the local
community to its sources of moneythe state and federal
governments. This could read- to decreased cooperation be-
tween the home and school, thus weakening an essential
element in the child-rearing process.
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With these requirements in mind, the programmatic
approach to public school support has been developed.

The Programmatic Approach

The progrdmmatic approaz to the allocation of state
funds to local school districts displays clearly the amount of
state funds allotted for each major school program. In this
sense, the plan resembles tliectategorical aid system, which
most school administrators dislike because of the constraints
it places upon the budgetary process and because of its burden-
some administrative concomitants. Appropriating agencies,
however, like its clarity of purpose. Unlike general support,
categorical aids seem to assure legislators that, for a relatively
small appropriation, substantial program improvement will
be achieved.

The problem, then, is to retain their clarity of purpose
and avoid their administrative constraints amid burdens. This
can be achieved by consolidating existing categorical aids into
fewer programs with broader purposes. It is suggested, there-
fore, that state school funds be allotted to local school systems
for each of the following programs:

Instructional Programs
1. The standard elementary program
2. The standard intermediate program
3. The standard secondary program
4. Kindergartens and nursery schools
5. Summer school education

k6. Vocational education
7. Special education
8. Compensatory education
9. Adult education

Student Services Pro fyrams
40. Health sc. vices
11. Food services
12. Pupil transportation services.

For each of these programs, goals and objectives should
be formulated, along -with criteria for assessing the effective-

- -----n-Ofs of the program. For example, the purpose of the summer '
school education might be (a) to provide for children who
have failed a course an opportunity to make it up during the
summer, (b) to provide special advanced instruction for
gifted students' ho show.talents for school work substantially
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beyond that available in the regular school program, and
(c) to provide typing ,for students who want one course in it
for personal use. If these are the objectives of a summer
school program,. then it should be poSsible to report, at the
end of the year, the number of students who completed the
courses and how well they did in these courses. With such a
report, the legislature should be- able to determine whether or
not its investment in summer' school education is a sound one.
Similar objectives should be spelled out for each program.

After the programs are identified and the goals clearly
stated, it is necessary to determine the resources required for,
each program, along with their costs. For this purpose, it
would, be necessary to develop a program-cost formula for
each of the twelve programs. These formulas would need to
be as objective as possible to assure that all local school
systems receive equal treatment, yet they should be sensitive
to unusual _local conditions that affect the amount of funds
needed.

. Inlhe recently completed National Educational Finance
Project, it was suggested that some students cost more than
others to educate. Accordingly, it was suggested that all stu-
dents be classified into different categories representing dif-
ferent degrees of educational difficulty. Then an annual cost-
of-educatiA amount for each category could be established.

Under this plan, a local school system would simply
report the number of students it had in each category and
it would receive from, the state the established amount of
money for each student. This plan was suggested for use in
foundation programs, but it probably is not sufficiently precise
or sensitive to local needs to be used under full state funding.

For full state funding, it is proposed that for each of
the nine instr,....tional programs there be three allotments:
(a) an allotment for salaries of certificated employees, (b) a
standard support allotment, and (c) a supplemental support
allotment. The sum of these three allotments for an instruc-
tional program is the amount of current expense funds needed
for that program for ohe year. (See p. 48.)

To show how allotments to local school districts for each
program would be computed, illustrati--e budget request forms
have been prepared for the standard elementary school pro-
gram and for the vocational education program (see pp.
49-50). Each local school district would prepare such a
budget request form for each program it maintains.

The state education agency would review these budget
_ requests, approv: Ig routinely those which conformed to estab-
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MI.

PUBLIC SCHOOL CURRENT EXPENDITURE BUDGET
. STATE SUMMARY-1975

Certificated Standard Special
Program Salaries Support Support Total

1. Kindergarten
and Nursery
Schools

2. Standard
Elementary
Education

1

3. Standard
Intermediate
Education

4. Standard
Secondary
Education

5. Summer School
Programs

6. Vocational
Education

7. Special
Education /

8. Compensatory
Education

9. Adult
Services

10. Health
Services

11: Food
Services

12. Pupil
Transportation.

TOTAL

48 .:



" ANNUAL BUDGET REQUEST '

STANDARD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OROGRA

School District For School Year

Actual Estimatea
Current Ensuing
Year Year

Now

,A. Average,Dally Attendance (FTE) it?
Grades 1 through 6. A

I'm -

B. Number of School Sites Maintained
for Cirades 1 through 6.

C. Number of Regular Elementary
School Classroom Teachers. C

D. Pupil-Teacher Ratio (A/C).

E. Number of ElementarySchool Prin-
cipals and Supervisors. E

F.. Number of Certificated Support.
Personnel (Librarian, Consultants,
etc.). F

G. Total Number of Certificated Posi-
tions CC+ E+

H. Annual Salary Requirements for In.
dicated Number of Certificated
Positions, Based Upon Approved
Salary Schedule.

I. Estimated Amount Needed for Sick
Leave and Other Approved Fringe
Benefits (H x 12%).

J. Total Allotment for.Salaries of per-
tifiOapd Personnel (H+ I).

K. Standard Support Allotment
,(F x $7500). /

L. Supplemental Support Allotment:

Special Building Maintenance

Other

Total Supplemental Support
Allotment . L

M. Total Allotment for Standard Ele-
mentary School Program (J + K + L).
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ANNUAL BUDGET REQUEST

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

School District For School Year

A. Average Daily Attendance (FrE) in
Approved Vocational Education
Classes.

B. Number of Vocational Education
Teaching Positions.

C. Student-Faculty Ratio (A/B).

D. Number of Vocational Education
Supervisory Positions.

Actual Estimated
Current Ensuing
Year Year

E. Total Number of Vocational Educa-
tion Positions (B -ED).

F. Annual Salary Requirements for In-
dicated Number of Positions Based
Upon Approved Salary Schedule.

G. Estimated Amount Required To Fi-
nance Sick Leave and Other Ap-
proved- Fringe Benefits (F X 12%)

H. Total Allotment for Salaries of
Certificated Vocational Education
Employees (F +6).

I. Standard Support Allotment for
Number of Approved Certificated
Positions (E x $7500). .

J.
\

Supplementary Support Allotment:

Maintenance of Shops

Instructional Equipment

Total Supplementary Support

K. Total Allotment for Vocational Edu-
cation Program (H+ I +J).

H
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lished state pupil-teacher norms, to salary schedule require-
ments, and to the state standard support allotment.

Although this part of the budget review process could
be routine and "objective," approval of amounts requested for
"supplementary support" would require careful analysis. In-
cluded in this category would be replacement of instructional
equipment used in vocational classes, unusual maintenance
costs incurred for old buildings, security personnel needed to
protect buildings .from vandalism, and so on. State policies
concerning such extra allotments could be developed with
experience. ,.

Perhaps the most sensitive part of the entire process
would be the approved salary schedule. Obviously, the state
cannot agiee to pay in full the cost of all locally adopted
salary schedules. But it is also obvious that a sudden shift
to a uniform statewide salary schedule wQuld create serious
problems. For this reason, state approval of local salary
schedules is suggested, providing time for a gradual move-
ment toward more uniform salary policies.

This budget review process contemplates state interven-
tion into what were formally local decisions, not because the
state has superior wisdom, but simply because the state, under
full funding, must allocate educational .resources equitably
throughout the state. It is to be hoped that maximum local
freedom to select and deploy teaching personnel would be
maintained. Although a traditional school organization isas-
sumed for the purpose of calc lating the amount of funds
a local schbol district is entitled t receive, it is expected that
the state would permit funds to be expended for new and
different instructional, arrangements.

Concluding Comment

This paper assumes, but does not advocate, full state
funding and elimination of the local school tax. However, if
the opposition to local property taxation for pt\blic schools
mounts, and if courts cling to the basic idea of t e Serrano
decision; full state funding may be the wave of t e -future.
Forthae- reasons, we shotildbegin now to examine t e prob-
lems and opportunities it presents.

The procedures for allocating state funds to local school
districts suggested in this paper are intended (a) to identify
the major school programs so that the scope of educational
services is understood by the legislature and the public, and
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(b) to provide a method for allocating state funds among
school distficts that is as objective as possible and still provide
for unusual local conditions. Although illustrative budget
request forms are included with this paper, much remains to
he done before a state could put the suggested plan into oper-

- ation. It is hoped that individual states, with help- from the
J.J.S. Office of Education, will undertake needed additional
development work. 0



Full State Funding:
Requirements and Options
II. The Serrano Problem

Erick L. Lindman
Professor of Education
University ofkalifornia at Lin Angeles

If the Serrano decision is sustained, local school taxation
must be either "equalized or eliminated." The elimination
option, commonly called full state funding:mould funda-
mentally change the relationship between the state education
agency and local school districts. The latter would become
more like departments of state government and less like mu-
nicipal corporations, They would lose most of their fiscal
independence; dedisions requiring additional expenditures
would be made by the state.

The other option, to equalize taxing capacities of school
districts, has been offered as a way to preserve substantial
local fiscal independence without violating the equal-protection
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Although this goal is
widely approved, the feasibility of its attainment is often
questioned.

If it were possible to alter boundaries of school districts
so that assessed values of taxable property per 'student were
nearly equal in all districts, the goal could be attained. But
to do this would- require school districts so large that local-
fiscal independence would no longer be "local." Instead, there
would be regional taxing agencies,' which would offer little
advantage over statewide taxation and full state funding.

For this reason, the.most widely discussed approach to
equatlizing the school tax base is a state-aid system called
"power equalizing." This system, sometimes ,called "equal-
ized matching," permits the school district to determine its
tax, rate and requires the state to match the proceeds of the
local school tax, using different matching ratios for different
school districts. The matching ratios are inversely rekated
to the taxablewealth per student of the school district, so that
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low-wealth school districts receive greater amounts of state
aid, and the sum of local and state funds per student is the
same for all school districts that levy the same tax rate.

The power-equalizing plan of state school support is
offered as a substitute for the widely used "foundation pro-
gram," which, according to recent court decisions, violates the
equal-protectioncclause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Since
there are many similarities between power equalizing and the
foundation-program approach to public school finance, the
distinction between them needs clarification. The following
statements indicate the essential difference:

Power Equalizing Foundation Program
Purpose: To establish an
equal tax base per student,
thus equalizing potential in-
come per student for all
school districts.

State Contribution: Amount
is inversely relate to local
taxable wealth p student
and directly proportional to
the total loettl school tax rate.

equired Local Tax Rate: No
specific tax rate is required,
but the amount of state aid is
reduced if the local tax rate
is reduced.

Limitation upon State's Con-
tribution: No limit is estab-
lished. If a local school dis-
trict increases its local tax
rate, it would be entitled to
more state aid.

Source of Inequalities: In-
equalities in income per stu-
dent depend upon the will-
ingness of people to tax
themselves locally for public
schools.
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Purpose: To guarantee a spe-
cific annual income per stu-
dent for all school districts,
irrespective of local taxable
wealth per student.

State Contribution: Amount
is inversely related to the
local taxable wealth per stu-
dent and is independent of
the total local school tax rate.

Required Local Tax Rate: A
specific locals tax Tate is re-
quired by law for all\ school
districts to provide the local
contribution to the foundation
program.

Limitation upon State's Con-
tribution: The state contrib-
utes toward the cost of the
minimum program only. Ex-
penditures beyond the mini-
mum must come entirely
from local taxation.

Source of Inequalities: In-
equalities in income per stu-
dent stem primarily from dif-
ferencesin taxable wealth per
student for school taxes be-
yond the required local con-
tribution rate.



The foregoing description indicates why one approach
..57'

is called "power equalizing," or "equalized matchingi" and
the other the "foundation program." _Under the former, a
matching ratio is first computed for each school district. Low-
wealth districts would have high state matching ratios, calling
for, say, five dollars from the state for each dollar raised
locally. School districts with large amounts of taxable wealth
per student would have low matching ratios and would receive,
say, one dollar from the state for each five dollars raised
locally. For extremely wealthy school districts, the matching
ratios would be negative, calling for a contribution from the
district to the state.

The formula used to compute the dwelling ratios would
assure that school districts that levied the same tax rates would
receive froin state and local sources combined the ,same total
number of dollars per student. In this sense, the potential
incomes would be equalized.

The term foundation program refers to a specific amount
of income per student, presumably sufficient 'to finance a
minimum or standard school program. Under the foundation
program concept, the state contributes only 'toward the cost
of the state standard program. Expenditures beyond this
amount

an
be obtained exclusivIy from local tax sources,

giving an advantage to school districts with large amounts of
taxable wealth per student and making it difficult for low-
wealth districts to supplement the state standard program.
This is the main source of the inequalities cited by the court
in the Serrano case.

The Matching Ratio Formula

The formula for computing matching ratios for school
districts to accomplish the purposes of power equalization is:

M = E

where M = The matching ratio forfor a school district, which
is multiplied by the amount of funds the district
raises from local tax sources to compute the
amount of state aid it is entitled to receive.

R = A parameter whose assigned value reflects the
overall percentage of the cost of public schools
to be paid from state sources.
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E = A parameter whose assigned value (between 0
and'1) reflects die portion of the local school tax
to be equalized by state funds.

Q = A variable equal to the assessed value of taxable
property per student in the school district divided
by the corresponding quotient for the state as a
whole.

The formulas have only one variable; Q, which reflects
the assessed valuation of taxable property per student in the
school. district. The properties of the formula are determined
by the values assigned to R and E.

The equalization parameter E indicates the extent to
which state aid equalizes local funds on a perstudent basis,
and may be assigned values between 0 and -I- 1. For example,
if E is given the value 3/1, then three-fourths of the locally
raised funds. would be equalized on a per -pupil basis and
one-fourth would remain unequalized. If E were assigned the
value 0, then none of the local funds would be equalized and
the state would contribute an equal amount per pupil to all
school' districts that levied the same tax rate, irrespective of
their taxable wealth per student. If all school districts levied,
the same tax rate, the state aid would be a flat grant or basic
aid-payment.

On the other hand, if E is assigned the value 1, then all
potential school funds would be equalized on a per-pupil
basis. If all school districts levied the came tax rite, they
would all have the same total income froin state and local
sources per student. If the state required all districts to levy
the same local school tax rate and authofized no taxes beyond
this rate, and if E were made equal to 1, the equalization
matching plan would be exactly the same as a foundation
program in which authority to supplement. the state program
had been removed.

In most of the existing state school foundation programs,
the local tax rate contributed to the foundation program
(equalized) is only a fraction of the average total tax rate
levied by local school districts. If the average total local
school property tax rate is 2 percent, and if only 1 percent is
contributed to the foundation (equalized) program, the effects
are essentially the same as the equalized matching formula
in which E equals lb.

The differences between the two -parameters (R and E)
indicate the matching ratio for a school district of average

' taxable wealth per pupil. The difference between R and E
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provides the basis for estimating the toNcdst of the equalized,
matching plan in relation to local school funds.

The quotient R/E indicates the Q value \for school dis-
tricts that would be entitled\ to no matching funds' under the
formula. School districts with Q values in excess of AVE
would . have negative matching ratios and would "owe the
state" a portion of their local school funds. The state could,
of course, choose not to collect these funds. Under the foun-
dation program concept, such "excess" local school funds are
retained by the local school district..

Illustrative Computations

To illustrate the characteri'slics of the matching ratio
formula with different values of R and E, computations of
state aid, for six hypothetical school districts are shown (see
Tables 1-6, pp. 58-61), using different values for R and E.
School district A (Q =VI) is an, extremely low-wealth, dis-
trict in which the taxable wealth per student is equal to one-
fourth of the state average..%School district B (12 =1/9) is
also a low-wealth district in which the taxable wealth equals
one-half.of the state average. In'school district C (Q = I),
the taxable wealth per student is exactly equal to the state
average. In school districts D, E, and F, the taxable wealth
per pupil is greater than the state average as indicated by
their respective Q values. Most of the larger school districts
will have Q values between 1/2 and 3/2; only a few small
school districts are likely to'have Q values of less than 1/2 or
more than 3/2.

The matching ratios for the respective school districts are
shown in Column 3. -These ratios are computed by substituting
the appropriate Q values in the formula .shown at the head
of the column.

All computations are based upon the assumption that
the six school districts levy the same local tax rate. The rate/
is established so that it will yield $400 per student in a school
district of average taxable wealth per student. School district
C would raise $400 per student by such a levy, but school
district A (Q =,14) would get only $100 per pupil from its
levy using the same tax rate. Similarly, school district E
(Q = 2) Would get $800 per student from its levy, using, the
same tax rate. The amounts per student, derived from an
assumed uniform tax rate, are shown in Column 4.
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The state matching,grant is shown in Column 5. It is
computed by! multiplying thk matching ratios, shown in Col-
umn 3, by the corresponding mounts of locally raised funds
shown in Column 4. Actuhlly, under the equalized matching -

plan, school districts would levy different local tax rates, and
the state aid would be proportionately increased or decreased.
The computations in these tables show what happens if all
school districts levy the same local tax rate.

In Column 6 is shown the combined state and local
income per student. It should' be noted that, for any table in
which E equals 1, the amounts shown in Column, 6 are equal.
Also, note that where E equals 1, a greater number of school
districts have negativg matching ratios.

To facilitate review of these 'tables, a brief comment is
made on -each, calling attention to significant characteristics:

4\.

TABLE 1.MATCHING RATIOS WHERE R EQUALS 1,
AND E EQUALS 1

.

School
District

,

'0

Matching
Ratio =
/
Q

, Local
Income Per

Student
from Equal
Tax Rates

State
Matching

Grant
(Col. 3 x 4)

Total
Income Per

Student
(Col. 4 4t5)

1 2 3 4 5 6

A 1/4 3 $100 $300 $400

B. 1/2 1 200 200 400

C 1

i
0 400 0 400

D 3/2 1/3 600 200 400

E 2 1/2 800 400 400

F 3 -2/3' 1,200 800 400

Comment: In thiS table, R mnus E equals 0; heite, the net cost
to the state would be zero if wealthy school districts actually
paid to the state the amounts called for by the negative matching
ratios. The zero cost to the state would also occur if all school
districts were consolidated intO large regional districts in which
Q values were equal to.1.
58
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TABLE 2.MATCHING RATIOS WHERE R !EQUALS 2
AND E EQUALS 1

School
District Q

Matching
'Ratio =

2
15 '

Local
Income Per

Student
from Equal
Tax Rates

State
Matching

Grant
(Col. 3 x 4)

Total
Income Per

Student
(Col. 4+5)

1 2 3 4 5 6

A 1/4 . 7 $100 $700 $800

B 1/2 3 200 . 600 800

C 1 . 1 400 400 800

D 3/2 1'3 600 200 . 800

E 2 0 800 0 800

F 3 1/3 1,200 400 800

Comment: In this table, R minus E equals 1;h.ence, the net cost
to the state is approximately equal to the total amount of funds
raised from local tax sources. The quotient R/E equals 2, which
means that negative matching ratios will be obtained for all school
districts in which,Q exceeds 2. Since E equals 1, all school dis-
tricts that levy the, same Icical tax rate show equal amounts per
student in Column 6.

TABLE 3.MATCHING RATIOS WHERE R EQUALS 3
AND E EQUALS 1

School'
District Q

Matching
Ratio =
3
Q

Local
Income Per

Student
from Equal
Tax Rates

State
Matching

Grant
(Col. 3 x 4)

Total
Income Per

Student
(Col. 4 +5)

1 3 4 5 6

A 1/4\ 11 $100 $1,100 .
J $1,200

B 1/2 \ 5 200 1,000 1,200

C 1 \ 2 400 800 1,200

D 3/2 y, 600 600 1,200

E 2 1/2\ . 800 400 1,200

F 3 0

Comment: Since R minus E equals 2, the state will contribute
approximately twice the total amount raised frorr6ijgcsal sources.
The total amounts shown in Column 4 may be un arily large;
hence, a reduction in local tax rates may ocCu , calling for less
state matching funds. Since the quotien quals 3, negative
matching ratios are obtained for all chool districts in which
Q exceeds 3.
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TABLE 4. MATCHING RATIOS-WHERE R EQUALS 2
AND E EQUALS 1/2

School
District Q

Matching
Ratio =
2 //9a 1/2

Local
Income Per

Student
from Equal
Tax Rates

4

State
Matching

Grant
(951. 3 x 4)

5

Total
Income Per

Student
(Col. 4 +5)

61 2 3

A 1/4 7-1/? '$ 100 4750. $- 850
B 1'/2 3-1/2 200 700 900
C 1 1-1/2 400 600 1,000
D 3/2 5/6 600 500 1,100
E 2 1/2 800 400 1,200

F 3 1/6 1,200 200 1,400

Comment: Since R minus E equals 3/2, the state contributes
approximately $3 for each $2 contributed by local school districts,
or 60 percent of the combined income. Since R/E equals 4, nega-
tive matching ratios.are obtained where Q exceieds 4, and since E
equats 1/2, only one-half of the local funds 4re equalized on a
per-student basis. Although the inequalities shown in Column 4
are greatly reduced in Column 6, they are not entirely eliminated.

TABLE 5.MATCHING RATIOS WHERE R EQUALS 1

AND E EQUALS 0

School
District Q

Matching
Ratio =

1

Q

LocEil
Income Per

Student
from Equal
Tax Rates

State
Matching

Grant
(Col. 3 x 4)

Total
Income Per

Student
(Col: 4 +5)

1 2 3 A 5 6

A 1/4 4 $ 100 $400 $ 500
B 1/2 2 200 400' 14 600
C 1 1 400 400 800
D 3/2 2/3 600 400 1,000
E 2 1/2 800 400 1,200
F 3 1/3 1,200 400 1,600

Comment: Although matching ratios vary from 4 to 1 in dis-
trict A to 1/3 to 1 In the wealthy district F, the state contributes
an equal amount per student (in Column 5) if all local school tax
rates are equal. With these values of R and E, the matching
formula produces an equal amount of state aid per student, in-
creased or decreased in proportion to the school district's actual
tax rate.
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TABLE 6.MATCHING RATIOS WHERE R EQUALS:7/4
AND E EQUALS 3/4

School
District

i
' Q

Matching
Ratio =

7/4
Q

Local
Income Per

Student
from Equal
Tax Rates

State
Matching

Grant
(Col. 3x4)

Total
Income Per

Student
(Col..4 +5)

1 2 3 4 5 6

A 1/4 6-1/4 $ 100 $625 $ 725

B 1/2 2-3/4 200 550 750

C 1 1 400 400 800.

D 3/2 5/12 600 250 850

E 2 1/8 800 ipo T
F 3 -- 1/6 1,200 200 1,0 0

Comment: Since R minus E equals 1, the state's contribution
equals approximately the total of all local contributions if all
':hoof districts levy approximately the same local tax rate. Since

equals 3/4, the last column shows a high degree of equaiity of
income per student (more than in Table 5) but less than complete
eqUalization on a per-pupil basis.
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New Directions
In Federal Funding

Harley M. Dirks
Professional Staff
Committee on Appropriations
United States Senate

i

It is a genuine pleasure to return to the Northwest, a
place I often relate to my Eastern friends as home, and a
great honor to address so distinguished a group' of educational
administrators, the Chief State School Officers.

I assume as a mechanic and it participant in the con-
gressional appropriations process I am here to discuss present
and future prospects for the federal funding of education. I
come at a time when the Congress is involved in the thick of
things. The House-Senate conference on the Labor-JEW
appropriation bill is near completion. However, I bring no
magic solution for the school financial crisis. Financing
schools is a complex, complicated subject, entangled in gov-
ernmental, organizational, legal, and, yes, political technicali-
ties, as you well know.

Most of us find it baffling, and a remedy for adequate
funding elusive. It isalso a time when upheaval, unrest, and
uncertainty pervade eduqional institutions. Suddenly, pact
mechanisms have become outmoded and untenable. Tried
processes have lost their tr th.

And the dilemma faking us runs far deeper than the
question of fiscal support and where it il*to cometfrom: The
most basic values of our educational system are under ques-
tion by many. Students ;try out for ``relevance" in their
instruction. Some may scoff as attempts are made to steer
away from tradition, but in a tight job market, high school
and college graduates are finding that they possess very few
marketable skills. ]in pursuing a difficult goal, young people
find that ignorance/ crime, poverty, and disease still pollute
our human environment. We are finding that traditional
education is no cute for the nation's ills.
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This consideration of basic valties may seem irrelevant
to you id your consideration of governance and funding
sources. But I would ask you to remember that education,
particularly at the federal level,, faces stiff competition with
other national needs fo'r a very limited amount of funds.
Health needs, spiraling welfare costs, defense, and other un-
controllables or near uncoatrollables have drained away avail-
able tax ievenue for school. purposes. These costs are today
rising very rapidly and will surely he net at the expense of
some other areas of usual support. This could" easily be
education's largest problem in deriving increased federal sup-
port. Tt, compete effectively, edudation is going to have to
prove and prove again its worth o the nation:

With a broad brush stroke let us create a picture of the
federal role in education(a) outlining its history, (b) block-
ing in what we are doing now, (c) sketdhing options for the
future.

With_ the passage of major pieces of education legislation
in the mid-sixties, the federal

om
,government assumed for :the

first time a Tole in the educational process. This initial 'C-
mitment wasn't perfect; it required subsequent amending,
altering, and adapting. But it was a giant step, a major
t 1,arture from tradition, resulting in new hope and promise
for education while overcoming some remaining apprehension-
about federal interference with a sacred state and local system.

During the late sixties, the Congress embarked on the
process of perfecting these massive 'pieces of categorical as-
sistance to schools and school districts provided in earlier.,
legislative acts. The Congre'ss funded, as best it could under
severe budget constraints, those recently authorized programs
that were designed to rdd to and supplement the efforts of
state and local systems.-- /

Of cburse, we learned som lessons during those years.
Some of the supplements worked and have made a difference,

"and some have not. Hope and promise in certain cases have
been tempered by disillusionment and disenchantment. Exag-
gerated promises, ill-conceived programs, over-advertised
"curses!' for intractable ailments, cynical exploitation of,valid
grievances, entrenched resistance to necessary change, the cold
rigidityof centralized authorityall of these have fostered

' frustrations and shattered expectations.
The most piercing and painful lesson of all has been -this:

merely passing legislation will not -achieve an educational
paradise. There are, to be sure, many problems that cannot
be -solved without new legislation.- But all too often, and
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increasingly so, new '0gislation merely publicizes a need
without creating eith.. nd means or the resources for meeting
it. If such legislation is implemented at all, it is at the cost of
spreading resources still more thinly over existing programs.

What Is Being Done

With these cautions in mind, let us consider the pre:sent
appropriations situation. As you are aware, the economy has
slumped badly over the past few years, causing tax receipts
to plummet and the deficit to spiral. Experts on the economy
have lost their credibility. Budgets have been tight, with a
no-fir6wth or holding patiern in many 'areas. This "no more
than last year's budget" compounded by inflation has caused
us all great concern, because it creates a step backward. It is
within this bleak fiscal perspective that Congress has had to
make its appropriations decisions.

However, despite these economic pressures and despite
the Department's frugal budget requests and constant con-
frontations with the nay-sayers at the Office of Management
and Budget, Congress has assigned the "high priority" label
to education. Congress has done this in the face of Presidential
vetoes and threats of vetoes, one of which is hanging over our
heads today, as ominous as the heat and htiniidity that per-
vade the Nation's Capital. Let me cite the record. Congress
added $551 million to the Administration's education budget
in Fiscal Year 1971. Congress added $401 million to the
President's request in 1972., In the FY 1973 appropriations
bill, soon to be awaiting the President's signature, Congress
has added $783 million to the education budget request, even
though higher education funding is still to be considered. In
all of these years, the Senate has said "aye" to even greater
increases.

I wnuld also like to draw your attention to what the
Senate has dune with respect to certain high - priority programs
in. the FY 1973 budget- that you may be interested in. For
ESEA Title I, a program for the disadvantaged, we added over
$212 million to the budget request. For ESEA Title. a
program for state planning on supplementary services, we
increased the Administration's request by $25 million. Under
general support for strengthening state departments of edit-
cation, ESEA Title V-A, the Senate increased the Adminis-
tration's request of $33 million to $45 .million. To the

`Administration's request of W1.,109,000 under' education
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for thee N handicapped, the Senate added over $50 million.
impacted aid has received a boost in its requested. budget of
$240,500,000 by the Senate. For vocational and adult educa-
tion, the Senate added over $132 million. Finally, for a vital
program, the Senate increased the Right To Read funds from
$12 million to $22 million.

I don't wanuto overburden you with figures, but they tell
a story no rhetoric ever can. In the past, Congress has given,
and I believe in the future will continue to give; valuable
educational programs the suppoit they need to be effective.
It is- doubtful that Congress will ever heed the call of those
who would sacrifice future generations on the altar of socalled
fiscal restraint.

Future Programs and Funding

Let us turn now to the complex question, Where do we
go from here? Clearly, great change is in the offing, now
perhaps as never before. The most obvious catalyst of this
change has been the clef 'Sion of the California Supreme Court
to the effect that the inequalities associated with financing the
schools through local prbperty taxes amounts to a violation
of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitutism. Similar

_ decisions have been made i) least five other states. Addi-
tional cases are pending in about thirty states.

Further, many educators and political leaders agree that
overwhelming reliance on property taxes, so basically hinged
to school financing today, is regressive, anachronistic, and
resting upon inequity. .They claim, with some merit, that it is
wasteful, inefficient, and unfair to students, parents, and
taxpayers.

There is nothing final bout the California or other court
decisions, but a final ruling by the higher courts will leave
each state and the federal government with some monumental
issues to face in school financing. The central issue does not.
seem to be what we are willing to provide but rather a question
of how and where mon'y is raised and how efficiently and
equitably it is allocated from all levels of government.

For the federal,government to play a significant part in
helping to eliminate reliance on the inequitable and regressive
property tax for the financing of public elementary and sec-
ondary education :would require a new federal revenue source.
This issue is under intensive review, which is another way of
saying nothing will be done soon. Several proposals are pend-
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ing, including the value-added tax, but it is not yet clear
whether this proposal is either appropriate or adequate. It
surely will be some time after the fall elections li fore there
Will be serious 'movement on acquiring new res urces. But
whatever bon; -range strategy the federal government decides
to take, it must be directed toward the prevention of depen-
dence and the accomplishment of educational' reform.

Let us now consider what types of federal suppor
reform we can expect. The reasonably forese eezlSl funds n---
the future will be sufficient only to meet certain or selected
specific national educational priorities. Among these are pos-
sible reforms in educational researchthe encouragement of
innovation and renewalcareer education, new directions in
education for the handicapped and the disadvantaged, the
Right To Read program, and streamlined grants-packaging.
procedures.

I would like to cite briefly the reform measures now
before Congress and being considered for enactment, imple-
mentation, and funding. These are ideas that could revitalize
the system.

Educational. Renewal

One of the most interesting and controversial new con-
cepts the Congress is considering is educational renewal, de-
scribed as a program to better implement procedures for
discretionary project grants.. -If accepted, it would change
our procedures for awardiog, project grants to school districts
so that various programs are coordinated more effectively at
all levels. An educational site would be the recipient
of a single grant to develop a coordinated program for up-
grading school personnel in its district.

Under the proposed new concept, the amount allocated
to each, category, instead of being specified in advance by the
Office of Education, would be left to the discretion of the
renewal site. Building on this core, the educational renewal
site would develop a comprehensive plan for making the best
use of all resources available to the school district, including
other discretionary project grants awarded by the Office of
Education. They irould then prepare a consolidated grant
application for these project 'funds.

A second significant feature of the proposed renewal
strategy is the education extension agent, based on the concept
of the agricultural extension agent. These non-federal agents
will help individual.educatOrs define problems, provide infor-
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illation on alternative, tested solutiiiril, and follow up to see
that necessary aid has been provided.

Educational Revenue Sharh!g.
Legislation authorizing speCial revenue sharing in 'edu-

cation, nOw pending in Congress, if enacted and funded, would
replace many categorical formula grants with a single formula
grant for elementary and secondary education. This would
allocate federal funds to five broad areas: compensatory edu-
cation for the disadvantaged, education of the hand' pped,
vocational education, impacted area aid, and suppl entary
suppor' seryices. Within these broad categories, s tes and
localiL,. would have greater flexibility to determin the pri-
orities and uses of the federal financial assistance wing to
them. Greater freedom for the states and localitirs could
permit them to tailor packages that are more clearly rlated to
the unique problems faced by each school district. But we
must ensure that the states would not receive less, under
special revenue sharing, than .they received in 1972 or in
previous years from the categorical formula grants, and that
new money will be added.

Right To Read
The Right To Read program proposal provides funds to

finance special demonstrations in overcoming illiteracy. The
basic purpose of these demonstrations is to show school dis-
tricts and other public and private institutions how to make
sipnificant improvements in reading. The funds currently
available, plus additional funds, would be used for this pur-
pose. The overall goal of the program functional literacy
by 1980 for 99 percent of the sixteen-year-olds and 90 percent
of those over the age of sixteencan be achieved only if
current sources of funding are coordinated and used much
more efficiently than they are at present. Indeed, the major
role of the Right To Read program is to coordinate and pro-
vide- technical assistance for the many programs that support
reading. The special demonstration funds would enable the
Right To Read staff to eicert greater leverage so that these
very large expenditures from other programs will have maxi-
mum Impact on the litcl-acy problem.

Career Education
Educators across the nation are placing increasing em-

phasis on career education. The 'Bureau of Labor Statistics
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has forecast that no more than 20 percent of the jobs in the
1970's will require as much as a bachelor's degree, and that
80 percent of the jobs will be within reach with a high school
diploma and some post-secondary schooling.

\.The
basic purpose of career education is to make edu-

ca 'on at all levels more relevant to the world of work. This
net concept goes beyond the traditional concept of vocational
education. Indeed,: it cuts across nearly all of the programs
of the Office of Education. The budget and the congressional
allowance ;include increases in a number of. educational pro-
grams which' are directly related to career education. These.
include training for educational personnel, research in voca-
tional education and educational personnel, the development
of new curricula, cooperative education, Upward Bound, and
special services to disadvantaged college students.

The aspect of the budget which may have the greatest
implication for the future direction of efforts in career edu-
cation is the development of four career education models.
The four models are school-based, industry-based, home-
based, and residential-based. The school -based aiOdels en-
compass early childhood through high school and are designed
to restructure the entire school curriculum around the career
education theme. Depending on the evaluation of these models,
a large-scale initiative in career education may be proposed
in future budgets.

National Institute of Education
The establishment and enactment or the National Insti-

tute of Education could begin a new era in educational ire-
search and development. It will serve as a national focal
point for educational research and experimentation. It will
provide a mechanism for the dissemination of research results
to state education agencies and the local schools. The results
Of this concentrated research and dissemination effort could
put into practice the innovative types of /materials and tech-
niques that are needed to reform education. Funding for
this program, plus a national foundation concept, and other
innovations contained in the Higher Education Act will receive
the early attention of Congress, as soon as budget requests are
transmitted by the Administration.

federal Switching Station

A strong objective of educational reform goes beyond
a.. Junts budgeted for specific programs such as edu6tional
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revenu..1 sharing or career education. What may be needed
is the 4ntroduction of integrated. and flexible funding into our
current operations. and legislation to enable states and locali-
ties to integrate the delivery of educational services within
their service areas.

Because many worthwhile projects deserving HEW sup-
port are too broad in scope to be wholly financed by one
categorical grant-in-aid program, a prospective grantee is
forced to divide his plan into parts that rnatpli the federal
categorical programs. He must then hunt separate funding,
for each part. Perhaps what should happen is that the
schools should come forth with an idea, and then the federal
government should at,,,ume the responsibility of searching
out the hest possible funding sources and package them for
the recipient. A switching station concept could change the
present Maddening, frustrating procedure. If a future grant
applicant has a project requiring funding from several dif-
ferer.: HEW project grant programs, he will submit a single
application to the switching station. This new organization
could review the project as a single entity and, if it is
approved, arrange to- combine funds from the applicable
categorical programs into a single integrated grant award.
This is a most promising- approach to establishing a grants-
packaging capability in HEW and is being encouraged by ,
Congress on a pilot basis for FY 1973.

The Student and the Taxpayer
These are but a few/of the active items of current con-

sideration that could provide reform and new direction in the
achievement of national educational goals. But, I would
hasten to add, these pieces of legislation, valuable as they
are, will not be enough. For federal support of education
to increase, both for the achievement of priority goals and
the. equalization of educatiqnal services, the taxpayer will
demand, and rightly so,' that these hard-earned dollars are
achieving worthwhile ends.

,Weyou and Imust work to restore, build, and
enhance a basic confidence on the part of the American
people that education is of fundamental interest and does
provide the most efficient method of treating major social :n

We must demonstrate that problems of the environment, ry
relations, health, welfare, crime prevention, and rebuilu.i.E.,
the American value system can be substantially improved
through educational reform.
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And abe all, we must never allow ourselves, in our
preoccupation with fiscal and administrative details, to forget
what education iereally all about: the student. Ultimately,
we are concerned with what happens to children, what Id' ids
of jobs they get, what kinds of lives they lead:

This is a noble end, but all too often it has become a
rhetorical platitude. We have so far failed to show effec-
tively that our expenditures are being translated into better
lives for future citizens.

Several things are called for. First, a cost-effectiveness
capacity must bebuilt in the educational world that is-c4able----
of demonstrating the relationship between expenditures and
results. This involves coming to grips with evaluation, infor-
mation systems, and the development of comparative - analysis
processes, now available or in operation in education in all too
few states.

Second, performance standards and goals should he
developed and perfected for, educational personnel through-
out the states. We should cease granting substantial salary
increments without demanding an enhanced performance
on the part of teachers and administrators.

Third, we should reserve the necessary time and energy
required to .establish within the elementary arm secondary
educational community, and throughout the nation, a con-
sensus and agreement on important positions and ,issues.
The educational process itself should be utilized to- achieve
such .results. Many issues remain unresolved and conse-
quently are inadequately addressed by publib policy bodies
such as statelegislatures, the federaltongress, and state and
local boards-of education.

Fourth, the nature and degree of the future federal role
in education should be better defined. Should the federal
government markedly increase the proportion of its contribu-
tion, presently 7 percent to .eleinentary and. secondary edu-
cation? if so, how should such revenue be raised and. in

'.4hat fashion should it be allocated?
"fth, what should the relationship and respective roles

ctions of private, educational institutions be in rela-
ti( J public education? This issue is reasonably well
settled in higher education, but not so in elementary and
secondary education.

Sixth, there are also some issues of a professional nature
that need resolving, such as the relationship of educational
quality and racial balance, the relationship of expenditure
level to educational effectiveness, and the kind of resources
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needed for the exceptional needs of large cities and rural
areas. These should be settled, before we make additional
hard funding decisions.

. Lastly, it must be determined what constitutes an ade-
quate state level of equalization. The courts are f011owing

a rationale that education is of fundamental interest and the
level provided must be a function of the wealth of a state, not
a function of the wealth of a district. 'Following this, it is
imperative that the educational establishment, with broad
citizen involvement, describe a level of adequacy and a
statewide financial equalization program in meaningful terms.

Further, it is inevitable, I think, tl-at the question of
national, interstate equalization will arise. We should be
thinking about the desirability of this, the costs Lthat would
be involved, and the processes and controls necessary for
cairying out this proposal. It is to be hoped that preliminary
consideration of national equalization of'education will save
us from the traumas being encountered with respect to state
equalization. ,

Conclusion

. I wish I could have come before you with answers instead
of questions, solutions instead of problems. Uncertainty does
indeed prevzifil in all aspects and at all levels of our education
system. Above all, the equalization question is a tough one.
If indeed we'd° have' to reorient the responsibilities among
the levels of government involved, we have a slow, agonizing
road ahead. Perhaps such proposals as the value-added tax
and educational revenue staring can do the job; perhaps even
more bold alterations will be required.

In other respects, of course, things are not so muddled
and confused. The record of the past few years evidences a
clear willingness by the Congress to provide adequate funds,
despite small budget requests, to maintain the productivity
of existing programs. The legislation now being considered
by Congress offers the possibility of better programs funded
in a manner that will.allow more efficient resource utilization

_by the states and the local school districts.
The most productive approach for those of us that work

in and represent education in some capacity is to try harder
and differently and to level with the public. We must argue
the facts and merits at all times, and rememberthe tax-
payer, too, is idealistic and wants the same excellence in
education that we fight for.
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We must reach out into the education communities with
even more compassion and determination to help lead our
young people and adults away from the pitfalls that can
eventually cripple our entire society. To do this; we must
rededicate ourselves, in mind and body, to the task of
education and training.

The nature of a free society demands that we take this
course. We do not plan our future through centralized
authority but, instea4, allow our citizens, through free choice,
to chart the directions society will take. Education is the
foundation of, this process. Through education, future Citizens
obtain the abilities and rational thought processes necessary
to ensure that our development is sound, our sensibilities,
approp4rriate. It should, be no other way.

Thus we are entrusted with a responsibility that at once
vital g'nd.ominous. It is a responsibility that must never be
shirked. We must fight a constant battle on all fronts, for the
future is in our hands.

1
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Legal options and constraints have powerful influence on
the governance of state education systems. The three addresses
that follow in this section of the institute report speak to a
number of issues that reflect the way in which lawsand the
administrative structure ordained by lawcontrol educa-
tional governance.

Responding to the question, "After Serrano . . . What
Can 'States Now Do?" 1:V. 'Roger M. Shaw reviews the
fundamental legal questions involved in Serrano-type court
cases and suggests legal -venues open to the states in dealing
constructively witli,the issues these cases raise. He concludes
that the states can still do almost all the things they could
before; there are no prescriptions and only one proscription:
"The quality of public education may not be a function of
wealth other than the wealth of the state as a whole."

Dr. Roald F. Campbell and Dr. Tim L. Mazzoni; Jr.,
employ the specific concerns of the current Educational
Governance Project to describe some of the 'procedures being
used to develop alternative m,pdels of educational governance
structure. Although this study is structural in its emphasis,
the problems being examined also reflect concern for the
legal and fiscal frameworks Within which state education
systems operate and the implications of the 'differences among
the states for educational policy decision making.

Dr. Marion A. McGhehey uses the recently reversed
Richmond case in his paper, "Apr Richnv nd . . . Must Dis-
tricts Be Restructured?" as a springboard for the analysis of
one of the central legal issues in state educational governance:
To what extent will educational policy decision making
increasingly become a judicial function? Although this,
particular case centers on the problem of racial balance,
the basic issue is one , ;'application of the politic7,1 concept
of federalism to educational governance.
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Affer Serrano ...
What Can States Now Do?

Roger AI.
President
National Organization on Legal Proble
Kent State University, Ohio

in Education

Two score and eight weeks ago yesterday, the surname
of John Anthony Serrano began to become a kind of house-

-. hold word to thousands of educators, legal scholars, judges,.
government officials, tax experts, and leg;slators all across the
country. For about four years the eleven-year-old Chicano
plaintiff had known vaguely that his rather hopeless case
was losing all the way to the Supreme Court of California.
But then on August 30, 1971, by a six-toone vote of a
prestigious state supreme court,' a great state's school finance
setup was found unconstitutional for failing to accord young
Tony Serrano his constitutional right to equal protection
of the laws.

Apparently a lot of lawyers were reading the papers. A
lot of similar cases were subsequently filedforty-five at
latest count, in thirty statesand "Serranopiners" by the
hundreds sprang into acti tviere is probably none in this
room who, in his chiefly omnia,:ience, doesn't fancy himself
as a it of an authority on the Serrano cyclone and none
also who doesn't crave just a bit more insight on the matter.
Came then from your program planners the almost plaintive
interrogative, `What can states now do?"

Turning to the Target-Topic Query

A straightforward question deserves a forthright re-
sponse. A proper ansster. (though a startling answer to the
hand-wringing, novice Serrano - watcher) seems to be that

1 Serrano v. Priest, 5 Cal. 3d 584, 487 P. 2d 1241 (1971).
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states can still do all the things they could beforeexcel:It one.
That one forbidden phenomenon is that the quality of public
education may not be a function ( wealth other than the
wealth of lice state as a whole.

With full awareness of' the perils of paraphrasing in
things legal, this one proscription may be restated thus: to
the extent a state puts quantities of public education up for
sale to quasi-local districts, .district wealth must not be
allowed to affect the quantity bought. Another recasting of
the essence of Serrano is tt at "fiscal neutrality" njust'eharac-
terize the makeup of the ubdivisions of the state (the dis-
tricts) which are authoriz d to make decisions on levels of
educational spending. As the meaning of fiscal neutrality
becomes clear, so perhaps will.SeirOno. More and more com-
mon, also, is the key phrase""equal access to wealth."

e's The verbatim Serrano proscription forbids mzking "th
quality of a child's education a function of the wealth o
his parents and neiglibtirs." 2 There are no prescription
If states don't stub toes on the equal-access-to-wealth come
stone, their systems apparently are not constitutionally .offe
sive, acc-irding td Serrano doctrine.

A Short Inventory of MAjor Alternatives

Having staked out Serrano's proscription, couched
,variously for increased lucidity, and haviii indicated that
prescriptions are absent, what then are the kinds. of school
finance setups the states can contemplate? From the combina-
tions and permutations of factors that are your ,state setups
and that do iit somewhere along the continuum between
complete local support and full state funding, at least three
seem presently to be constitutionally inoffensive.' They are:

1. Full State Funding, and
2. Equalization with No Leeway, and

3. Interdistrict Power Equalization.

All, three of these were exhaustively and masterfully, t-sated
yesterday by Dr. Erick L. Lindman of the University of
California at Los Angeles.

2 Serrano v. Priest, 5 Cal. 3d .at 587 (1971).
3 Johns, Roe L; Alexander, Kern; and /Jordan, Forbis. Financing Edu-

ctvion: F:sCal and Legal Alternatives. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill
Publishing Co., 1972. pp. 499.506.
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A Somewhat Lpnger List of Political Possibilities

Founded, as Serrano-type law is, on one proscription
and no prescriptions, educators-sand legislators in the several
states need not presume that they have been straitjacketed
out of all wiggle room. Part of Serranols inh,rent strength
and vitality lies in what it does not do. Potboiling news
stories and popular editorials sometimes to the contrary,
Serrano in effect and forilexample (a) does not invalidate the
property tax per se, (b) does not mandate completely cen-
tralized educational decision making, (c) does not go beyond
state borders, (d) does not go inside any district border, (e)
does not speak to the federal government, and (f) does not
foreclose any popular surges of support for educational
attacks on racial, social, environmental, or economical prob.
letits. The vast panoply of options is still there to be embraced

**or ignored at all state capitols as chief schoolmen and solom
see fit.

Without being diagnosed as giddy with the altitude of
even lower slope Mount Hood, let me tick off a not-
unthinkable list of political responses to Serrano and then
realistically and soberly opine with unbecoming quasi-
confidence as to what some of your legislatures might do.
The fifty legislatures, exercising their plenary powers and
primary responsibilities for education in your states, might
come to believe that they should, and behave as if they could:

1. Further centralize or decentralize school finance-and
governance,

2. Go farther toward diversity or uniformity of educa-
tional expc.rience,

3. Decide on "compensatory" extra, outlays or abso-
lutely equal-dollar outlays,

4. Preferentially treat the artistically or scientifically
talented instead of the physically, mentally, or emo-
tidnally handicapped. students, \

5. Arrange extra dollars for the easement of municipal,
overburden,

r..6. Reward school districts accordihg to the degrees of
racial integration in the- allocation of school funds,
Opt for elitism instead of egalitarianism,

8. Reorganize their official 'educational contraptions
(djstricts) to be as, large as the state or as small
as the family, and

9. Opt .for more property-related than incomerelated
taxation.

I I
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This list can be extended, almost ad nauseam Sand ad
infinitum, and is both included and truncated here to jllus-
trate thatthe nub of Serrano is simply equal access to wefilth
and that the new and old choices must merely heed that one
Serrano caveat. t

Moving gratuitously beyond my legally can-do assign-
ment into some quick political cqnjecture,.I have The hunch
that most legislatures will do something sooner or later. The
Serrano spectre coupled with "But for the Grace of God ."
may prompt legislatures to begin to think seriously about their
states' patterns of resource inequality, to consider schemes to
patch them up to pass judicial muster with as little as possible
violent upset of existing policies, and probably ultimately to
maintain a mixed system for both raising and allocating public
school revenue.

A Momentary Oblique Attack

For variation on the theme, let me come at this chal-
lenge from a little different angle. Let me now, for alchange
of pace, attack the Serrano spectre as if:it were your personal
house ghost. The question then becomes, "After Serrano, what
can the CSSO now do?" or "What can you, chief, now do?"
As you are your state's status-leader in education, you are the
one who, after the gavel has fallen on your Serrano-type case,
should have done something about it, should have seen the
handwriting on the wall, should have known just what legally
and politically acceptable schemes and dreams ought to be

- on tap, or should have sensed perhaps in some instances that,
given your rylatively equitable setup, your state possibly has
little tojear at the hands of litigious libertarians.'

For a few moments, let's think of you instead of your
state.' There may be some solace as well as substance in the
followini three responses to this restated challenge. I submit
that the more a fellow knows about school law, the better
(not worse) he will sleep. My generalized response to the
revised question, "What can chiefs now do?" is tripartite,
as follows:

First, size up,Serrano in all sobriety, including its grow-
ing string of subsequent settlements. After all, Serrano proper
is almost a year, old. Serrano is Serrano, and there is a
great measure of stability in the law, but on the other hand,
law is almost as dynamic as it is static. Serrano is not a
casual case, but I am inclined to give it the same deliberate
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(even if amateurish) analysis' thinL all cases that come to
light in education should get from each of us. Most of us are
not lawyers, but we are legally dry enough behind the ears to
know that, any way you look at it, ultimately law is what. the
court says it isbe it repetitiously recapitulated, currently
modified, or originally promulgated, be there constitutional
or statutory language, by there precedent "on all fours," or
be there none of These. There are several thousands of courts
grinding out thirty thousand cases each year. To avoid en-
trapment in the casual-case syndrome, three key questions
need to be

1. Said by what court?
2. Whardid the court say? ...

3. Was it, solo or chorus?
As you don your chiefly legal-eagle headdress for ,

Serrano celebrations or seances, ask yourself the above
q Lions, because upon the answers, from where you sit,
del, id many of your administrative moves with foresight or
hindsight. Unless a court in your state or your federal circuit
has said what Serrano means for you and yours, the Serrano
cYclon may be drifting by unnoticed. Serrano is not con-
troll' g (is not the law) in perhaps a majority of the fifty
states whose chiefs are here this morning, and indeed, Serrano-

_ -----ne'ed not necessarily evert- prove to -be persuasive to your
-:4
Judges.

. Even more impoitant to realize, gentlemen, is that
Serrano is not the law of the land -- yet and may paver be.

,The answers to the other two questions as to what the
court" Bally did say and as, to whether or not its voice was
discordant or harmonious in the vast symphony that is the
body of the law will become clearer elsewhere in this
presentation.

..
. A second further response to -the revised question, "What
can chiefs now do?" is that, if Serrano-type law has been
found to be the law for you and yours, you will, of course,
go to work in your leadership role to figure out precisely
what your court said and then set about to get legalby
patch7up or replacement of your constitutionally offensive
system. Even if your court has not yet spoken, you may
still want sage counsel as to the imminence of possible impact
of Serrano-type law and the odds on successful 'defense by
you as the chief state school officer. Lawyers thrive on their
clairvoyance as to:what courts and judges probably will do.
If Serrano-type law has not come to your state yet (and
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remember, please,i that for a .majority of you this is the case),
you still have time to decide if you are an eager or a reluctant

) dragon on this one.; Your leadership role is not yet legally
cast, willy-nilly or nolens volens; it is still a matter of per-
sonal,- political, and professional values and constraints.
Personally and Politically you might very well ride this
one out. There Ore, on the other hand, CSSO's
welcome their State's Serrano-type challenge. Yotr stance,
chief, put in,almoSt claSsic Serrano,type language, will doubt-
less "be a function of yOur very.own personal energy and zeal
if not a function.i'of your very own personal wealth."

Whether yoU are defending or befriending OF just wait-
ing, you may wait to use as ni...ch Forrestal finesse as
you can. Many -legal minds, especially governmeOtal (statu-
tory) counselors Atlawi tend to be otfiservative to the point
of negativism. Thp, reasons are many, but one , certainly
involies their win-loss records. If they couniel negatively
against some action, nothing happens and nobody gets. in
trouble and nobody has ito be represented and the; cautious-
conservative counselor has no case, so he lose; no -case.

The 'opposite bf thiS is he positive use of legal talent.
Undersecretary of Na ames V. Forrestal, juSt. prior to
World War II, waslfe us in naval administration circles
for theing the best to itive user of legal talent, in` federal
government. Spotting War clouds on the horizon during the
late thirties, knquiing 'full well that statutory laW. allowed
the Navy to build only si few dozen planes, and those only
in government arsenals, lhe gathered all the Na' lawyers
together and said; ``NIIVe thousands, not dozens!"
and forbade them ko "We. can't." His best.legal talent
was thus charged with:finding a legal means to do; the neces-
sary. If not yet undelgim or gavel, perhaps a few positive
jegal and fiscal and, political could help you seltisfy

/Serrano if it seems to
)
beicoming your way to stays

Now, AndChiefs, Back to thp'\.Bai

After the foregoing gratuitous, and probably ingenuous,
empathic effort, let'is iget back to the baror perhaps more
productivelyback' to the "bar factsi",chiefs.

Each of us kii:Ows Some of the Serrano-gaga, and each
of us craves a quick mastery of every bit of icircumspeot
shakedown and shape-up as addenda, errata, and dicta come
to light.
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We should sense that it didn't all begin a year ago this
month, August 30, 1971, in Sacramento, four-hundred and
fifty miles due south of where we sit this morning. Actually,
a string of eqhal-protection Fourteenth Amendment cases,
beginning- about: 1890,4 were brought not by aggrieved stu-
dents but by toughzniinded taxpayers seeking tax relief for
themselves as various 'states were trying, from the plaintiff's
viewpoint, just a little to much equalizatih'at certain tax-
payers' expense. In the course of three-quarters of a century,
in grappling with challenges involving the states' duties to
eshiblish a ."thorough and efficient system of education"
(Sound constitutionally familiar; chief?), many courts were

--mutt all loath to voice, a tolerance for something less thart
full Wial.eqhalization for school districts. Iii a number of
cases in this line Of precedent, the Fourteenth Amendment's
equal-protection clause was central in cases brought to thwart,
rather than to foster, mdre educational fiscal equalization.

A second lin ts. of cases, up to and including Serrano
a year ago this fiiiinth, involves the equal-protection clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment in pleadings by school-pupil
plaintiffs for more equalization than interdistrict inequalities ,

provide in many states. Genesis is quite probably, believe it /

or not, in the otherwise landmark 'of Brown v. Topeka /

Board of Education:
Today,, education is perhaps the most important fuhction of
state and local government. . . . In these days, it is oubtful
that any child may reasonably 'be expected to succeed in life if
he is -denied the opportunity of an education. Such an oppor-
tunity, 'where the state has undertaken to provide it, is a right
which must be made available to all on equal terms.6

A decade later in the "era of litigious libertarianism,"
about 1965. a theory .was advanced. by Arthur Wise that,
as education seemed to be becc.niiig a constitutionally pro-
tected right and must be provided on equal terms to all
students, could nit a ;finding of unequal prOtection of the
.laws be pleaded where a state, by accident of history or
geographc, arrangt s for fewer dollars for children in certain
districts? By 1968' several suits' had been filed utilizing

4 Bell's Gap Railroad Co. v. Pennsylvania, 134 U.S. 232 (1890). Subsequen
cases assembled and explicated,in Johns, et al:, Financing Education,-pp. 472.82.
For upito-date. and eompetebt Synthesis of school finance and school law, this
latter work, especially Chapter' 13 by Alexander and Jordan, will be found in-
valuable by chief stste school officers and their staffs.

5 Bybwn v. Board of Education, 347 U.S/483 (DSO%
Globus, op. cis., pp. 483.89.
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this rationale. Most of us were agog when the Detroit Board
of Education took on Lansing, although the effort never
quite came to trial or fruition. First blood was drawn in
Florida in the complicated Hargrave' case, which turned on
the statutory "niillage gap" and which was later vacated and
remanded on other grounds b) the United States Supreme
Court. Meantime, well-argued suits in Illinois' and Virginia,'
which combined . pleas of "educationdl meed" along with
"equal access to; wealth;" were lost partially for the lack of
judicially manageable standards-of educational needs. hen
came Serrang v. Priest, and the worm turned. Mc nis
(Illinois) aim Mirruss (Virginia) were distinguished edu-
cation was fonha to be a "fundamental interest," and John
Anthohy.Serrano's name began to bids fair to be forever
famous in the legal and the fiscal lore of the public schools.

The 333 Days. Sidce Serrano

T eerrano cyclone is not yet a yedr old. I dub it
thus b...._use it is more like an enveloping weather system
producing 'cloudless Skies in twenty states (no cases),, partly
cloudy (chance of severe thunderstorms) in almost a score
of other states (cases pending), with stormy weather in nine
states (cases settled). In six of the nine (California, Min-
nesota, Wyoming, Arizona, Texas, and .New Jersey) there
has }leen considerable storm- damage to ,the school finance
establishments, but in three of the nine stormy states, (Newe
York,'" Missouri " and Marylaild '2y .threatened damage
did not develcr Serrano doctrine was not accepted.. Some
of us want it to rain; some of us don't. Most of us will take it
as it comes. Soule will want umbrellas. Some will Seek to
seed the thunderheads.

Of the nine Serrano-type litigation that have been
settled siace Serrano, the Christmas Ev ecision in Texas 13
has now moved up from its per curiam, three-judge federal
court hearitig, as expected, and will be heard by -the United
States Supreme Court-during its fall sitting. Btiefs, including

7 skew v. Ilargi74, 401 U.S. 476, 91 S. Ct. 856 (1971).
McInnis v. Slytpiro, 293 F. "upp. '327 (1968). and 89 S. Ct. 1197 (1969).

9 Burruss v. Wilkerson, 310 F. Supp. 572A1969) and 397 U.S. 4 (1970).
10 Spano, v. BOard of Education, 328,NS. Supp. 2d 229.
1Spencer,v. Mallory, Civil No. 20058-2 (W. D. Mo. 1972).

72 Prrker v. Mandel, Ciyil No. 7140891M. Md. 1972).
13 Rodriguei v. San Antonio Independent School District, 337 F. $upp. 280.
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dozens from prestigious friends of the court on both sides,
will all be in by August 20. Some of us are sanguine about
file prospect of having 'he Court speak on a Serrano-type
case so soon. But the more circumspect of us "Serran-
observers" are not unmindful that of the nine cases since
Serrano, three Serrano-like pleadings lost. Neither are some
other. "Serranophiles" oblivious to the facts that the ,United._
States Supreme Court has never previously accorded edu-
cation the status of a fundamental interest, that such status
is necessary to warrant strict scrutiny, and that strict scrutiny
is a.Warren Court device now being pleaded before a Burger
Court.

Three Key Concepts for Us
Knowledgeable Non-Lawyers

Serrano simply turne on interdistrict equal access to
money fa, Pducation, One of its'strengths was ,this singleness
of somplaint. IIinsuceessful plaintiffs in Illinois (McInnis)
and Virginia (BurrusS),, had ambitiously complicated their
suits by pleading inequities in both money and need. Money,
courts understand. Unetpial needs of unequal kid seemed
sufficiently standardless to be judicially unman. lea
McInnis and Byrruss were 1,ebuffed in sta nd
supreme tests. In pure Serrand.doctrine and tegy,
tional needs are offstaie and at stage-whisper . lume.

Three other key concepts fromiSerram n. us 11nowl-

le, ana
federal
educa-

edgeable non-lawyers need a bit ofithighlignung:
1. Fundamental interest. Serrano accorded edu tion

a very special statushigher than ever\ before and higher,
for example, than either health or welfarefundamental
interest status.

2. Suspect classification. With money\the nub of he
pleading ("filthy lucre" and "root of all evil,"\ec.) and with
some districts having it and some not, another legal, conce t,
suspect classification, came into play. The inter\action f
these tworconcepts in successful Serrano -type action* to dat
has triggered sharpening of the court's eagle eye. and this
nexus,of these two crucial concepts has come to demand triet
scrutiny in determining the validity of the challenged s ate \
action.

3. Strict scrutiny. The keystone in this arch is the invok-
ing of "strict scrutiny," that is, the court will inquire the '
defendants of the challenged' school finance setup to show
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that there is no other constitutionally inoffensive way to do
the job. Strict scrutiny, in effect, gentlemen, is invoked, if
possible, by plaintiffs to put the burden of proof upon the
defendants. It tends to make the court unwilling to accord

4 the state any "presumption .of propriety." News that the
United States Supreme Court will hear Rodriguez within one
hundred days (briefs are due this month) prompts many of
us to remain sanguine abput Serrano, but in the same news
came word that a Mary/land federal judge " did not call
for strict scrutiny in theiSerrano-type suit in Maryland.

.-

And So, Chiefs, the Forecast

In summation, chiefs, my response to the chall ge,
"After Serrano .. ,What Cari States Now Do?" is thatawli
and when Serrano prevails, states can still do all the things
they could before except make the quality of a child's edu-
cation a function of the wealth of his parents. atuf neighbors
and that, among currently conceived schemes, full state fund-

and equalization with no leeway and interdistriet power
equalizing appear to be now constitutionally inoffensive und(
the equal-protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

Throughout this presentation, ladies and gentlemen,
there has been a fusion (or confusion?) of meteorological
and legal lore. I may as well sign off with a weather forecast
of sorts:. As a "Serranoptimist," I predict that the Serrano
cyClone will sweep slowly into the )flood of economic and
social change in this or the next 'decadewith or without
the imprimatur of the United States Supreme Courtbecause
it fits the dominant mythology." When word of the spirit
of Serrano gets arm:A, chiefs, most of your Indians will be
surprised to learn that Serrano's requiirement is not present

. reality; and most of your Indians, chiefs, can be depended
upon to object (intuitively and vehemently to the gravamen
of Serrano, which is in essence the deliberate bestowal of
unmerited privilege by government. ) '

14 Parker v. Mandel, Civil No. 71.1089.11 at 17 (D. Md. June 14, 1972).
15 Coons, John E.; Cline, William H. III; and Sugqrman, Stephen P. "A

First Appraisal of Serrano." Yale Review of Law and Social Action 2: 119;
Winter 1971. Much of the substance of this address was ultimately drawn from
the first 167 pages of this sup b journal, supra, which is subtitled "Who pays
for Tomorrow's ools: The nerging Issues elf .School Finance Equalization."
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The Governance of Edudation:
ARrogress Report

Roa ld F. Campbell and Tim L. Mazzoni, Jr.
Educational Govt rnonce Project
The Ohio Stale University

We appreciate this opportunity to make a progress repdrt
to the chief state school officers of the nation. As of January
1972, the U.S. Office of Education approved a project entitled
"The Governance. of Education: State Structures, Processes,
and Relationships." Martin Essex of Ohio, Ewald.Nyquist of
New V'ork, and Jack Nix -of:Georgia all colleagues of yours,
became the Policy Board for .the 16roject. In addition, an
Advisory Committee of eleven members, including your own
John Porter of Michigan, was established. A contract was
let to the Ohio State University for the major study of the
project,' and the two of us became the project directors.

The major objective of the project is the development
of some alternative models of educational governance. The

prograni is planned for a two-and-one-half-year period. Over
the past six, months we have been engaged in a number of
tasks: To begin with, we have taken account of other studies
of both general governance\iand educational governance at
the state level. In our own work we ,make about one hundred
fifty specific references to these related studies.

As a second task, we have developed our own approach
to the study of. educational governance at the state 'level.
While building upon what others had done, 'we found it
necessary to conceptualize a framework that would seem to
contribute most to the purpose'of the study.

As a third to k, we have collected a great deal of infor-
mation about the gavernance of education and related matter's
'in all the states. It is clear that we cannot study in depth,
within the limits of our time and resources, all fifty states;'
hence we have been faced with the selection of twelve or thir-
teen states for detailed case studies..To assist in the selection
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of these states we have collected information about all the
states in four major categories: (a) socioeconomic character-
,istics, particularly wealth and industrialization; (b) the
political culture; (c) governance structure, both general and
educational; and (d) the nature of policy decisions in eight
selected policy areas. Further elaboration of state selection
and policy areas will be provided below.

As a fourth task we are now engaged in an eight-week
training seminar for the nine persons 'Mil) will play major
roles'in doin. the case studies. In order to provide a com-
parative analysis among states it seemed' essential that the
same research approach i,e ysed in each of the states. To
ensure,thi, common format 16r the studies it seemed necessary
that we ha, e a training program for all parC.cipatits so that
they might become thoroughly familiar with the framework.
Moreover, it appeared desirable for the entire group to par -

ticipa'te in a pilot study where research procedures might
be tried and modified if need be. We are using Ohio for the
pilot study:

We hope what, we have said to this point provides some
sense of what the project is about and What has been, done
to date. We would now like to share with you some of the
major decisions we have made. They include the selection
of the level of governance, the selection of major policy areas,
the selectionf states for the case studies, and the selection
and development of the research framework. Finally, we

'would like to project the. study over the next two year and
its implementation even beyond that. .

Governance at the State Level

..aWe have discovered that the phrase "gover nce of
education" means many things to different people a brings
forth a variety of latent images of what we are about. For
some, governance refers to higher education, for others,
lower education. For some, governance refers to policy
making, for others, policy implementation. For some, gov-
ernance suggests the local level, for others, the state level,
and for still others, the national level. Clearly, for any finite
project some limitations have to be imposed. We decided
to leek at the governance of elementary and 'secondary, 'eau-
( and to focus on the state 167el." This decision leaves

her education except as it intersects with lower educa-.
8f



Lion. It also leaves out local and national governance except
as they are related to state governance.

Why the state-level. focus? A number of 1...asons

prompted this decision. In the first place, ye believe that
most major pblicy decisions are 'made at the state level.
States have constitutional responsibility to establigh and
maintain public school systems. Governors, state legislatures,
state courts, state departments of education,, and other state
agencies are constantly occupied with the making of policy
decisions consonant with that legal mandate. White national
policy making for education has become increasingly impor-
tant over the last few decades, and while state policy is often

,affected by national policy, we hold that new models for
educational governance can most appropriately be considered
by the several states.

Second, as governors and legislaws participate in pol-
icy making for education, many of them find that educational
demands occupy an increasing proportion of their time and
require an increasing-proportion of the _'ate budget. These
political leaders also share some of the disenchantment that
many people now experience with respect to our institutions,
including our schools. As a result, politica: gctors freqently
raise itteStions about our pattern or model of educational
governance. Most chief state school officers probAbly have
heard these expressions of concern. Frequently, such expres-
sions question the protected or separate status of education
in state government. These questions have been given specific
expression in such bodies as the Education Commission, of
the States. In a recent meeting convened by that body, we
heard Governor Aske.w of Florida express that concern about
as follows: "I campaigned on educational issues, and now
that I am elected, I refuse to be kept out of decisions pertain-
ing to education." Askew and others are demanding new
models of educational governance.

Third, WItli growing national influence / in educatic.1,
we think that state influence should be increased to provide
an appropriate balance. Indeed, that is what federalism is
all about. From the beginning .of this nation/we have thought
some balance between state and national /influence should
be established. In recent years states have seemed derelict
in holding up their end of that compact. While we would not
deny the importance of national action, x)/e think states must ;.;.

be in the position of influencing and m difying that action.
Indeed, local control, a strong tradition in this country, can
probably not be protected withoutiapprl fable state influence.
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To say it otherwise, we think education will be governed
best when there is interdependence among local, state, and
national ' agencies. States need to help preserve that
interdependence.

Fc,urth, most state departments of education recently
have recognized the increasing importance of planning,
research, and evaluation to their operation. This new
emphasis is related to the .demand for more resources for
education, to the growing concern with accountability in
education, and to some disenchantment with our schools, as
noted earlier. Most state agencies are not- yet very good
at these new functions, but many attempts, frequently with
federal, assistance, are being made to become more effective
in generating and using/ information for decision making,
whether it has to do with such problems as school district
structure or the effectiveness of a particular instructional
program.

Finally, recent court decisions such as Serrano in Cali-
fornia and Rodriguez in Texas portend a role for most states
not heretofore conceived. It seems quite likely the United
States Supreme Court will reaffirm 'the point- that most cur-
Tent state school finance programs are unconstitutional. H
states go to full or essentially full state funding for the
public schools, a substantial realignment of resources will be
required in most states. Quite frankly, more money will he
required for Oar, poor than is now the case. The realignment
will not be easy. Before it is achieved, governors, legislators,
chief state Fichool officeri, and many others will be deeply
involved. 'd1 of this suggests another reason for examining

-the strtctures and processes of governance at the state level.

Major Policy Areas

Having decided to,focus at the state level, it then became
ne-.essdy to decide what to loolcat. Clearly, all policy deci-
6inns could not be examined. Nor should only one or a few

ri.,s of decisions be scrutinized. We then asked ourselves
v;hat the critical policy areas were. Our initial formulation
included, six Areas,: (a) professional development and cer-
tification, (b') desegregation, (c) planning and evalitution,
(d) financial support, (e) district reorganization, and (f)
teaeher bargaining. In our first meeting with the Policy
Board,. two additional areasctirriculum reform and non-
public school supportwere added. We then wondered. just
88
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how critical these eight policy areas seemed to those who
participated in making policy in each of.the states.
. This.concern led us to go to key informants in each of the
,cates. Initially, we asked the governor, the chief state school
officer, and a selected professor in each state to indicate on
aOive-point scale from +2 to 2 just how critical they
jusaged each of the areas to he. Shortly', we added the heads
of state tr cher organizations to our list of informants. As
of July 10, 1972, we had received responses from 56 percent
of the governors, 90 percent of the chief state school officers,

6 percent of the professors., and 63 percent of the teacher
organization heads. A total of 143 responses out Of a possible
228, or 63 percept, were received. In terms of ratings
given by all respondents, degrees of criticalness are shown in
Table 1.

TABLE 1.TOTAL RATING VALUES GIVEN BY RESPONDENTS
TO PROPOSED POLICY AREAS

Policy Area Rating Value

Financial Support 237

Planning and Evaluation 169

Curriculum i4eform f 122
108Teacher Bargaining 4"---Ni

District Reorganization s 93

Professional Development and Certification 90

Desegrigation
. Nonpublic chool Support 45

On wonders how, desegregation and nonpublic school
support an be rated soilow. We then analyzed,our responses
for ea t state. In California, desegregation was ranked +6
and w s exceeded only by financial support at +8. In New
Ham sidle, on the other hand, desegregation ranked 6, the
leas critical of all /the areas. Iii similar fasVon, nonpublic
sal ool ort ranked +5 in Massachusetts,chio,and Wash-
it Atoll and 4 in Mich:gan and 3 'it Florida and Indiana.

learly, degree of criticalness varies an g states and perhaps

These copsideratiens may argue that we should i retain
all eight polity areas even thouo we find some of them less
critical in some states at this time. We als6'suspect that4by
looking at a variety of policy areas we will identify a greater
number of actors who participate in making policy decisions.
For instance, it seems reasonable that teacher organizations

aries by time/period.



would be more active regarding policy making in the cer-
tification area and that business groups would be more active
in financial support areas.

However, if we are to examine how eight or more policy
decisions were made in each of twelve states, we have at least
ninet, ix decisions to analyze i detail: for each decision,
how the demands were general , who the actors were, what
compromises were effected, tie nature of the enactment, and
procckres established for/implementation. Such au analysis
for 4A1y-six decisions seems to be impossible. Thus we are
givingtn.ivincr serioA considerdtion to au examination in four areas
in each state in gre't de"l and decisions in the other four
areas in less detail)/ We r Add still like to test the proposition
that the actors /Mine, at least to sonic extent, according to
the nature of t

Selection of Slides

We began early 'collecting material related to the gov-
ernance of education for each of the4ifty states. For instance,
we learned wird interest that the chief state school officer in/
Tennessee is appointed by the'*governo-, and is a member of
the governor's caiiinet. We also noted the recent reorganiza-
tion of the governor's cabinet in Massachuse and lie inclu-
sion of a secretary of educational affairs n the cabinet. It
soon be)iaind apparent that we needed a more sys erratic way
of looking at educational governance in each o the states.
As part of this consideration, iPseemed to us :hat each of the
states might first be viewed in terms of its political culture
and sociacconomic development.' Perhaps many differences
among states could be explained by differences in these factors
alone. If this were true, it than followed that we Must have
other data about each of the sates. We settled on two other
categoriesgovernance structurq and nature of policy deci-
sions. 1We spent several weeks developing dimensions that
would permit us to describe states in thew four categories.

Since this whole exercise was largely for the purpose of
assisting us in the selection of states for the .detailed case
studies, we felt we must do the task as expeditiously as pos-
sible. This meant relying on the work of other scholars who
had examined states across vari-us dimpsions. As many of
you already have discovered, a.or att,Mpt to compare 'states
on any ,dimqnsion is a most ditficult/task. With considerable
persistence we have developed over forty dimensions in the
90
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four categories mentioned
.
above.' .Itt the's Cipecionoinic caw-

. 'gory we have settled .fOr "wealth" and aindustrialization,"
each of which has a number of subsets. Political culture was
treated as a single dimension, largely-the extent of a reform
tradition. We divided governance into general goviruance

i t and educational gov_ernAn9e. -Under general-governance, illus-
. .--. tratiye dimeudioni inclule the "power" of` thp.-governor and'

the ffectiteness" of the legislatlUnder educational goy-
-41. 1

ernazice. illustrative dimensions include 'degree of 14'citizen

control" andl the "professionalism" of the state department
t of education. For each of the eight policy areas- we.have one;

/ or more dimensions. For instance, under financial- support,
.the dimensions include "amount," "ecluity,'? and "effort";

, .i under :planning and evaluation9 The dimension represents
1 "4"state commitment. to planning and evaluation"; and under

teacher bargaining, the dimension deals with the continuumof

. t "soft" to "hard" bargaining.
We found, through a correlational analysis in which

each ofthese variables was correlated with each of the other
. variables, that many of the differences among the states can

be explained in .terms of their socioeconomic or political
culture characteristics. For instance, igustrkalization and
wealth intNew Jersey do much to distingAh that state from
New Mexico. In like manner, the reform ftiacjitiop in Minne-
sota seems to explain in large measure how -that state-differs
from Mississippi. With the socioficonomp_apd pdlitical cul-
ture variables held constant; through a partial correlational
treatment we then examined tire, relationships between gov-
ernmentaLstructure variables and the nature of the policy
decisions in each of the states. In terms-4 our purposethe_
building.-of alternative models of governancewe became
much interested in these structure -polioir outconie relation-
ships. A summary of the data available tos is for this analysis
is shown for each of sixteen states in Table 2.

As a. result of these analyses, we sele ed.twelve states,
plus the pilot state of Ohio, 'aMe states whey oar case studies

...
would seem to have ;greatest potential for exp anatory_power.
Moreover, in this tentative selection-Ye had a numbef pairs
of states, alike in many respects but different:int som ways of
giedf. interest to us. New York and California, Minnesota and
Wisconsin, and Florida and. Texas- are such pairs. However, ,
in this first cut of states we noted that two regions of the
country,;the Plains and The Rocky Mountain area, were not
represented. This consideration led us 'to consider Nebraska
and..Colorado in place 9f some*stetes :initially selected. Illi-
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nois, with a long history' of no state board of educatiokand
the billy state with a school problems commission, also became
an attractive alternate, but we left it in that status.

We have recominerided to the Policy Board that we do
case studies in thirteen.srates listed in Table 2. A number of
arguments can be.advaneed to support this 'sele-Ction:

2
. :Seven of the ten megastates Are.inciuded.

Most structural variations of major intei-est are found
in'these states. -. .

.

3. Several chief state school officers reportedly active
. . in changing governance arrangements are included.

4. Many of life states experiencing recent- court,actions .

fare on the list.
5. All major regions of. the country are represented.

i

6. Some clustering of states to facilitate comparative_ .
analysis is possible.

7. For most of the states named, bAckground data are
available.

8. Finally, it seems that ready access to each of the I
Rates is possible.

Framework for the Case Study Research

To reiterate, the primary objective of the project is to
develop alternative governance models, models that will em-
phasize a state-level focus. With this in view, our intent iS
to examine present arrangements for state educational gov-
ernance, to identify in these arrangements some of the ele-
ments of-new models, and to rovide empirical data relevant
to assessing the outcomes that .these models are likely to have
if .adopted. We are organizing the research to answer these
basic' questions: ti

1. What .major policy decisions have been made re-
cently by state education policy systems? Who made
these decisions? How weie they made?

2. What differences exist among state educgtion obey
systems in respect -to. selected policy-making dimen-
sions? -

3. .HICK much and what kind of difference does govern-
mentaX structure make for the way states vary' on
these policy-making dimensions? Why does structure
make this difference?

93
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'4. Whatother factOrs explain the varilations that-exist
ainont,,,states of the policy-making diniensions?

5. What mechanisms exist at the state level to ensure
the local implementation of education policy deci--,
sifts?. How 'adequate are these procedures? .

In answering question numberone, case study teams will'
o be required to ascertadi'what policy-decisions, such as statu-

'tory enactments and court decisions, have been made recently
.in the eight issue areas. Documentation reporting. these -deck-
Sions will need to be secured: It should be noted that sir
definition of .a ;policy decision incrudes action by authorities
to maintain-the status quo as well as the estakishment of new
goals and directions. Since there are likelyo be many more
decisions than can be investigated, it probably be-neces-
spry to select, with the help of`apprTiate informants, s small
number,Terhaps four or five, for a thorough examination of
participants and process.

To .get at question number two; and` after much thought
about .how the research cpul,d be made most relevant to our
model-building efforts, we finally decided- upon these steps:
(a) to define a comprehensive sit of state policy-making
dimensions; (b)' to,gather through case study research infor-
mation' about these dimensions in each of the states to he
investigated, and (c) to seek in the case studies other data
relevant to explaining the different patterns states exhibit in
respect to policy making. With these data in hand, we think
we-can move to the development of alternative models and
to a projection- of how proposed models probably' will work
in practice. The first step noted above is in process. A ten

ttative,set of dimensions is given below.

. (Refers to the process through
PROCESS . which edUcational demands are con= .

verted into policy decisions.) /
Degree to which diATerse individuals
.and groupi, as well as broad don,
stituencies, are represented in the
state education policy system.

Degree to which. influence is central-
,

Wit or decentralized in the making_,--
of state education policy.-

s

openness

Participdtion

I
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Rationality- Degree to which research-based pIn
ning and evaluation information is
generated and utilie'd in the making
"of otate education policy. =

. Efficiency Degt'ee to which scarce resources are
expended ("costs") to obtain par-

k t ticular stage education policy de-
cisions. 4

. COIZSCTIS11; Degree to which conflict among ac-
. 'tors is legitimated in the making of

.state educAtimpolicy. ;
Pro fessionalization Degree to ,whic.h the expertness of

professiodals is the sonrce of state
. / education.policy.

ENVIRONMENT-AL J(Referrii; the relationship irol--tthe
RELATION.41IPS` state education policy system to

social and - governmental environ-
.

Support Degree to which the state education
policy system- obtains scalie re-
so ces from its environment:

Equity De de to which the slate education
p icy system redistributes educative
resotirces among social groups.

Riegulation Degree to whicli the edueation policy
system provides for the implemen-

(

' ation of state-level policy:
Adaptiveness Degree to which needed innovations

are adopted by the state education
policy system.

Accommodation Degree to 1vhiCh conflicting interests
of social groups are reconciled in
the making of state education policy.

Autonomy Degree to which the state education
policy system is functionally differ-

- entiated from other' state policy
systems.

Leverage Degree to which the state education
policy system initiates and sustains
interaction .with federal And local
systems.
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'The selection of stale policy:system dimensions was based
on much discussion and advice. We hope these dimensions
will be looked upon as being,the important ones by a variety
of interested parties.. The-choice of these, as opposed to other

--characteristics, wasiudgmental. But it should be stressed that
we have not attached values, to any particular.position on the..?
dimensions. Put differently, ,a state policy system will -be
described on -each of the dimensions in terms- of "more" or
"less;" not "good"' or "bad."

It is one thing to conceptualize a set of diroenkions; it is
quite another tc ,design research that will produce accurate
discriptions and convincing explanations. For the past month
we have been hard at work deVng data-gathering instru-
ments to be employed in the ease studies, using a set of corn-
-parable Tolley decisionsm'S the point of departure.

As for question number three, we already have obtained
some- information through the correlational analysis used to
help select the states; This- analysis has been of value in
detecting gross relationships involving socioeconomic devel-
opment, political culture, governmental structure, and the
nature Of policy decision's. But to 'collect' data that is fully
responsive to the question demands that the intensive search
Possible with the case study be combined with the generalizing
power of,..tl.e comparative method.

Although we feel that our basic research strategy must
be the-comparative case study, there are problems inherent
in this ,method-----for example, that of many variables with a
small number of cases which somehow must be minimized.
More specifically, in oilier to ansfer.thlivestion of what (lg-
ferenet structure makes, it is necessary to take info account the
effects of other factors. Despite there being no completely ade-
quate way to do this, we have designed Our research so that at .

least some "controls" can be instituted. For example, our pro-
cedure .for selecting states involved -the choice- of pairs of .

comparable cases. That is, the states in each pair were similar
in a number of important attributes (e.g., political culture and
socioeconomic development) but dissimilar in respect to struc-
tural features (e.g., the separation of educational governance
from general governance):

The last part of question number; spree, along with ques-
tion number four, .-means/that-weinust seek'to explain "why"
as well as to deScribe "what" andNwhen." Again the prob-
lems are many and formidable. Still, we are confident that
there are regularities across state policy systems and that
useful generalizations can be made about the factors at work
96
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in producing particular patterns o ,po Jcy-making:character-
istics. This 3is not to deny dial there are unique elements*of
importance in the policy. prdcess of each state. But it is es;
affirm that our principal effort wilPbe to ,generalize.

To piide our search for explanatory factors we have
accepted tile utility of a political systems orientation: Simply

'stated, this orientationl.posits an interactive model in which
demands are converted through the politieal process into such
outputs as policy decisions. We fUrther assume that influence
is central to the interaction amonc, systim actors; that policy
,determination is cotnpetitive, characterized by individuals

. and groups seeking to infhience each other so as to obtain
decision benefits. Drawin, then, upon both systems age
distributive theory, we have explicated an analytic schema
in whiclr.the considerations relevant to understanding state,
education policy making are set forth.' Rattier thin present
this Iramewoik -in a formal manner, we have liSted.below some
of the categories that we think will haveexplanatory'power: v,

1. Beliefs, attitudes, and values of official actors (e.g.,
the "saliency' they attach to educational issues).

2. Recruitment and background characteristics of off_
cial- actors (e.g., their 'career mobility").

3. Role expectationsof official actors (e.g.,. the "policy
role expectations" that CSSO, state board members,
,legislators, and governors hold, for themselves and
for each other). ,

4. Policy-making 'behavior of official actors (e.g., the
"leaderkhip style" of the governor).

5. Policy:making behavior of interest grotips, parties,
and social movements" (e.g.,' the "lobbying activity"
of state teacher associations). 4

6. 'establishedstablished predures for making state education
policy '(e.-g. the naiure of "routine" in policy-
making Organizatio s).

7. Social norms that ide- policy making (e.g., the ,
reliance on "eXpertne " as the basis of educational
policy).

8. 'Linkages to other policy systems (e.g.,.the process Of.
"emulation and competition" among states).

'9. Political traditions of. state education
the strength of the ideal of /

I This scheMa is delineated in'Campbell, Roald F. and Mazzoni /Tim L., Jr.
"Investigating State Education 'Policy Systems: Methodological Approach and
Research Framq/ork." (Unpublished resource paper.) Educational Governance
Project, The Ohio State University, May 5, 1972. p. 980.
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While we have .not explored 'basic question number four
in full,i9e tun% now to question number five. We are concerned
here ivith thernechanisms.at the state level that ensure the im-
plement/0ot% of policy: All of us probably have experienced
the apparent enactment. of new policy only to discover later,
that everything has remain the'imne. 'Thio may' result from
failure to appropriate money for a new program, failure
to provide any sanctions if the new program is not .imple-
mented, or.failue to.Place responsibility fOt the enforcement
of compliance. We are convinced, therefore that we must
not only find out how the policy dedisio-c wasApade but also
deterinine that pit was a real decision.

' Some of'our,adirisers have suggested that we ought to
follow policy decisions !from' the' state level to the district
level and -even--to the school..level. We think this kind of
effort would be,us'efill, and indeed it could, help answer the
question of what difference policy, deciiions make in the
actual open 'on of school's and possibly-in the opportunities
afforded to th clients of the schools. Muckas we are inteY
ested in propositions of this kind;'we see no way mithirl
time and resources available- to us by Which such extepiled
implementation concerns can be made a part_ of the niajor
'study. Quite possibly some of our research associates 'will
find questions of this kind of sufficient interest to be pursued
on anjndividua basis.

However, we do expect to apply a number of cr
to the adequacy of implementation mechanisms" Th
include the folloWing: clarity aii4 extent of communicart on
regarding the policy enactme t, comprehensiveness of imple-
nientation, procedures,' exte t organizational- :resources
committed t'o implementati tr, evidence of ,compliance and
adjustment, and appraisal of. degree of implementation by
those who participated in the policy enactment.

From Here On

.We have tried to share our progress to date* with you.
We have reviewed' the': kinds of decisions our study has
required. What about the future? We would like to mention
the- tasks we still see for the project. We would also like to
-suggest some activities in which- you may wish to engags .

or activities to hVundertaken roUghlin chronological o der.
The initialnroposal for the project describedr

,We have moved on four of those tasks: the review of related
98' .
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studies, the establishment of a? research framework, the
selection of states for the case §tudies, and the selection and
training' of .case study, personnel: The big task for this
coming year is to complete the case studies. We anticipate

, that most ot.the field work will be done during the autumn
of 1972-. and that-the analyses and reporting- of the cases
will -be completed no later than June 1973.'

tit.the case studies in hand, five other tasks remain.
The first is the- development of governancalptions. From
the case reports, ,a number of governanceJilions, possible
components of more comprehensive models, will be developed
by the ceniral .staff. Each of 'the options will be analyzed
logically and in terms of the empirical 'evidence available.

The next task requires that we formulate and' administer
a survey embodying the -governance options to a number of
groups in and out of. education: The central staff will perform
this function, but cooperation will be requirafroni oach of
the groups whose members are to be included in the survey.
The preparation, 'administration, 'and analysiS of results will
require the period February through May 1973. ' ,

On. thelasis of all work done to this point, the central
staff will devote the period June through September 1973
to development and explication of alternative Models of
governance. A consultant will be used to help -with 'legal
codification of the models if that level of development seems
desirable. ?

.

From October through December 1973 ;from seven to
' nine regional conferences .will be organizcd and held for

the purpose of examining thei, alternative models. A cross-
section of perstms with interest's in educaiion and. government
will be iinvited, to each of the conferences. Central staff,
Policy Board members, and, Advisory Committee members

, will participate. In addition, an obsgrver will be used at each
meeting. Feedback from the conferences.wIll be -used- in re-
working the models.

From Janna'ry through June 1974 the central staff will
prepare reports on a comparative analysis of t states
and on the alternative models. Tentative d&ctinient '11 be
-reviewed by the Policy Board, the Advisory Compittee., and
representatives of other appropriate groups. Final 'reports
will be available to the U.S. Office of Education, to -all persons
who have. cooperated In theatudy, and to interested groups.

yhese activities prObitbIrwill mark a termination point
for -the contract now in effect at the Ohio State University.
However, in planning, the project it was anticipated .that

99
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some money would be reserved to'be for the dissemina-
, tien of project findings and rebomMendations. -It wasthought
----,,that some agency with ready access to political and educa-

tional leaders in the several states might be-given a contract
to do such things as prepare brief popular reports on the.
alternatiVe-models;prepare as.needed a number of specialized
reports for different audiences in and out of education on
the nature and implications of the 'various. models, and
encourage and perhaps assist many groups in and out of
education to use the model formulations as part of the
agenda for their annual meetings.

'But wha4. Abut chef state school officers? We realize
that all o you have plenty to do. You hardly need more
do-gooders like us making your life more difficult. Still,
the gover ante of education at the state level,. your own
level of o eration, is in qiestion.. But this is a stage upon
which you are not the sole actors. Governors, legislators,
judges, an many, o Influence sometimes upstage you. At the
same time, we thin youannot drop out of the cast in a funk.

.We suspect you must remain on stage and insist on. being
among those who decide how education shall be governed
and among those who have a part in that process. We hope
this project can provide you `and others who make governance
decisions with an empirical and conceptual base to help you
with the task.

If the project. is to serve you in that way, you will need
to remain in touch with it. We hope to. come back again when
we will have moreAo say about mir'findings and our proposed
models. We also hope .to provide you and others Who, will
influence the state governance of education with readable
documents thatxwill help--you think through the specifics
of possible changes in your own state. Finallyove hope each
of you will become a dissemination officer for the project,
helping all those who play roles in governance to make
the best possible use of the ideas and materials growing
out .of the project.

100
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After Richmond .. : Must Districts
Be Restructured?

Marion .4. MiGhehey
Executive Di ector

4

. Kansas Association of SchoolBoards, Topeka

The Janury 5; 1072, -decision in Bradley v. School
Board of the City of Richmond has oncenain brought the
desegregation problem near the boiling point), and a new
element has, been added to the alreadyexpldfsiVe issue of
basing. It has been slightly over one year since the decision
in Swann v. ChailotteMeckfenburg .Board of Education. In
that case, theUnited*States Supreme Court field that it was
within the equitable power's of the federal district,cotirts to
order the binljng Of school "children within the boundaries

ofto

11. single school ',district in order to bring about racial
desegregation in the-schools of the district. The Court also
upheld the assignment of. 'faculty on an integrated basis,
pairing and 'grouping of noncontiguous school attendance
zones, and theuse of ',optional majority-tomiitority transfer
arrangments. I

In severatplaces in the opinion, the Courrt discussed the
nature of the equitable remedy, returning again and again to
the topic. Early in Swann the Court indieatedhat "if school
authorities fail in their affirmative obligati- is under these
holdings, judicial authority may be invokect In discussing
the extent of this equitable authority, the Art said that
"the scope of a district court's equitable powers to, remedy
past wrongs is broad, for breadth and flexibility are inherent
in equitable remedies." Litter the case it was said that
"the nature of the ,violation\ determines the scope of the
remedy." And still later it vas said that "no fixed or even
substantially fixed guidelines on established as to how
far a court can go, but it must\be recognized that there are

The deliberate vagueness of court opinions is the
substance out' of which future Cases are made, and Swann
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has provided material foi the ciise at 7 'Cilium] and for>the
case at ,Detroit. -.

-

, The qu'estictu posed by the Richmond decision ,may be..
....stated as follows: Is it within. the power of the federal jadi-
. ciary to,order the consolidation of two indelendenr subordi-

s sale units.of state government in ,order to-lningabout racial
desegren7atilm? Judge Merhig,c's order directed that within
thirty days the three school districts of Richmond, Hemico,
and _Chesterfield be consel=dated into one school district; and
that li.ithin sixty days a plan be designed lb create a majarity
white student body hi ;itch 'school within the new' school

. district. The first part of the, order was rationalized on the
basiS that it would he practically impossible- for the city
of 'Richmond, standing alohe, to achieve the white-majoriv
racial mix in each attendance center demanded by thel-7,.er

`'half of the decisiim and/order. .

Upon appear thetourt of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit
reversed the district court, holding that the judge of the
district ourt land exceeded hispowers of intervention. Sev-
eral points Av..,e made -by the circuit court which are 'worth
listing. .

.
.

First, the circuit court child. attention to the she of the
district that would' be created by the forced Consolidation.
It is apparent that this caused some concern to the court,
although this concenwas not ea rained_ further.

The circuit court then pointed out that the racial-mix
theory adopted by the district .court was not constittitionally
required; this was the second half of the 'district court's

\,ottlek, as degcribed above. The white utiority, thesis was
based primarily upon the totiinOny of on of the expert wit-
nesses, Dr. Thomas ,Pettigrew; who established a .20-40

,.percent black enrollment in ,.each.eacn Attendanr center as the
most desirable racial mix to,produOe integration of the 'races.

. The chnuit court held that This conclusion wasmrohibitea by
Swann v. Board of Education:.

102

The desire of the' district judge to achieve such Sr racial mix is
quite understandhble since the evidence seemed to indicate its
workability in practice. But wcthink the adoption of the Rich.
nu nd Metropolitan Plan in toto by the district court viewed in
the -light oNhe stated reasons for its adoption; is the equivalent,
deipitc diiclaimer, of the impasitionof a fixed. racial quota.
The Constitution imposes no such requirement, and- imposition
as a minter of substantive constitutional right ()limy particular
degree (.; racialrkilance is beyond the power of a district cburt.,
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The thyd point made by the Circuit Court of Appeals
was-that there was noetidence' the establiihment.and main-
tenance of the, boundary lines of the three school districts
'foi over one hundred years was motivated'by; considerations
ofpeiktuatifIn of racial dis.criminatiOn in'the schools .of. any
of the Three schoOl-districts. The court found-that the schools
of each of .the three school,districts ha' cl.been racially segre-
gatedprior-toihe Brqwn decision in 1954 but that-there was
nothing in -the record or in the opinion of the district court
tbay suggested 'there was any ,among the three
school districts to keep "one unit relatively w While 'coif
firtinciz'.blacks-to another."

The court eicpreSsed the opinion that the root causes
of black concentrations in the large cities of. America have
hot been. found, and went-on to say:

Whatever the basiccauses, it has not been school assignments,
'-,:and '-school.assignments cannot reverse the trend. That there

has-been' housing discrimination in all three unitsIs deplorable,
but a school case, like a vehicle,can carry °Iffy a linaiteli amount
oikbaggage.

Theltourt plaCed a great emphasis upon th e'statutory
proCedufes available in Virginia for rconsolidating two or
inpre schooldistriets, in order to-show that the State -Board
ofTdtication, acting alone, could not produce the, kind of

*--:.:Consolidation ordered by the :district court. 'Under 'Virginia
'law, all consolidations must be initiated by action _Of the
school boards involved, and the State Boanrs authority exists
only as to approval or nonapproval of the proposed; Consoli-
dation. Under theprOvisions of the only law in which the
State Board of -Education was .empowered to act upon its

. .
ative,,

.
own -nnuit could create a "new school division4,liut the'
separate- school boards of the 'former' school unirs 'Would
continue to functien, Thus, if Riclimond, Henrico, and
Chesterfield had :been combined as a school division under
the existing Virgiinklaw by the State BoaR of Educatiwthe

'three former .school-boards,wouldicontinue to function sepa-
ratelYand there would-niithe a single-sehool,board to\govern
the school division. -

The circuit' Court also pldc'et1conSider ble -Weight upon
the complexities .of.the _financing sale-11100v lved in thetype
of consolidation ordered by the district co rt because each
of -the Three school ,districts had a separa e, to e and,
under the fiscarilependeney systeni in 'V rginia, the c n
solidated school district would have to look or three separate
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governing bodies for approval and support of its budget.

But perhaps ilie most .important section of the Circuit
court's opinion is that devoted:to the analysis of she federal
structure/Of government. Since this analysis appears to be
crucial to the decision it is. set kith here in outline -form:

1. Under the Tenth Amendment to thi Constitution of
* the United.,States; those powers not specifically delegated to

/ the United States, or prohibited byit to the states; are reserved
to ilie states respectively or -to the people.

2. one of the powers reserved to the states by the Tenth
Amendment i$ the power to structure -the'. internal goyern-
ment. It should be 'apparent,. even to a casual* student of
government, that the states have exercised this power in a
wide variety-of ways.

;3. When a state exereisA power wholly within the
domain of state interet, it is insulated from federal judi-
cial review.

4. If, however, the stale exercises its poker as- a means
of circumventing, for oxample, the Fourteenth Amendment
rights of .Blacks to attend, a -unitary sc ool system, then the
irentAntendment is brought into an ict with-the Fourteenth,
and the latter -must prevail.

Applyincr these four principles to the extant case, the
circuit court held that the establishment and Inaintinance
of the three separate scho4 Atricts involved had not been
shown by the- facts of the sae, to have been intended to

. circumvent any federally protected right. Nor, said the court,
had 'the consequence of the state's action in establishing the
three school districts been -found to impair any federally

gr- protected right, for ,there is no-right to racial balance within
eve.' asinggschool district,. citing.the United States Supreme
Court's decision in Swann. Hence, under the requirements
of Swann that a violation of a federally protected, right is
a condition precedes to interventionby the federal judiciary,
the judge of the dist ict court was not authorized tointervene
to-order the consor ation of the tlfreedistricts.

The Circuit court Appeals also cited Spencer v.
Kugler, a New Je sey federal court decision. in,which black
plaintiffs sought to compel the consolidation of separate
school districts within the state .of New Jersey in order to

'achieve racial balance and prevent de facto_ segregation. The
tIveljudge federal court denied the petition, holding that
de facto segrpgationlwas beyond the scope of the Fourteenth
Amendment. 1Upon appeal, the New Jersey decision was
afiiimed- by the United States Supreme Court.
164 -
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x General Assenibl assed what has been popularly (or
unpopularly)- known. as the Uni-Gov Act, Which merged
virtually all of the civil functions in Marion county except
schools and except for those civil powers exercised by-Bee-Ch--
Grove' andSpeedway City under the_city-cdiiiity council.

- Schoorcorpothtionsitiere sp-edifialy exempted from UnitGoV.
The United States brought an action against-theBoard

of School-Commissioners of the City of Indianapolis, alleging
failure to desegyegate the schools of Indianapolis. In ruling
againSt -the school board, the district court relied heavily

-upon-the "tipping poipt" theory, which it described ,as-having
been reached whenever the ratio of blacks in a .chool distribt
approached 40 percent, of the total Topiilation. Beyond that
point, according to the-theory, the -white exodus begins and,

;once' begun, becomes irreversible. The court then expressed
the opinion that the desegregation problem would' be -mini-
mized if all the school districts in Marion County,:that is,
within the Uni-Gov territory, 'were brought under one school-
board, -perhaps with the addition of the Carmel area in
Hamilton' County immediately adjacent to the north, arid
tbe Greenwood area in 'Johnson County immediately to

/the south, Both of these areas. are quite clearly a part of
Metropolitan Indianapolis.

The next step in the d case is, tof course, up to
the United States Supreme.Court. W pile it is difficult to
predict the eventual derision of any court, a decision uphold-
ing the forced-consolidation of.the three districts in Virginia
would be almost directly opposije to the decision% of the

lifted States Supreme Court in the New Jersey case. ,*
A case very similar to the Richmond ease is presently

languishing in the Federal District Court for the Southern
District of Indiana. This case involves eleven districts in
Marion County, Indiana; the largest of which is the Indian--
apolis City Schools. Within Marion County there are two
other city school districts; Speedway City and Beech Grove,
and eight township s hool systems. In 1969 the Indiana

The court raised, 'but,did not decide, a number,ol-ques-
tions about the school structure, the principal question being
whether. the Uni:Gov act, by excluding school districts from
the county-wide merger, was unconstitutional "as- tending
to cause segregation or toinhibit desegregation of the Indian-
apolis Scicool7System." The-court's order was handed down,
on August 18, 1971, and Ainc'e that time all of the
districts in Marion County have been joined as 'defendants.
But there has been little further action other than the filing of
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*various 'notions by the defendants. By way of speculation,
the Indiaptipolis case' will' probably pot mow further until

. e such time as the Richmond case is decided by the rtnited
____

States Supreme Court. ., .
And while we ,must wait for a time: to have the, final.. .

answer AO the question originally posed relative fo;,the powi
of the' federal judiciary tc:eompel the consolidation of school
districts to effeet radial desegregation, two cases: decided by

- the United Sillies Supreinetotirt decide the-reverse qiiestl'on:
May state,creatd a new school district if The result is to
an e acial desegregation? In Wright ir,/ Council of the
Cit poria, and-in United States.v. SCotland Neck Cit'i, -N

, Boa d of ucation, both of Ihich were decided on June 22;
1972; the niterd States- Supreme Court voided the creation
of new school 'strict upon a 'finding :that it-would inipedel
thg dismantli4g If a dual school system. ins Wright v4 -
Emporia, the dC sion was on a five-to-four vote-, with 'Justices ,

vast, Douglas, Brennan, White; and.Marshall constituting
the majority. A -vigorous dissent was Written by Chief Justice
Bur r and he was joined in the dissent. by Justices Black; ,
mun, Powell, and-Rehnquist. In the_EmOria case, the city of
Emporia attempted to withdraw from. the'Greensville County,

c.. Virginia, school system under a state laq-a plicable to cities
of the
,)w

second class. The Circuit Court f Appeals had'
I versed the district court's finding agains the creation of i -

ottlie new district, reasoning ,that -racial: discrimination was not/
the "dominant purpose" of the city pi Emporia in deciding
to- establish the new district. The Supreme Court held, that
the real issue was not the purpose of the act, but rather its
effect, upon the disinanging of the dual systems involved,

.citing .a number of federal cases involving- the formati,
of splinter .diqtrre.
`s. The dissent in Emporia stressed that the reasons-set J

1

by the majority, opinion were not based upon the reab i
the case and that-the acts of the city of Emporia wer of
motivated by a--desire to disCriminate. Referring to the r Lird
of the case, the digsenti ' opinion concludes by saying:

Read'as a whole is record sugOsts, that- the Distria Court,
acting befor our decision in Swann, was. reaching lo some
hypothetical erfection iii racial balance, rather than the elimi-
nation .of a dual,scbool system. To put it in the simple4 terms,
the Couit, in- adopting the istrict Court's approach, goes
too far.
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, intendent- 'of educatiOn to `,`consider the factors of racial
__balance along Nvithother edrcational considerations in Making

i/decisions about news pool sites, [and] expansion of present
A...Ifacilities." tIetrmiss. iatsblyprtehbeabmlpost Jrxeteetsnsiavpeencouthrte_ order in

' affairs of the particular state involved. The it Court
of Appeals has stayed the execatio f tilE orde , and a
big has been set 'for la i (.August 19n). The
Detroit case is fully as, importantrai- the Richmond case,
because, while the con-
solidated with Detroit by Judge Roth's order, the power of

hffifty-t ee school districts are not

the school boards of the fifty-three school-districts to -operate
is substantially vitiaTe4-ariatsvery decision made subject to
review on its possibleieffect upon daegregation in the city

a

it wilmagnify the power of the fedeTal judiciary at

If the United States Supreme Court agrees with the
philosophy of the district court in either Richmond or Detroit, '

L

.of Detroit.

expense of state apd lOcal government. It is hoped t the
United 'States SupremelCourt will read again Chief ustice
Burger's dissent in Wright v. Emporia: ,, *

A,local school-board plan that will eli inate dual schools, stop
discrimination and improve the qua ty of -educatif it ought_not
to be cast aside because a judge can evoive some other plan that
accomplishes thesame result, or what he considers a preferable

'result, with a two percent, four percent or six percent cliff/Aim
in racial compOsition. such an approach gives conf,7olling
weight ,to sociological theories, not constitutional doctrin't,

. 1 )07

7
r

.The Scotland Neck case, which arose in North Carolina,
was decided in- the same way on-a similar factual situation
and needs no further amplification at this point.

The case at Detroit, Bradley v., ltlillikere, decided on
Nue 14, 1972, by Judge Stephen J. Roth of the United,.
States District Court; Eastern District: of Michigan, Southern
Division, although different in some essential respects from
the Richmond- and Indianapolis cases, isvorthy of examina-
tion within the context of our topic. -In the Detroit case, Judge
Roth has issued a sweeping order, directing the preparation
of a desegregation plan by a specia panel.delignated by the
don't for the express purpose of d eloping 'a pupil assign-,

,ment and piipil transportation p ia involving the- city of
DetrOit and fifty-three suburban'-school districts. He has
further ordered the Detroit.School,Board to purchase 295
school buses, t6 be paidlor by the state of Michigan. He has
directed. the State Board of Education and the state super-

.
.
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-Contrast this statement with Judge Roth's conclusion in
the Detroit,case, in referring to the proposed desegregation
plansproffered by the Detroit Bbard of, Education, the State
Board of Education, and the plaintiffs that:

None of the submissions represent complete plan for they
effective and equitable desegregation of the metropolitan area,
capable of impleinentation in its present form. The court will
therefore draw upon the resources of the parties to devise,
Pursuant to its direction, a constitutional plarkf of desegregation
of the Detroit public schools.

. ....

\ . Arid' the United States Supreme Court might very well
..- rehqurther into the dissent, in Wright v. Emporia 4ere it

is said that: .
.

`S
limitation on,the discretiiiii of the .district courts involves

an than polite deference to the rolegof local governments,
it, 61 control is not onlxOtal tcontibued. public support (51
t e.schools,;but it is of overriding impoofapce from an educa-

)tiinlal standpoint as, well. The success of any school system
Ideperuls on a vast range Of- factpis that lie beyond the com-
petenCe,. and ',power of the -court:s.4;itilificular decisions; the
structuring pi /rade levels,. the .phinning. of extracurricular
activities, 'to mention a few, are matters lying solely within the
proiince of,\sehool officials who maintain a.

lying{
super-

. vision that a\jiidgecannot.. 'A plan-devised by schOol officials
is apt to b,e-at4i\ned to these highly relevant educational goals;

plan deemed preferable in the abstract by &judge might well
Overlook find dius\ufidermine these primary concerns.

-The acceptance ol,the theory expresSed 1:)y the district
court judged and"Dettoit could a o lead to the -
formation of school districts pf gargantuan dim en s around'
New YorkCity,,Philadelplika, Pittsburgh, Chk,ato--. ouis,
Washington, D. C., Kansal City,. Los Angeles, ank San
Francisco,'as the boundaries Of-these.districts are expanded in
searchof white students to -prOduce=a more satisfactory degree
of racial' desegregation in lhe',Fentral city. The result of
such a development would, he thecreation of school districts
of such a size es to be =incapable of either effective instruction
or administration, and althotkh ' statistical- desegregation
might be achieved, the real goal of-equal educational oppor-
tunity would: continue to .recede.

At stake in both Richmond- nd' Detroit is the -always
tentioui7balanee mono fede"ral, Age, and local control of
the day -byda .d isions affectin ffie operation of schools.
The district courts b ,pd and Detroit have clearly
10a
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exceeded the powers granted to the federal' judiciary under,
the United-States Constitution. It is hoped that the United
/States Supreme Courtzvill-support thereastming of the Circtiit

, pourrof Appeals for the Fourth CircuiOnithe-Richmond case
and limit the operation' of the federal judicial flower n,
desectreo-ation, cases to -those instances; in which a state has
,a1 cteg directly and clearly to violate _guaranteed by' the,,s .

United Stites Constitution..The imposition- oft ederal judicial-
authority whefe the states have .faiied to recresign theft
internal school district structure in order to implement a`,:,
particular racial rnixlcerable to the federal districtcourts
would place in ,-the of the fOleral;district judges a'
degree of authority .that is beyond both their, training and
their e2werience. The decision olthe 'United States Supreme

-..Court in either the Richmohd- or the Detroit case
edly be one of the most significant of this 'century insofa.
as operation of the_publib schools is concefIrg., Justice
Powell probably, will not 'participate in the decisitd
Richmond appeal because of-his earlier involvement with the

, case as a member of the .Richmond City. Board and of the'
State Board of Education: The final determination "of these
leases is probably a year or more away.

The more immediate' action will probably be in the
' political arta, not in The coattk, Depending somewhat upon

the outcome' of this fall's congressionatelections, there may
develop a co 'siderahle flurry of activity in the Congreis to
deal wit e, "busing problem." It' is highly unlikely-that
the state legiglatures will act to force consolidation of school
districts ,as. a means of aiding the'desegregation pr,oblemS of
th larger cities of this country.

Gwen the present co osition of the Uhiteu States
S reme Court,: the, odds ar against a judiciayremedy Of Art

to magnitu e uggested by ei her 'Richmond or Detroit; and
given the resent mood of the lectorate, it'is not likely that
there will be 1,tislative ctiv'ty to fo e, restructuring of

.

school districts. A pe),4 f less 'dramatic action may lie
immediately ahead as the season of "benign neglect"! con-

. Jintieg ,for apother four . And so the likeliest answer
to.ottr question is "n ' for the foreseeable futttre.
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Although the political, fiscal, and legal settings together
constitute tht basic Matrix in which governanceof ete edit-
cation systems is embedded, a large. -number of other forces
/impinge on the actual gdvernance operation. Some of the

/ resultant operaticnal problems are discussed in the five papers
i constituting this section- of the -institute report. Vs

Dr. John W. Gott, in his address, "PPBS: 'Management
Data for Governance,"discusses the use of a speeificianage-
ment technique as a governance strategy. He outlines suc-
cinctly the role and limitations-of PPBS in the decision-making
process, stressing its importance as a conceptual tool, not
merely.:a convenient management device or a simplistic eco-
nomic model.,a . !::. - .

i ,.. Under the- Whimsical title, "The-L.Ungovexnable C m-t.
ulum," Dr Fred T. Wilhehns -combines an analytic ass ss-
mem of our present school curriculum with a forceful plea
for greater corn on the part of all.-eclucators,;not chief
state-school offic-lis alohe, for a renaissance of,/-the humanistic
godls -in .curricuium development.

Recognizing the .direct effects of mandated auditing and
monitoring activities -on :the governance -of educational pro-

'grains, Dr. Robert E. Kra er reviews the basic requirements
for these activities and con desAhat, while external surveil-
lance of such pragrams, is a ,essential managemefit activity,

( ba'sic 'decision making must ,still reside in the hands of
professionals charged with the governance of edlicatiqn.

In "Urban ,Pressures on the State Education Agency,"
Dr. Ercell I. Watson, drawing on hiS unusual experience as

, one of the firstilack superintendents.of w major urban school' \
system, sets forth vividlywith emotion but without rancor \.,
the sp'ecial problems and consequent; needs of the, urban''
school as it -appeals sometimes fruitlessly, to the- state -edu-
cation agency-, for `help.

Finally, in the closing address of the Institute, Dr.
George B. Brain, considers- with -the participants "Assessment

-13 .....-..n.L.L.x.: HiN , -. -r/r-r-:_Lat. -:1.r --T-L-4-:-.--zI, .
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PPBS: Management Data
For Governance

John W :Gott
Superintendent of Schools
Lacey, Washington

-I am informed that :the theme "of this confe nee is
"Governance.:43f State Educa:tiOn SystemS: Presiures, Prob'
lems, Options." My _task is..to address you on the pic,
"PPBS: Management Data for, Governance."

am . reasonably sure. that 1,...great . portion f your
attention thus far has been concentrated upon the pressures
and problem's that characterize your responsibilities. I ven-
ture to express the opinion that.even. in this conference you
knd less opportunity thia n you would to have for con-
sideration of the option. Vailablelo you. I.know how it is.
When one is up to his hip pockets iri alligators, he tends to

lose sight of the swamp-draining objective.
My. presentation to you'has been ,properly categorized in

the operational portion. of lima. total -program'. PPBSplan-
ning, programming,, budgeting systemis most basically an
operational tool or set of tools. Like tools generally, PIAS
is capable of both proper use and ithooper use. Also like
to6ls,.generally, the value of PPBS is directly dependent upon
the character of its use.

You as chief state school officers arefaced with the prob-
lem of managing limited-resources to achieve'for your state
the greatest possible educational 'benefit. .PPBS has been
defined as "a system aimed. at helping management make
better decisions on the allocation of resouites."1 There is a
possibility that this tool called PPBS has value for -you. It
may be useful tb assist you. to drain thp swamp and keep the
alligators awaS, from your hip pockets all at,The same time.,

litatry,,Harry,F., and Cotton, John F. Piogram Planning for State, County,
City. Washington, D.C.: State.Local Finances. Project, George Washingtiv
University, 1967. p. 14.
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I inentioned a moment ago the idea thal esources are
limited. Now' I would like to point oat that one of your
greatest potential resources is information or management
data for support of decision making and perl aps also for

. defense of decisions made. (The lligators aga n!)
It is teally great to "have the 'right infor cation at the

this
,

h'right time. Argyris spoke.to tnis point when n wrote: -

. . It is important to point out the "underly ng similaritie s
between the basic assumptions of an effective organizational
development program; and the planning, Pro ramming and
budgeting system (PPBS). Both assume that n organization
should be able to generate and bring to bear pon a problem
all'the relevant information and do.'so.iini`ii` e so that it is
useful to those trying to solve problems -and ake decisions.
A. relatively .closed living system will produce *rigid, incom-

, plete and ineffective PPBSrogram because it annot-generate
the valid data; nor- could itntegrate these da a if they were
to become available.2

Qne-of the very distinctive characteristics ¢f a PPBS for
use in education musthe provision for tiniely generation of
information relevant-to. the problcm at hand. I think I can
illustrate this relationship anealso get a brief escription of
an apprdpriate educational PPBS by use a Fig re I.

Operationally, your problems can he cl isified
four question areas:

1. What is to:be accompliaed? (Planni g).
2. How is the desired end to be accomp ishevd? (Pro-

gramming).
3. What resources are allocated for execution/of the

-selected ac ion program? (Budgeting
4. kow well ,

a. will' e program function to ac vei'e desired
. .

. , end, or. /
b. is_t program.functiOnihoo achieve the desired-

..
9 , or

. c. hits the program functioned to achieved the de'
4,sired end? (Evaluation) t

I'llave referred to these four items as question areas.
What-yon/and your staffs do in response to the need for infor-
mation ,z/neach of the areas constitutes some sort of an ()per- r
ating yPBS. Y procedures may be well defined and clearly

-4-2-Etgyris, ChCis.'S Causes of Organizational Ineffectiveness'Fithin the
Depiirtthent of State. Washington, D.G.: Center for International Systems Re.
search, 1967. p.' 48.
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thought out, or they may be little more than instinctive reac-
-tioirto eh need. Whatever your point of development of

, barn reasonably certain that an abundance of conflict-
ing notions about the systein have deterred you somewhat
from achieving all that you have driiredto achieve. I contend:
that PPOS,is not:

Program accounting, although accounting by programs
'May he properly involved as part of a PPBS.

- A new budgeting systenOilthough this may naturally
develop as a result of th4application of .PPBS logic.

Budget centered, 'end never should be, because 'PPBS
emphasizes output rather 'than input.
A new accounting classification scheme, although,this
may ,ultimately be necessary'to provide the data which
you will. require.

A management information system, .althouill a Man-
agement information system is-an essential support'for
PPBS.as per the comments of Argyri.5.'

A decision maker,, although its purpose has to do with
facilitating the making of decisions.
Accountability, although it supports accountability.

A panacea, although it is potentially a useful tool.
On the other band, I think PPBS is:

A structured pr-,cedure for -determining policy in the
-allocation of resources.

A way to relate resources to objectives and facilitate
deci4on. making.

A tool that musthe peculiarly designed to accommodate
the needs of the user.

An a_pproachtomatiagement that emphasizes coordi-
nation of diverse actiVitieSiorilie purpose of enhancing
decision-making capability:

Better PPBS programs emphasize:-
Planning, especially long-range planning

;A.-Analysis of alternatives
:--Coordination
,-System responsiveness
Goals and objectives
An output orientation
common sense
Involvement
Priorities
Resource identification.

3 Ibid.
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One of the most common jiitfalls encountered try those
of us Who attempt to formalize a PPBS program is that we do
net' give appropriate consideration to pertinent ,knowledge'
from all of the related dischiline areas. The most, frequently,
occurring "'bought pattern is probably that PP(13S 1011
viewed as.an economic model and will not be:',Inade con;
gruous what: ye know from flip fields of skciology,
psychology,pOlities, and educational research. Such a limited
perspecti'veinevitably will produce the rigid, inflexible, and
ineffective i'Prc-slhat Argkris mentioned!

You I. of state School ofEcers face major responsi-
bility for tl, -laracter of the PPBS emPlordin-yoarlespec-
tive delkartinents and inevitably for the diameter of the PPBS
programs employed in the districts within your states. It
would be generally disastrous for your systems and theirr to
be incompatilkle. I would like lo enumerate some questielis
that I believe fo be critical ones for your consideration as you
face this task. Most of these .questions, as you will see, are
concerned with management data in some fashion.

One of my favorite quotations comes .from a work by
Joseph Schwab. Schwab said:

In general, two collections of phenomena,appeor to be vastly
different because we have used separate and distiiictcbodies
conceptions in studying them and discovering knowledg9 about
them. Each such body, of conceptions dictates what data we
think we should seek; what experiments to perform, and wkit
to make of our data by way of-knowledge. If widely different

.. conceptions are used to'gnide inquiries on two different collec-
tions of,phenomena, we end invariably with bodies of knowledge
which exhibit few shriilarities and many differences. . . The
differences see disappear if, but only if, a new conception is
given birth which perMits th study of both collections of
phenomena in one set of terms and therefore Makes for unity
where :diversity. .existed before.5

.

in light-of this ,quotation, my first suggested question for
,..

your.cianiiderationis,- How is education conceptualized in
your state, what are Pits purposes, what are its products, and
what are the directions of its change? The answers to this
question will tell/you what data to seek and what experiments
to perform and will definethe character of the knowledge you
can,toke of the data once it is gathered. ...

)
'4 Ibid.
5Schwab, Joseph J. "Structure of the Disciplines:, Meanings and Sig-

nificances." Structure of Knowledge and the Curriculum. (Filited by C. W.
Ford and Lawrence Pugno.) Chicago: and McNally and Co., 1964. p. 10.
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A. second question you should consider is this: Who
needs which data, who can produce it, when is it needed; and
in what form will the data be most useful?

. A third question relates closely to number two. This
question is, now long v./41,0)A set' of circumstances:be likely
to allure, or how soon will the answer that is presently appro-
priate become inadequate perhaps because of the changing
nature', of education itself?

A fourth quest* is very practical: Among those who
need this information, do there exist skills and attitudes
adequate to support .their effective use of information once
received? In my own studies regarding: implementation of'
PPBS in education, I have foundthat, there exists among
educators gra1(e apprehension regarding their own abilities
to function- effectively-under the rigorous demands of a PPBS
program. They feel the need for higher-level skills in many
areas, but particularly in techniques,of.analysis and in tech-
niques of working with precisely- stated objectives. I have
also found that he great majority of educators look to their
state departments' of education as 'the- primary .source for
leadership and assistance in developing these. skills.

There are some great potentials for improvement of edu-
cation that in my 'admittedly biased judgment must be the
inevitable consequence of widespread utilization of a PPBS
in the anagement of public education. For one thing, I
believe t.;inevitable that the PPBS will foster develop-
ment of i orination, :which-in turn will encourage much more
rapid resp ,use by the educational establishment to emerging
'needs and opportunities. Because the PPBS stresses exami-
nation,of alternativesboth alternativegoals and alternative
programs'to achieve those:goals,---4 think it inevitible=that we
will become less blindlrbound to, tradition than has histor-
ically been the case. As oneillustration, data currently avail-
able suggest that many 'public school students are achieving
required competence in specific learning areas by means other
than formal course work. One cannot but wonder what the
cost of _duplicating learning. activities may really he in4iur
nation. One may also speculate over the benefit or People
might realize from the application of such wasted resources
if in fact-they ,do existto early chilhood educatiOn. Wide-
spread use of PPBS'inay yield sornevancrete answers in place
of speculative opinion. Tradition could then he 'much less
binding upon us. ,

Something else I see as a major potential for improve-
ment in education as a result ofuse of PPBS is the likelihood
118



that we will reduce our incidence of failure.. Explicit attention
to specific goals and objectives; weig4tea and prioritized, will
permirns to identify placeswhere cuirent patterns of resource

. allocation are being relatively unfruitful. When data of this
sort is available, we-will know where to put those resources in
order to increase their yield of benefit. We will have a lower
failure rate in the place's that count the most.

I said 'earlier' that I considei PPBS a -tool. Like most
tools. when they are relative:y new PPBS has= not yet been
developed to its full potential. It is not yet really sophisti-
cated; nor are we who attempt to use PPBS possessed, of a
very high degree of sophisticated skill in-its application. PPBS
is a conceptual tool that is, evolving. No executive mandate
and riolegislative fiat will cause PPBS to spring:in an instant
into lull flower. But PPBS does offer real hope for helping
us to combat our pressures, find solutions for our problems,
and recognize our qtions.
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The Ungovernable Curri"qii lum.

Fred T. Wilhelms
Senior Associate
Association for Supervision and Curriculum. Development
Washington, D. C.

The ungovernable curriculum, eh? Shouldn't there be a
credit line in there somewhere? "Title contributed by the
irrepressible Ken Hansen." I lean just -see Ken grinning as
he wrote it and hear him impishly muttering to himself, "This
time I'll box old Fred in so he can'tjusf stir around in the stale
stuff he always says. I'll force' him to be creative."

Well, it worked, in a way. He 'forced me.to stitch my
brain till it bled. I took ouL all my old speeches to 4nd one
that would fit. None did. So Ken won. But now hd has to
take some responsibility for ;What comes out.

' So Ken thinks the curriculum is ungovernable. Do you
suppose -he's just piqued because Nir0 don't require Latin any
more, the way they did in Oklahoma when he,was a boy? To
a white-hair set in his ways, that might be enough to make the
curriculum 'look like a wild, chaotic thing, in a constant whirl
of change. But if that's wharKen thinks, he has the wrong
pig by the ear. Why, gentlemen, ourtcuriiculum is the nicest,
tamest, stablest thing we have left. It's as goirernable as a
graveyard, as long as.you let-it alone. As in any graveyard,
you can even open a hole here or there and bury something
new in it, as long as yr don't disilb the scene. It's every-
thing el.ce but the curriculum that changes. We turn off, the

'bells, pull out the classroom walls, wipe Out the. dress codes,
but 01' Man aricklem; he just keeps rollin' along.

When you stop to think of it, it's kind of 'odd how we
came up with the kin . of curriculum we have. You'd think
that, where billions of ollars and millions of maii-years. were
to be invested, there N ould e',be endless deliberation over th
choices. But that has rarely been the case: Of course the
readbigiwriting/arithirtie part of it was a natural. aPlain
129
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common sense takes you that-far. Beyond that,-people were
on their own. They :were in a zone of far more free choice'
than anyb,ody after -Platohas seemed to realize. But they
seldom really chose; they mostly just drifted: ---

Let's look at a little history. In the- early Renaissance,
when schools were starting to grow again after a long dry
spell, almost the only stuff worth reading was in a pair of
foreign languages, Latin and Greek: They contained a treasure
house of wisdom,,so the schools sensibly taught them.-Common
sense governed that; too.' But long after all of the old and
much that was new 'became available in the vernacular. lan-
guages; the schools went on. teaching the same foreign lan-
guages. That was not governed, by common sense. Finally,
after centuries, Latin and Greek died- a lingering death. By
1950, the modern lang,tiages,.also, were mostly just :getting a
dab of formalistic attention, out of old habit. Then a new
Situation arose: the Russians beat usto Sputnik, and Congress
decided that we had fallen behind for lack of youngsters who
could speak Spanish. It appropriated funds to itensify the
teaching of .languages, 'along with math 'and. seence-, The

p.??foreign language people- seized the-opportunity with so e very,
fast footwork. They convinced .a lot of people once ore that
a respectable secondary 'education had to include a foreign
language.- And' so a lot'of kids are sP'ending about a fifth of'.
their secondary years learning one. ..--

Two other habits also grew out of the old Latin/Greek
tradition. Those highly inflected lab,guages had :been ap-
proached through a grammar of rules; When we started
teaching our ownlanguage, naturally it had to have a -gram-
mar of rules, too. The 'old Latin teachers good-naturedly
supplied one. It didn't happen to fit our language, .and.evi-,
dence'pileci up that it didn't help writing or speech very much;
but -a 'lot of rigid people with a sense of inadequacy about
their own-gpeech:and -writing felt a hysterical needifor a prop.
So enormous effort was put into teaching grammar.

By the second world war, though, grammar, too, was
dying a malingering death. And then another odd situation
came along. A new breed of scholarly linguists began eiamin-
ing how oux language really works. They did marvelous
work--7-fluid, creative,-dynamic. They shotdown the old rigid

grammar and-substituted a new proach. But now thousands'
of teachers are making a- rul oo out of it, because every-
body knows there has to be some c nd of grammar of rules.
The preliminary evidence says this one ,isn't necessarily any
better than the old- one in producing writers 4rid speakers.

.
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But we go on anyway, and our kids are spending years of
their lives on that.

Another' heritage of studying the Greek and Roman
classics was simply the habit of studying "Classics." Not,
this time, because you needed what they had to say, as the
Renaissance people.did. It was just that there had to be sonic

. body of literature everybody Isnewalong with its .history
and all that. There had to be some group of treasureslike
Silas Marner and The Lady of the Lakeso- precious that .no
child was really educated unless he had dissected them. That
idea is in its feeble senility now, buthe years of children's
lives sacrificed to it still number in.the millions.

Another line of curriculum development ame out of
our own nationhood. When we, became a self-governing re-
pUblic, it was obvious that our citizens lied to grow intelligent
about managing their societal business. So we developed the
social studies, including a course called civics. It became a
study -of structures. After all, no young yoter could do his
work well if he didn't-know how old a man had to-be before
he could he a senator! Somehow the ideas fell through the

-)sieve. The Founding Fathers, who had .never had a course in
civics, wrote'a Bill of Righti that has been the keystone of our.
democracy. Today's civics alumni, the poll§ show, would
prObably turn it down if it came up for the'. vote.

The ideas fell out of history, too. Patriots of tarlier
generations insisted- on. an American history to ,providt- roots
for our trem- endous; revolutionary venture. Patriots of our
own day insist that it be gone4through at least three times,
because they have faith in its uniquel ability to produce

` patriots. 'Hardly a child comes out of it without a ,deep
awareness of the Pilgrim Fathers. The rest is history.;

As we became a great technology, two furthei needs
arose. The first was Ior science.. Because it mas'new, and in
tune with -ourtimes, we 'worked more-thoughtfully- on this.
Years age, we ,converted it from the formal, 'classificatory
descriptions of old botany toward a real study of life. We
played around with new syntheses in the physical sciences.
In the "Progressive" years we tried hard to tie science to
the realities of life ,and the -technology. Unfortunately, our
teachers -fell badly behind,:stebhnically. They taught old stuff
a real scientist could hardly remember; in their laboratories
they taught drills for a game of certainties. instead of the
nervy quests that are the heart of a life of uncertainties.

The scientific scholars .caught us. out.. Around1960 they
substituted new and valid content. Like true Progressives,
122



tney'triedjust as *successfully as the Progressives, had
to move teaching toward open inquiry. We owe them a -lot for
that. But they also injected another element for which they

./ ought to pay. They were zealots for the disciplines that were
almost their Very lives. They wanted 'them left pure. They

. didn't want' much messing around with the involvement of
real life, or of societal concerns. Science was amoral and
they wanted it' left that way.

For a few short years the brighter youngsters rose to
their vision and burned with the .hard, gem - like -fire of scien-
tific zeal. Do,you rememlier, about ten years ago, the fervor
of your future physicists? Then they caught on. They looked
at the world around them, beset with the climaxing threats of
the great techn9logy, and.they simply said, rightly or wrongly,
"This just isn't where it's Their shibboleth was "rele-
vance," and they looked for t _:elsewhere., disdaining even, to
criticize the'science courses as they criticised the social studies
and -the humanitieseven while they gravitated toward them.
After all the ballyhoo, science was on the sidelines. Too bad!
We still need it.

Another demand of the technology was for workers
trained to its peculiar tasks. We made an unconscious choice

there: .much,of the training .could haveleensdone in -the old
apprenticeship way, and we lost something when we assumed
that the new needs .were so fancy they could only be met in
the schoolhouse. So vie added shops and commercial courses
and that sort of thing. A few,a very .fewout of all the
tremendous variety of jobs became our darlings. Let auto
mechanics stand as -the type. Middle-middle class vocations
taught to middle-middle class children. And in each vocation
we got married to a few skills, no matter what` their prospect
for obsolescence: The.fact that, for millions, a typical faictory
job coulde-korned in a few hours influenced us little. 'The
further fact,that, even for many others,' a produCtive job is

easy to learn,while the complexitiesiof.the consumer side of.
economic life have grown enormously iinpressed us even less.
The. fact that for our society'as a whole the age -old problem
of producing enough is essential' solved, while 'the problems
of equitable distribution and wide use `continue to .rise, im-
pressed us still less.- We were left with, a bare,. Sterile, arbi-
trarily delimitated program of vocational education. One
lopes that the, vision of. the U.S. Commissioner of Education,
his conception of career education, may gnally-alter that; but
,one had better guess it will have hard .sledding.
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01C; There's your-ungovernable curriculum. Not all of
4. it, by" any means, lint enough. I -knoiv I have:burlesqued it,

at some points savagely. But with some leeway for ,that,yhave
I been faf off the-markof realiitr,? Anyway, I have been trying
to build background for two basic points.

First, we have come to where we tare mostlyby drift and
ifeCtetion, with occasional moves 'to solve some. problems, but

. with far more of habit and a mindlessly timid conformity to
respectable tradition. Very-little sic the content we have today
is there out of a reasoned analysis =of the -needs of our time.
Very little of it has any real wallop; most of it just lies there
inert,- deadwood.

Second, and here is where the main trouble lies, we
simply don'ttliink of curriculum in any -fundamental way.,
Mostly we just take for granted a certain body of knowledge
and skills, not out of any -rational tnalysis, but just because

t that's what has been in there for a good many years. WeI 7 \ tinker with that here ;or there, drop solve 'factual materials,
add others, but we don't come atthe curriculum with the deep
questions of what we want` it to do. We-haidly ever raise ques-
tions as to what causes what, what.is likeliest to produce what
we want. is .

Real curriculum work is a deep philoSophical question-
ing. Nothing is sure about itnot even the purposes. Th9t's
where it has to start. 'Their -curriculum work is a cunning;
calculating questioning of what input _causes whatoutput:,
Plato knew that when he wondered whether it was safe to
teach-poetry to young men, -lest-it ruin them -for the toughlife
of war and statecraft. -One may question his notion, but how
I-wish we would see oncorriOre that sort of quizzical probing!

/ (Incidentally, he andbis school, wrought an -enormous change
Whie, _altered all Western history. When Socrates preached
"KnOvohyself," the long-run effect was to turn men inward

-upon-th"emselves. It snuffed out a burgeoning natural science .

that might have ,anticipated much of our techiilogy by cen-
tunes. Whether, thiit Was good or-bad is anot r question. But
it illustrates the fundamental- choices-we ke p making, often
unconsciously; and it alsoillustrates the Power education has.)

But enough of history and diatribe! What must we do. now?
`1 The first, biggest job is-to think Our way back to purposes.

We have got in the jam we are in because we have lost sight
of them in our anxiety about content.

Deciding on our p_urp_oses_means_first,analirzing__our..
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is sir-n-03=410 substitute for' this: we absolutely have to go all
the way back To an analysis of fundamental needs and then

,decide on the purposes we Mean to ,-achieve. Unless we do
this, if: we try as usual' just to make changes here and there
in content and method and organiiation, we're just "pla,ying

house." The Changes we }melts haveare so fundamental and
radical that no superficial short-cuts will work. When I
say.that sort of thing to teachers, and even.to principals, they
give me a "Who? Me? I'm such a liule 'fellow" look. And
in theirley they're right;,th5y're locked into a system with
terrifi nertia, with all the interlocking elements of courses

dy,,college entrance requirements, and so on. B'ut men
n your high positions might be able to swing it. I can't

guarantee kthat even yowivould win, but you'd have a chance
if'you--employed good strategy.

One question in that strategy 'concerns the size of the
unit to work on. We mostly work at revising individual
courses. Tlig's taking too small a -bite. It amounts to little
Tore- than f6pce-mending, necessary enough at the moment,

----but leading to no real progress. Or, less often, we try to
think in terms'of the whole curriculum at once, as I'm forced
to do today. that's relatively futile, too; it's too big, too

-unmanageable to do mth more than whip up some froth.
We need a more effective unit of work.

I think the right-sized unit is what I'll call the "stream."
Leaving out for,the moment the basics of readin', 'ritin', and
.'rithmetic, I see the curriculum a whole falling into four
great stiztms:

1. -The social studies /4-
2. 'The humanities
3. 'The science-math pproach to the technology
4. Career educatio which may be'partly merged into

-the others but also eeds aft identity of its own.
I think it is sound and ,practicble to treat each of those

four streams as an entity, analyze the needs it is to serve,
decide on the big,purposes to shape it by, and then go-hunting
for the content atnd methods th'at have the best chance of
achieving those purposes.

Now for the means of attack on each area. At San
Francisco State Colleu in the early 1950,'s, when we totally

- revamped our general education program, I learned the
idevice of the "area committee," and I want to recommend
it to you. We worked in lour areas that had been: Selected
on the basis of a needs study. I was on the one callersocio-
civic." We knew pretty well that the courses eventually
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established in this area would be taught by our social scien-
tists. But I wasn't a social scientist. Neither were about
60.percent of 'the others on the committee; they came from
every division of the college. Only about 40 percent. were
social science professors.

That was the genius of the arrangement. If wi,,had
turned the thing over to a committee of social sciencelnen,
they would' just have rearranged) what they already had.
That's what we almost always do, and that -almost always
\the.result. What von need is a skeptic from physical education
who says, "Where does all that detailed chronological history
get you; anyway?". With a' Committee containing such diver-
sity, you can start quarreling-,--and that's essential. You can
cut through the accumulated deadwood and argue about
purposes. We knew we 'Are going to have twelve units
of general educatiOn in the sobio-civic area. Our question
then was, What do we want those twelve units to. do? Much
later in the game we could start pondering what kinds of
offerings were likely to do' what we wanted done.

I should say that the area committees were not permitted
to' go all the way in shaping the program. That-was part of

genius of the arrangement, too. They built a set of
demands and sketches. Then thy said to the specialists,
"All right, now you guys plan a set of offerings that will do
the job; you're the experts." But they still kept a monitoring
role, to accept or reject what the specialists produced.. What
the social' scientistsfirst proposed were just thinly devised,
variants of the old model, and they got told off. Eventually,
out of a .couple of years of bruising argument, we worked
through to a really creative program.

Now it's that sort of thing I'm suggesting that you get
going on each of the four major streams. Of course, it would
no longey be enough to have just the professional educators
in the act. hermust reiniiiir central; but you also need the
public, including young people. And in each-area you need
the most 'sensitive analysts and consultants you can get.
Neither will* be enougWto have just one big,stite commission
in each fielf1=though you sho"uld have that. You need its

.counterpart in every community, every district. You need to
have hundreds, even thousands, of people working in a net-
work of committees, with plenty of communication all along
the line.

Then, I think, you can really dig in for once. It' willrte. -- :-
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Let's say we had such a. set of stafe and local task forces
in the social studies. What would, they do? What would
they think about? It wouldn't betlieir job to outline courses:.
they'd want to, right away,'hittri., couldifight\that off. .Their
first job/would be to look at oftr-sobietylt at their community,
theiination, the world..an d4iiilyze ;Ts' needs. Then slowly
they could begin to say, "Weneed aigocial 'studies prograni
that,will achieve these and these pt7,Oses. Now ybu fellows
in the schools whompope up for /Bring,it baclyto us and
we'll tell you whether you're on,thel right track."

'You see,.this assumes'that a itrricitlum is there to do
somethingnot just to .1W:there, 'smooth and polished and
pretty. That's the road to the revolution -we need, the only
road that makes sense.

What would such a committep.come up with? I don't
know. I know what sort of thing' "votild come up with. If I
were on the socio-civic area eenimitfee' once more,. I'd be
saying thitgs likc these:

Our.society is in the middle of multiple crises, all of which
have long roots, all of which are now rising steeply to such
crescendo that our very survival is in doubt. We are all torn
up, group against group,'race against-race; many of-our most
sensitive, ablest youth have found nothing to inspire their
allegiance. Our marvel6us technologrhas brought in train, a
series of consequences for which the smokestack-centered word'
pollution is pitifully inadequate. Our niercary wcin't,stay buried.
Our urban children are breathing lead at4a.,rate dangerous to

,theirbrains. DDT and its usinsthe brigl&saViors of World
War II dayshave turned ikto menacing disasters. Our..cities
are rotting at the' core. Tra drtation is autrinobilism gone
insane. There. is/hunger in th midst,of abundance, and even
Republicans and'Democratkoth know that welfare is a horrible
mess.
':Over it all hangs the boili cloud of he nuclear bomb. But

across the world, and perhaps eve intio r own land, hangs the
far worse cloud of ungoverned popu a ton explosion. Growth,
growth, growth! Technological -gro,Wth; population growth.
And the end, if the present curves are not turned downand
turned down in the next three or four decadesis sheer disaster.

Do. I seem a Jeremiah? The Committee of Rome, per-
haps the most expert scientific group that has, yet looked at
the problem whole, after whirling through its cooputers all
the assumptions it could conceive, of, summed up its conclu-
sions in one terse sentence: "An: growth projections end' in
collapse." Britain's Ecologist report, backed by Britain's
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most distinguished scholars, said that unrestricted industrial
and population expansion must lead to the "breakdown of
society and of the life support systems on this planetpos-
sibly by the end of this century and certainly Within the
lifetime of our children"

This is real, gentlemen, It is_upon us now. -It may not
be hopeless; maybe it can still be solvedjust possibly
liuLonly bythe devoted and intelligent social action of whole
peopleS; It will call for changes in fundamental habits in
many of our 'social institutions, and in our very way of
thinking. It will call for great courage and will' to
sacrifice selfish interest for the-public good;limmediAe profit
for long-range goals. In short, it demands ;revolutionary

-change. -

Well, if I were a .niember of your social studies area
committee, I'd be asking some pretty.tough questions:

What has your buiiness-as.usual social studies program got
to do with all this? How much are your formalistic civics
programs teaching -kids about being effective in concerted civic
actionor even wanting to be? What does your thrice- repeated

"American history have,to say? What do you really think of
your dibs and dabs of "Problems of Democracy," and yOur
occasional life.divoicechtudies of economicsand'sociology?

I should be demanding`114 suggesting,Out demand-
ing that the schools get with-it. These- tunes are too critical
for a nice-Nelly, schoormarmiSh droning-On Abut all the
stereotyped topic's. .I,would demand a, social studies program
that focused squarely on the major survival problems of our
day. I would set as its central purposelo equip each student
as well as we can to play hitypart in solving those problems
and in taking our society to a new .level.

You do not need to tell me tharthiS will take a whale of
a lot of doing. The old gray charter members of the social
'studies club are deeply entrenched, not only)imong the teach-
ers ofhistory, civics, and soon, but also in the public mind.
The new content will,be controversial and dangerous. Beyond
that, there-are a host of technical questions about what

really will equip our yciungqters best. Will it require a. new
attention to group dynamicssensitivity training, if you will?
Will it require social-laboratory,action in 'the community?
What will be the best way to Weave in history, geography,
and so on? For certainly- we don't want illiterates in' such
areas.

The answers will not be easy.. Nevertheless, the fact
remains a fact: The-only way to develop a meaningful social_ sub-0
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studies program is to get the most sensitive reading you Can
of our social needs, and then devise the most hopeful means
you can to meet those needs. If we settle for less we are
tinkerers. In my personal opinion, if we cannot generate 1r

a new level of civic dedication, insight, and effectiveness
within the next twenty-five years, we are done for. This great
nation can riscto new heights or plummet to disaster. What
we do will make much of the difference. I cannot conceive
of planning our social studies in lesser terms than that.

But "I should like even more to be a member of your
humanities area committee, because I see even deeper crisis
within the individual than within the society; and the individ-
ual is what the humanities are about.

We properly spend a good bit of school time studying
the Renaissance, with its profound and troubled shifts in
man's whole way of seeing and thinking 'and valuing and
believing. I believe we are today at another great swing point
in man's history, a shift at least as fundamental-as that of the
Renaissance. Our post-industrial- technology has brought
vast changes in our ,way of life. 'Maybe we could manage
the technology fairly'well, swift as the changes are. But there._
are side effects that are much harder to accommodate.

Look at what is happening to ,the old work ethic, 'and
what has happened to work itself in the great factories.
What ever became of the old concept of an. independent yeo-
maary? Loohiat what is happening to sex roles and the rela-
tions between the sexes. Look at what has been happenink_

religion. Look at what has happened to war, which, always
'brutal, at least once retained some. vestiges of civilization.
Look, perhaps above all, at what has happened to the con-
ception of how. man should relate to manto the rage for
justice, to the press for open communications and greater
-intimacy, for love.

I do not mean to say that this is all bad, or even mostly
bad. That is not what I am saying at all; my estimate is that
there is far more ofgood, that we may be almost at the verge
of something transcendently new and fine.

But it is change=profound, pervasive, many-faceted
change. And' our youth are receipting for. its stresses and
strains. Look underneath -the sometimes bizarre posturings,
the gluttony for sensation, the apparent hedonism, and if my
eyes do not deceive me; you are looking at a generation in
distress; a generation, torn by doubts, disguSted with dog-eat-
dog materialism, imbued with .a vague, idealistic vision of
-whatLou=wealtItanialitatoAnakeanossible:, -assailed. &-lears_
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of an ominous future, depressed by a feeling of helplessness,
in a massive, impersonal, manipulated society, and yet sure
they must and can take charge of it. They move from one
fad to another, whether in drugs or sex or politics. They
often look ridiculous. And yet, underneath it all they are
calling some shots. that have' long needed calling, -the* have
nerve, and they are on a great quest for new yalites, a new
sense of significance, a new conception of the good life and
how to live it.

Well, whether we think them wise or stupid, hopeful or
hopeless, brave or merely brash, we need not condemn them
to work out this children's crusade by themsely4 I am
fed up with listening to faculties who deplore adolescents'
"loss of-values" and who then, when I raise the quiet question,
"What are you doing about it?" answer me with a silence
that is so loud it is 9,bscene.

My god! What are we if we cannot work at questions
of value? We have at our tomniand all the great carriers of
culture and civilization. In this day of easy reproduction we
have all theworld's art, irtcluding,,emphatically, today's. And
that includes the motion picture. We havealltbe world's music,
in reproduction almost better than the original. We have the
world's poetry, drama, and novelall the world's literature,
especially today's. We have the high philosophies and the high
religions. Taken together, these are the great record of man's
woes and aspirations. They are the tale of his inner struggles
and his yearnings, his search for significance and his defini-
tions of thelife good to live. They are the-sweat of the brows of
the great intuitive geniuses, the giant intellects and the giant
moral powers. They have never been far from the;problems
of the lonely'human soul and the always unsatisfying social
order. They are raided with insight, and they wield enormous
power. 4If.that seems .overdrawn, consider what a handful
of black novelists have done to the whole world view of their
people in less than a-quarter-century.)

Added to these, now, we have the new behavioral sci-
ences, especially psychology and social anthropology, These
give us new ways of studying than, analyzing his motivations,
assessing his potential.

And with all tlige resources we foozle it away in The
annual dusty trip through a survey of English literature and
the annual parsing-of MacBeth!" In art we wear ourselves out
with technicalities of line and form. And much of music-is
more technical than tin shop. It has taken.today's adolescent
to show us that you can listen to what music has to sgy.1- NVe.
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had forgotten that, in school. We -lid d forgotten' it when we
taught our annual batch of litera classics; we attended to
'style and farm and mechanics /nd lost the message. Rut
we are learning;Ithere are you literature teachers now Iqui
are taking their youngstersyfi great safaris into the fields
of ideas.

thereare sever 1 thousand brave little teams! of
teachers who are tryin0 putlhese powerful 'media together
into a unified humanities program: into a genuine study; of
man. I have no timeifozoilito detail. Let me say simply tlat,
if we do it se-A*1y, thisisfife greatest curriculum mqve-
ment of our timg(infinitely firfinv ieliportant than the new nOh
and tie revoluyon in science. It will takciong, hard work. We
are only at the'beginning, but that also means we are free; no
state 000 of study yet, no College 130ards. ',believe that,
with ativ/ise fusion of the traditional, media cif the humanities
(stress,iog the modern, but using the.oia where it fits) and then
a further fusion with the behavioral sciences, we can join the

1.01 quest of our tortured, tornup adolescents and help them
immensely. ' , .

I do not mean that we eat' give them -the answers they
seek. We do not know those artsWers ourselves. What I mean
is thdt the unified media of the humanities and the behavioral
*sciences give us organized ways of '.coking at the questions.
The questions are age-old, even if their form is new. Sopho'
Iles heard them long ago inz.-the-..A4ean. Socrates pondered,
them on the sea wall down at the -Piraeus. The great Hebrews
wrestled with them in a kind of Agony. Jesus gave his life
to them. The great Buddha. The gigantic Russian novelists.
The French philosophers. Shakespeare. John Donne. Walt
'Whitman. Sigmund Freud. The list goes on and on. And
it is by no means all old. For now we haveCarl Rogers and
Abraham Maslow, with their powerful insights into human
potential. We have our own powerful drama, se 4pture,
novels, ,motion pictures.

The r ources are infinite. But they will not all speak
directly th heart of modern youth. We shall need the
young peo 1 s alp to find what does speak to each of them.
Then we sh hay to learb ways of teaching so different from
the standd attic` method that we Can scarcely imagine
it yet. I; zee "visualize a laboratory fix the humanities with
resources in every medium, designed to be used privately by
individuals or smalgroups more often than by whole classes.
It will be a homey, comfortable place, with leisure for
Much good talk. fts -object will not be to "teach" ,rature
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and art and the rest, but to .use them for the help they can
give young people. .

have said it' badly. Time and space :crowd in too
-harshly. But wish to issue a call foi the development of a
unified lutinanities approach. I want the schools to -give it
at-least one - fourth -of their time. I hope it will have virtually
-no snbject:inatter specifications in advance, or maybe ever.
I hope -that its, primarynay, its sole purpose will be to
help earls young persbiz as much as we possibly can in. his
-own ,personal becoming:-

- Where that will take us in subject -matter we cannot
wholly foresee, .And I do not really care. We have been
.hung up too long on seeing curriculum ,as content when we
ought-to be-seeing-it as purpose. ButI have a deep confidence
thatve-can help every young person understand and accept
himself, andAltrefore also other people. I believe we can
h0p,hin`i work through to his own private` sense of fine ethics
and of values to live by through thick and-thin. I believe we
can generate a fineness and at the 'same tjme,an Thu& strength
sL!ch'as the-VvOild has rarely seen. And I believe we can help
today's cOnflict-ridd0 youth win- through to a new sense of
the. significance _of their lives and bring them to p'eace with
a new-vision of what-their lives can be.

. I have -not ,bad-ime to deal with the other Iwo, great
strez5mS-in the curriculum: the science -math technology stream
and -the Sreani_ofeareereducation.. That's all Wright, for the
same_ )fipees apply to their reforin. We'have looked
at `the I.:WO :great imperatives: to go straight at the great
survival of our society, and to go equally straight
at releasingthe:potential of every young person. If we can do
those- two ihitgi,:thezrest is ancillary.

But We ,c2an, do them only if we take two. giant steps:
Firgf,,we must, look squarely and, fearlessly into the face
of;:the,,SurviVal,proh/ems that hang over our society as well
as the inner--;crisis in -personal life. Teen 'we shall be free
to loOk forward to ,whats- can be .done. Our best minds are
only :now -beginning, tosense the enormous potential which
is-inherent in.:eveiy human being simply because 'he is `a
,human being. We-may be even further away from- realizing
.the-poterdials- cif the-great democratic society,

We a.-eicrisis.'-the issue is itydoubt. 'We may go_ op-
orme may break down. The difference

may our :schools do. A curriculum is not an
inerthary-oCknowledge. A curriculum is purpose mobilized
into-power.
132
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Auditing and Monitoring
Educational Programs

Robert J. Kroner.
President, EPIC Diversified Systems_ Corporation
tueson: Arizona

-

EPIC -is-an acronym for Evaluative Prpg,Rms for Innova-
tive CUrriculnms. EPIC began in'1966 as .a federally funded
ESEA Title III project designed to.aid' educators. in devel-
oping evaluatiGn Systems within their instructional programs
to provide systematic procedures for collecting and analyzing
reliable and valid informatiOn for -the purpose of decision
making._

With the completion.of federal funding in 1970, EPIC
Diversified Systems Corporation.was formed to continue the
same, services. As the concept of accountability gained
prominence across the nation, these services were provided
in forty-two states at all levels of education. Currently,
EPIC maintains headqualers in Tucson, Arizona, and five
regional ofhees in the states bf New jersey, Virginia, Georgia,
Texas, and Oalifornia. As one of out project participants.
summarized, ."Instead of ,business going into education, you
are educators who have gone into business."

We find educators faced with undertaki4 the tremen-
dous task of answering the call for. accountability. "Account-
ability'_' poses.two questions: (a) Whatis desired with respect
to behavioral-changes in children-as a result pf-participating
in an instructional program? and (b). Bow effective is the
instructional program in bringing about these behaviorgl
changes?

Basically, three tasks must be completed in order for
'accountability to occur:

1. Specification of the desired student performance
2. Establishment of procedures -to monitor and audit

the instructional program that will be implemented
to bring about 'the expected 'Student performance
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3. Publication of a report relatin student performance
to the il.nplemented instructional program.

It is the secondstep that we wi now onsiderauditing
and monitorg educational pro ams., 'though there are
similar actties and function in both uditing and moni-
toring, thy are distinctly di rent in ov all purpose.

Th F educational prom audit is a tandard, external,
thirdp ty review by a q dlified source, d signed to provide
verifi d information' tote local- education agency. The gen-
era' purpose of the au it is to verify the eported results of
the project evaluati/oh of the educations program and to
assess the appropriateness of the evaluatioi techniques.

Monitoring ji an internal, process and evolves the collec-
tion of information by persons directly c nnected with the.
identified program/project to determine t e degree to which
planned promm procedures are actually I env,' implemented.
Monitoring/can take on many forms, fro a periodic check
of a calendar of events listing activities, person(s) respon-
sible, and expected 'completion dates to very detailed sys-
tematic check of an instructional program

A .further distinction between the ti o activities,can be
Made by considering levels in the educat onal enterprise, as
seen in Figure-I. Monitoring activities m y be both internal
and external at a specified level. Each evel is require
monitor its own activities (internal) d to monit the
activities of `other levels when responsibili ies exist (ex ernal).
In both instances, the monitoring, acti ities are related to
comprehensive evaluation. The audit a wities are designed
to verify those reports resulting from:the onitoring activities.

The Educational' Progra. Audit

In,1969, EPIC was approVediby th .U.S, Office of Edu-
cation to serve as the educationalro am auditor for the
first performance contract in the Unite -States,the Texar-
kana Dropout Prevention Prograin.

EPIC has ,conaucted educational rogram audits for
projects under ESEA Titles L III, VII, and VIII and has
Participated in efforts .0.eSigned to imp ove .this emerging
concept in education,

a brief overview of educations program ,auditing
activities and therole of 'the auditor, the eare'risually three
important.stages t8 consider:

k. 135
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1. Preliminary arrangements
2. Pre-audit activities
3. Audit activities.

'Preliminary Arrangements

Preliminary arrangements primarily involve the selection
of a qualified auditor by the project, with approval from the
U.S. Office of Education. This, is-usually accomplished soon
after a preliminary proposal is selected for 'further develop-
ment. Several agencies are contacted, with one being selected.
U.S. Office of Education criteria for consideration are: '

1. Independence of operation
2. Qualifications and record of acceptable perform fn
3. Accessibility to project site
4. Organizational capabilities
5. Office of Education approval
6-1 Attendance at U.S. Office' of Education training

', institutes. . .

primary functiorrof the auditor -is to verify th2
results o thq project evaluation and assess the appropriate.
ness o the valuation procedures. Once the auditor has been
selecte preudit activities begin.

Pre-Audit Activitie1i

These activities consist of familiaiization with appro-
. priategroject and' U.S. Office of Education .documents, an

on-site project visit, and a critical analysis of the project
evaluation design. The written products of these activi-
ties are:

1. A critique of the proposed evaluation design with
recommendations for revisions

2. A proposed audit plan
3. The audit contract.
Pre-Audit Critique. The critique focuses primarily on

the evaluation design and is the first step in the preparation
of the audit plan. The critique -should include:

1. Performance objectives, product, and process for
each component (see Section HI of the ESEA Title
VII Manual for Project Applicants and Grantees)

2. Measurement o objectives
3. Sampling, data collection, and analysis procedures.
4. Project thanagemeniactivi ti es (scheduling);
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Audit Plan. The audit plan is the sampling procedures
to be used 'by the auditor for verifying the accuracy and
validity of the data analyied by theiproject evaluator'. The
auditor will select a sample number of objectives and dupli-
cate the analyses used by the evaluator to verify accuracy.

- Audit. Contra.` Essential elements of the audit con- i
tract are:. if'

. -

k
1. Statement of the purpose of the audit
.r Names and résumés of audit personnel ...

e ,Specifications of documents and facilities to be
provided by the local educational agency

4. Scheduling specifications (approximate dates)
5. Audit plan (sampling techniques and procedures)
6. Specification of audit reports . .

7. , Special assurances (confidentiality, school records,
etc.)

8. Audit budget and:payment schedule
8. Penalty and incentive clauses (optional)

10. General adequacy checks:

Audit Activities,

During Aject operation, the primary activities are
conducting on9e visitations and preparing the interim and
final audit reports.

On-Site Visit Activities
Verify evaluation procedures and data collectiOn

, Observe testing
3. Interview students, teathers, and parents
4. Spot-check materials and classes
5. Note disdrepancies
6. Offer suggestion's.

Audit Reports
1. Preparationof an interim audit report resulting from

onsite visits or review of the evaluator's interim
evaluation report

2. Preparation of-a final-audit report. .This is they audit
of the final evaluation report.

4

Written audit reports should include a discussion of:
a. General comments of the quality, of project'

evaluation
b. A detailed critique of the product, process, and

management evaluation-lor each component



d. Recommendiitions for revisions in evaluation.
design , .

e, Confirmation or questioning of program modifi-
cation.

Monitoring

Monitoring activities are primarily intended to review
actual program activity as compared to the planned program
activity.

The basic' question is what to monitor in an actual
program.. This question can best be answered by going to
the building blocks of any _educational program striving

,for accountabilityperformance And piocess objectives. If
educators desire to incorporate the concept of accountability,
they shOld complete (a)' performance objectives (the learn,
ingixpected. to occur), and '(b) process objectiveiC(speeific
activities of the educational program).

Elements of a Performance Objective
Although. there are many approaches available for the

purpose of developing and writing performance objectives,
in general, most approaches tend to focus on (a) methods for
spe:..tving a desired ,behavioral change on the part of .the

learns.., and (b) how the change will be measured.
A system for developing and writing performance objec-

fives at all educational :levels will involve answering six
quetions:

1. Who is going to perform the specified behavior?
2. at'behavior is expected to occur?
'3. What instructional variable will be related to the

behavior to be.observed?
4. ,HoW is the behavior going to be-measured?
a What amount of time or prereqUisite is necessary to

bring,about the desired behayior?
6. What is the expected proficiency level?

Elements of a Process Objective
A process objective, if properly stated, should contain

'four essential elements:
_±--Pp.rszniitza-LrAczasyscsililA._



.:(3. /Film factor
- ,-

4. Documentation.

......7 Activities are Planned. and implemented at all levels of
the-educational structure, with the intent "of. increasing the
probability of learners at the classroom level attaining given
performance objectives. The procedure to 'define such activi-
ties is the process objective.

Tiiiee 'types of process objectives may be identified.
They are:

1. Administrative process objectives
2. Support process objectives
3. Instructional.process objectives. '
Although the elements to be used in writing each type

of process objective are identical, the intent and purpose of
each. type are mucli-different. The emphasis placed on a
given type of process objective will %e determined to a large
degree by the individual's (or group's) position in the
educational structure and his (or their) role definition. All
three types of 'process objectives will be relevant to all edu-
catorf regardless of their position in the 'educational struc-
ture. `However, the emphasis placed on one type- versus the.
other two will be determined not only by their job description
but, kst important, by thOr relationship to the learner.

When an educational program has been thus defined
performance and ,process objectivesthe monitoring activi-
ties fecus upon then in the stages of planning, implementing,
and reporting. Personnel involved in the monitoring activitie
now have s ecific ggelines and expectancies of the other
role an responsibilities. Monitoring becomes a meaningf
a program modification and -development.

'Implications for Education

When considering the implications for education the
result of' the emphasis on auditing and monitoring, a maj r
shift of emphasis from process to performance is evident.

Traditionally, educational auditing and monitoring have
focused upon the edtkcational processes (input). Most con-
trolling influences have also centered in this area. .However,
as the controlling influences moire more toward educational
performance (output), responsibility for the selecting of

_protesses will of necessity be (riven more; an more to that

-t
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For example, a. fhrmer can be held accountable for his

field per acre only if he has the control of type of seed,
cultivation techniques, type of- e ,zilizer, and-so on. Similarly,
an educator can be held accountable for student learning only
if he has control of the instructional variables. This shift of
emphasis should serve to raise the professional status of every
educator and will again direct our attention to what education
is all aboutstudent learning.

I
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Urban Pressures on the State-
Education Agency

Ercell 1. Watson
Superintendent of Schools
Trenton, New Jersey

The interesting orient0 culture of Japan, I am told, still
has vestiges of the ancienewUrrior alstocracy, the Samurai.
Membership in this honored clan was based for centuries
upon one's superior skill with the sword. Many of the most
sought-after benefits of that society accrued to the most
skillftil.

One of the leaders of. this 'clan spoke one day 'to his
daughter: "My child, you are young and beautiful, and I
believeAt is time for you to be married. Your father wishes
you to ;marry the greatest Samurai in all the land." "Yes,
my fatter," the young maiden responded, "wliatever you
wish."

An.extensive contest was waged, Three candidates for
the young lady's hand finally emerged. The first warrior
presented himself, so tall thet he was forced to stoop to enter

crthe demonstration chamber: After the Ceremonial bows, he
was ordered 'to prOceed. He opened a pOuch under- his arm
and released a fly. With two quick strokes.of his huge sword,
he severed both wings and the fly drOpped to the floor.

"Very good," the venerable leaar exclaimed. "Next!"
In waddled a stocky, wellmuscled warrior. He opened his
pouch; a fly emerged. With one deft stroke of his blade he
severed his victim in half. It dropped dead to the floor.

"Excellent," the venerable le* exclaimed. "Next!"
The last contestant to enter was one,of the scrawniest speci

_mens_thaleaderlad_ever,seen. "You,.a.Sainurai?_You want
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At t11e hesitant nod of the-leader, the little warrior opened
his pone, and releases' a very small fly. With 'lightning
speed, the huge sword split the air. The fly faltered abd
fluttered. for a moment and then continued its flight.

"You call that skill?" th leader exclaimed. "That fly
is still alive and flying."

The little warrior rais hithself to his `full five feet and
=with a smile on his face answered,,"He may still fly, my lord,
but I'll bet you he'll never make love again."

Accurate assessments are not always asy to come by.
In dealing with the theme, "-Urban Pressures on the State
Education Agency," I am not at all certain whether I am
addressing urban needs, urban desires, or actual urban pres-
,sures. I readily admit to a probable combination of all three.

Comments will be based upon experience 'in two sub-
urban school diStricts, a two-year stint in L state education
agency, three years on the staff of an urban university, and

. four years as an urban superintendent. Information also
--was gleaned fro the results of a hastily constructed question

naire, which was circulated to each of you and to eighty urban
school superintendents (see pp. 150-53). A modicum of

research also yielded insights.
1

Urban School /State Education geney Relationships
K

- Campbell and Wagstaff ' have noted that the reiaticn- ; ..
,,

ships betweennrban school districts and state education agen-
cies have seldom been cordial; extensive, or productive. For
many years cities were front-runners in education. The tax ./
base,,the educational leadeiship, the extensive and innovative
progr ms, the facilitiesall were present to make the cities
the en of suburban and rural districts. i

S ale education agencies during the same period were
___ _ruraLin_ ori6ntationi-oncerned-chieflv=witit-minimunt--1 tand-
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is needed in the way of elaboration. With the shift in popu-
lations, the tax base, the educational leadership, the extensiye
and innovative'programs, and the facilities are now centered
mainly in suburbia. City school districts are currently
plague with a plethora of critio4 ailments: bankruptcy or
near I nkruptcy; shortened schontAerms; enforced staff lay-
offs; ntiquated facilities; protracted labor negotiations; Stu-

.den , .staff, and community unrest.
The great inflexibility of man$ city school districts has

motivated much of the emphasis on decentralization. Con-
cerns for the growing numbers ofminority'pupils and quality
education make desegregation and integration viable issues.

The extent to which the above conditions evidence a
change in the attitudes of urbat school districts toward the
SEA is still a matter of question. To some observers the inter-
est continues to be fiscally motivated. The extent to which
SEA's have changed their attitudes and orientation also Is
open to question.

Iannaccone,2 in his examination of urban-state relation-
ships, offers three postulates: First, urban districts must ini-
tiate action if a change in the relationship is to result. Second,
any initiative (pressure) on the part of Urban districts usually
results in a political issue. Third; the educational initiative
taken by the city school districts in order to be successful
requires a high degree of unity among all forces in the city.

Needed Change in Leadership Role of SEA

In times of swift, conomic, social, and cultural cbanges,
institutions must address these clianges and must redefine their
roles. State education agencies are no exception. Whether or
not the federal horn ofiplenty empties more copiously in the
state lap, *hether 4. not Washington reorders its priorities
to sob'e urban problems, whether or not the Office of Educa-
tion restructures,to deliver more effectively an urban thrust,
state education agencies still must assume new leadeiship
responsibilities. The prime responsibility for public educa-
tion_now rests, and most likely for many years will continue
to rest, with the- state education agency. Hansen and lesser
speak to the point:

2 rannacone,_ Lawrence., "Norma Governing, Urbantate Politics of Edg,

a
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If the state education agency is to assunie a bona fide leadership
role in education, it must move away from-the historic organiza-
tional and operational concernschecking on compliance and
doling out both money and adviceto a new leadership and
service activities that are less bureaucratic, less regulatory,.. less
bound -by tradition and structures, and more concerned with
planning, development, and change.3

This is an important need felt by urban school,districts.
I would hope that SEA's are feeling the actual:pressure.

Commitment of Chief , State School Officer
The changing role of the'SEA usually emanates from the

degree to which the chief state school officer understands the
criticality of the urban scene and enunciates and,demonstrates
his personal and professional commitment to its solutions.
Strong commitment and high urban priority on the part of
CSSO's go hand in/hand.

Urban school districts in New Jersey are most.fortunate
in having this understanding, commitment, and high urban
priority demonstrated repeatedly by their chief state. school
officer. From the outsethis first major speech, :five years
agothe commissioner has Moved expeditiously to address
urban concerns.

The low profile of many chief state school officer's of
yesteryear has no legitimacy whatsoever in today's educa-
tional scene. CSSQ's can and must assume gianthood. The
opportunities to assume dynamic leadership are legion.
Beachheads in urban districts can be established, by cour-
ageous CSSO's now better than in any other time in recent
years. We need you! You may be our only salvation! And
our salvation becomes your salvation!

Urban/State Survey
Marshalling Fiscal Resources

Our July survey 4 indicated that of the responding
thirty-six CSSO's with urban school districts, thirty indicated

3-Hansen, Kenneth H., and Jesser, David L "Society, Education and State
Education Agencies: Implications of Societal CNanges." Emerging State Re.
sponsibilitiesjor Education. Edited by Edgitr_L_Alorphet,,DaviLLIesser..and_ _



high frequency andclive medium frequency of urban requests' -
for "t ,itional state funding." No responding CSSO indi-
cated a low frequency.

Eighty urban superintendents were surveyed in terms
of their requests of their SEA. Fifty-nine, or 74 percent,
responded. Forty-seven indicated high frequency and seven
indicate& medium frequency of their requests of SEA's. for
additional state funding. Only five of fifty-nine urban
superintendents indicated low .frequency.

These statistics reaffirm- what we currently know: urban
districts are pressuring SEA's and SEA's are feeling the
pressure for additional state funding.

The survey also indicated that of the fifteen-categories of
requests (additional state funding, staff-recruitment, programs
for the disadvantaged, equality of educational opportunity,
educational planning, facility planning, vocationaland career
education, technical assistance, student relations and involve-
ment, community involvement, decentralization, special serv-
ices, curriculum reform, desegregation, and qualityeducation
(accountability), both CSSO's and% urban superintendents
gave first rank to pressure for-additional state funding.

The state of New Jersey, With a long history of niggardli-
ness to education at all levels, Oast year revise() upward its
basic state-aid formula. It had -hoped to increase over a
five-year period its state share of educational costs from 26
to 40 percent. A courageous governor placing his political
life on the line recently foughtand lost a battle for compre-
hensive tax reform. He blamed legislators representing .the
cities for' the bill's defeat. Without question, urban school
districts would have profited most.. Iannaccone's thesis that
the cities "must "put it all together" if such pressures are to
be successful may have been valid.

Urban school districti/state education agency cooktera-
Lion led to passage three or four years ago of the emergency
building-aid program in New Jersey. Old cities benefitted
most. As a result, Trenton has under coustruction four ele-
mentary open-space facilities for 2,100 children.

The July survey also indicated that SEA's were utilizing
concentrated categorical federaLaidrnore than any other
method to meet the demandS-Of urban school districts. Four
years ago, a- Title III grape:established in New Jersey the
Urban Schools Developmfint, Council through which the ten
largest cities worked to meet their special needs.
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Restruttnring SEA Organization

Both the Urban Education Task Force report and the
1971 Improving State Leadership in Education project advo-
eatedu-resfructuring of thistate 'education agency in order to
more effectively address urban concerns. Both reports sug-
gested an office of urban- education - white?' might concentrate-
competent staff and,coordinate efforts in the solution of eduica-
tional problems iii the center cities. Our survey indicatekthat,
of those responding, only eight SEA's have moved significantly
to establish'Such a branch. Ifmay be noteworthy that eight,
others use urban specialists throuihouttheir organizations.

. New Jersey's commissioner, after a'successful three -year
operation: of the Urban Schdols Development Council, elected
to -establish an office :of tirban,education serving more than
thirty urban school distriCts. Programs include Title I. ESEA,
Urban Education Corps,. panishtSpeaking Affairs (Title VII
ESEA), Model Cities Technical Assistance Pfoject, evaluation
and research coordination, dissemination and program devei-
opment, Title VIII ESEA, and other curriculum projects.
Urban superintendents are continuing to feel the growing

' impact of this-office.

Marshalling Hunian Resources in the SEA

The success of any Office of urban education will depend
'upon the quality, of its staff.. Specialists must bring IiiNheir
responsibilities a sensitivity to urban concerns and a successful
.urban experience.. It should be noted that there has been some
increase in the number of chief state school officers and
department staff members who have had administrative or
other related .experience in urban situations. Urban, districts
that have 'pressured foif these developments should take cour-
age and renew their efforts.

Educational Planning -

- Requests emanating from Urban school districts for state
assistance in educational planning were reported in our study
to be of medium frequency. Chief state school officers con-
curred. Less than one-third of the urban superintenueits
respondin't indicated that they had -teen substantially assisted
in local -planning or influenced by statewide- planning.

'Perhaps the extreme urgency of load problems has
forced the attention of urban centers and state agencies as
'146.
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well on the current scene, thus !baking it difficult for th. in to'
become involved in comptehenshre long-range planning. This
may be an explanation of the absence of more SEA and urban
district planning, but it certainly is no justification for it.

Program Development
"Programs for the disadvantaged" was reported by re-

.sponding urban superintendents and chief state school officers
alike to be a pressure exerted and felt in high frequency,
second only to additional state funding. Only five of fifty-
nine responding Urban superihtendents reported a low fre-
quency. Only one of thirty-six responding CSSO's reported
a low frequency. When coupled with the category "curricu-
lum reform," this pressure ranked significantly high.

Vocational .(Career) Education
"Vocational and/or career education" was reported by

responding urban superintendents and chief state school of-
ficers alike tbe the pressure of third highest frequency. This
high ranking may stem at least partially from the federal
thrust recently in this area of endeavoy. It (the program)
also has particular relevance to the needs of urban youth.

,T9.- 41m lity of Educational Opport

"Equality of educational opportunity" appeared on both
score cards as the fourth-ranking pressure in terms of fre-
oency. The category, because- of its generality, makes any
analysis highly, subjective. However, only the fainthearted
superintendent shies away from subjectivity.

Urban superintendents are facing with each passing year
growing percentages of children from poor families;- minority
groups, and culturally different population's. Dors-of inno-

'vative programs have been launched, instructional materials
(Weloped, and teachers trained in promising techniques with
little significant breakthroUgh irjoingreased pupil learning.

We havopointed to obstacles by the-dozen that preclude
the achieveinent of our.objectives: class sizes, disciplinoprob-
leas, cultural conflict, to name a few. The classic culprit,
according to national, state, and local' thinking, is the child
the:child of poverty, the child with minority-group status. The

Thajor ,thrust of compensatory education is based upon the
assumption that something is wrong with the child. It is now
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fashionable in America_ to raise doubts publicly about the
inherent equality of children. We have entered the Moynihan-
Jensen era, an era that symbolizes the belief that the inability
of black children to learn is a function either of their family--
life-style or the quality of their genetic concentrations. In a
'white racist society that has been able tVieve its present
level of technological excellence in part oppressing and
exploiting designated inferior races, the Moynihan-Jensen era
is a welcomed relief from its own dysfunctional behavior.

History has taught us that the oppressor never indicts
himself, nor intentionally surrenders power, nor willingly
assists in the destruction of his system.' Consequently, an
America seeking to maintain the plantation status quo more
eagerly embraces the postulates of a Jensen than -those of his
equally authoritative critics.

Thus, cognitive failures among blacks are not attributed
to pedagogical incompetence but to chromosomal aberrations.
And most of our educational innovations on behalf of minority
groups subliminally encompass this ideal.

Let me suggest several alternatives. First, state and
higher education agencies, alongwith urban district personnel,
together must reexamine and redirect the recruitment, 'prep-
aration, and continuing development of instructional staff.

Second, we have developed' the psychometrics of IQ
testing but have almost completely ignored the sociometrics
of. "BQ" testing. A high Bigotry Quotient wouldxindicate
social maladjustment an would- require special remedial
training until the BQ was lowered to an acceptable level to
sustain effective interpelSonArelationships.

Third, we must step up our efforts to find other types to
enter teacher preparation programs. Young people with roots
in the cities, with- commitments to their with
-potential for quality service should 'be recruited. Of utmost
importance is adequate funding for full ,or partial scholarships.

Fourth, more courses from freshnian to senior levels in
teacher preparation institutions should pri7ide developmental
experiences in the urban school and community.

Fifth, teacher certification based on\ credit-counting
should be-supplemented by performance-base a criteria.

'Sixth, perhaps the employing urban. district should be
---theVey agency in approving certification.

Growing .numbers of urban superintendents 'recognize
that a commitment to, equality of educational oppisrtunity
mandates institutional changes not only in materials and
equipmebt, but also in people.
148
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State educational agency-personnel with, keen, sensitivity
and perception will "read through ' terminology such as
equality of educational opportunity, aceountability, commu-
nity involvement, and .the like, to focus programs more sharply
upon the real issues.

0

In our study, approximately one-half of the responding
chief state school .officers and one-third of the responding
urban school superintendents reported a mediuM frequency
in pressnees for "Negregation." Only three of fifty -nine
urban superintencien& reported a high frequency, while only
five Of thirty-five chief state_school officers so reported.

Chuck Stone,' -.formerly of Educational Testin ervice,
Prinefq-1, -writes facetiously (I hope) that this t a society
which will be -described by histolians as -one n urolically,
obsessed with school hies. Classes in the history of a ormal
psychology will one day read about the parents in Lamar,
South Carolina, who attacked school buses in 1969; the parents
in-Trenton, New Jersey, who refused to Iet school buses dis-
charge their passengers in front of a -school in 1970; and the
parents in Pontiac, Michigan, who achieved the highest level
of- efficiency by simply bloiving_up their buses in 1971. Twenty
years from now, one sage comments, courses in teacher edit-

. cation curriculum will include,Ihe School Bus.as an Exercise
in Aberrant Behavior" and ,"Nettro-Hu m'oral Factors in the
Conflict Between Parents and Buses."

In summary, from our superficial and unsophisticated
survey, responding chiefs ate school officers.and urban super-
intendents agreed that the highest frequency of pressures,
centered on (1) additional -state funding, (2) programs for
disadvantaged, (3), vocational (career) education, (4) equal-
ity, of educational opportunity, and (5) special services (e.g.,
drug education). Vet-Sr little pressure was reported for such
items as community involvement, decentralization, and staff
recruitment.

The sooner both groups recognize that common concerns
are-being addressed, cooperative efforts to effect viable solu-
tions can be mounted.

5 Stone Chuck. "The Missing Element in American Education: flie Fourth
R." Speed: delivered in Trenton, NJ., September 1971.
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ASsessment PrograMs:
Data for Decision Making

George B. Brain,
Dean, College of Education
Washington St te University, Pullman

innriber of recurring the,mesland specific proposals; in
preceding sectio of this Institute have underscored the need
for more sysiema is decision making about the allocation of
educational resou ces'. Hard questions must be asked about
how well we have been doing, where we are going, and where
we ought to go. rRe answers to these questions will help us
overcome the extensive irrationality, exagEerated subjetivity,
and excessive conservatism that now characterize most...debates
and decisions about public education.

Decision makingin education, like that in any 'other
enterprise, isdifficult to define with a high degree of precision.
Agreement on an acceptable approach to decision making can
rarely be found, particularly among those who have given' the
most thought to it. In the minds of some, the concept of
educational decision making haS 'strong economic overtones.
For others it holds a much'broader definition that considers
the relative merits of both quality, and efficiency. For those
who accept the quality 'and efficiency theme there is a com-
mitment to the process of identifying, defining, and refining
objectives; of devising alternative programs for achieving the
selected objectives; of evaluating alternatives; of monitoring
the operation of programs that have been implemented; and
of 'developing new directions or, programs in light of the
previous experience or emerging conditions.

The general objective of educational decision making-
should'be to make schooling more responsive to individual and
societal needs now and in the future. Although this restate-
anent-of-the,principle-of-adaptabilitymay-serve7to-xive,somg._-
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structures required to carry it out. In order, to develop an
understanding of these factors, it is necessary to identify some
of the more specific objectives of decision making.

Operational theory and practice have undergone-major
chingeS in the past decade. HistoricallyAifferent objectives

'in educational decision making emerged to direct the orderly
growth, and development of an eficational system, to relate
educational expansion to economicdevelopment, to relate edu-
cational development to social' objectives, to achieve efficiency
in the operation of the educational system, and, to develop
qualitative-improvements in education. 'Obviously these oh:
jectives are not mutually exclusive, and no operational. efforts
have stressed one tothe co4lete neglect of the other.

Certainly the dominantforce in the history of educational
.

decisin making has been the economic one. When educa-
.

tionanecision making is viewed from an economic perspec-
tive, two objectives are generally stressed. The. first empha-
gizes schoOling as an investment in human resources. The
second underlines the need to manage scare resources effec-
tively.. These objectives for educational decision making
remain pertinen throughout the United States. But social .
objectives must a o be given a high-order of consideration in
the educational .decision making process. In my town view,
social objectives must rank equal with,`-if not highdr than, the ...

economic objectives involved in educational decision making.
Explicit recognition of both: social- and economic.: needs will
lead to a broader concept ofthe ;unctions of schooling.

In the past, the social objective toward which educational
decision making has been principally directedis that of equal-
ity of educational opportunity. Although there is .little dis-
agreement about the mqrits of this objective, it has proved to
be difficult to define and attain. In spite of efforts within tour
various states to: equalize educational opportunity by Stressing
equal resource allocation, major differences continue in en-

, rollment rates and achievement levels for different social and
economic groups. Results of this nature occur liecause the
allocation of similar educational resources among our institu.:
tions for schooling is not an adequate response to the social
and economic inequalities that exist within' our seletty. Re-
sources ought to be distributed accordin va. both social and
educational needs. The consequence of this approach wound
be the unequal treatment of learners in order that equality
of opportunity might prevail. Action in accord with this
principle of ,equity would help eliminate those undesirable
:,....1r___-:-.-1....5...1.31.................---.. ;;;;;17=;;;;:::i:L-N;..43-1;:t7,...,:ivi;C,iin vint*a _



cultural minorities, between rural and urban settings; and
within urban areas, between the inner citi..and subtirbia. These
disparities will prove to be tenacious and will be overcame
only by careful decision making. Attend= then must.be given
to devising measurements or indicators of the extent to'which
desired social changels are occurring. In order to work toward
equality of opportunity, for example, educational leaders
must have information on participation and achievement rates
by different groups, followed by an analysis of factors both
controllable and un9lentrollable that would seem to explain
the differences. Targets must be set' fop the reduction and
ultimate eradication of inequalities and suitable policy instru-
ments designed to attain them.

A fourth objective which must he confronted by educe-.

n.onal decision .makers is that of increasing the efficiency of
schooling. Efficiency as an objective in educational decision
making has assumed dominance for a number of reasons,
particularly because of escalating costs and competition from
other social services. Increases in the outptit or productivity' of the schools are far less visible than are the increases in
input, There seems to be a general suspicion that the increases
in output, both visible and not so visible,. have been dispro-
portionately small. This accounts for the fact that people
consistently are asking chief state school officers such questions
as these: Are students really learning? Is the content of what,
they are learning significant in today's fast-changing world?
Do teachers and administrators really cEre what happens to
their students?

This general uneasiness and uncer,ainty about educe-
tioneFaccomplishments has led to a change in funding philos-
ophy. In times past, attempts ip jiMproye schooling took the
form of increasing the resource allocations. Now the emphasis

as shifted to making better use of available resources the
p nciple of efficiency.

Achieving efficient operation requires scrupulous mobi-
torin of each stage of the decision- making process, from
setting goals to evaluating results. Clarifying, goals should
also lead to setting priorities among goals. Action on some
programs may have'to be deferred until additional resources
are available. Special ait ntion must be given to costing in
the design'and evaluatio of programs.' Although cost need
not be the dominan table in choosing' among, alternatives,



Decision making in accordance with the principle of
efficiency involves the application of sophisticated management
techniques to educational'administra tion. The application of
such techniques is appropriate in all levels of governance, but
eminently so close to the learning transaction. Consequently,
chief state school officers and local school administrators must
become quite familiar with the applictbn of the analytical
techniques that are a part of the assessment process.

No doubt it will.be possible to increase efficiency through
improved management and coordination. However, the.,'; is
slight prospect for achieving major economie by these means
alone. The improved use of resources can occ tr only through
the development of alternatives that penetrat the shield of
myths and -prejudices that make education impermeable to
change and refractory to reform.

Every decision maker dreams of the day when he will /
be able to lay out all alternatives before action, to carry out
a complete analysis of the consequences of choosing the var-
ious alternatives, and then to seleCt the best alternative before
taking any action. Like most dreams, this one dissolves when
exposed to the light of day. The extent to which the decision-
quaking process can be so rationalized is still limited. A high
degree of uncertainty still attaches to various' outcomes, and
the selection of an alternative may be' only a "best guess"
based upon highly subjective judgments. Even though the
decision maker may not be able to evaluate his alternatives
completely -in advance, he can still take action and evaluate
the alternative he has Selected afterit has been implemented.

Substantial progress has been made 'in recent years in '
conceptual and-technical approaches to the evaluation of edu-
cational programs. Of particular interest are those that are

well suited to management decisions. These approaches eni-
phasize the evaluation at all stages of the decision-making E.
process: assessment and evaluation of the situation, of inputs,-
of the process of implementation, and of final outcomes.

The evaluation process requires that standards and cri-
teria for determining morth be established at all stages of the
activity. These broadened concepts of evaluation should be-
come an integral part of the analysis required in all educi-
tional decision making and dominate the administrative style
of state departments of eduCatiom

The need is to reestablish credibility of educational
leadership. And basic to this purpose is the "public's right
4-nActiem:" -EffectivamonitorinzanchevaluationlioLDroarams- =
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about the educational enterprise, and the method of distribut-
ing the information. There is a self - evident need to improve
both. Much of the data that are presently being collected and
stored are of 'limited value for decision-making purposes.
While this information does serve control purposes andwro,
vide a historical record of operations, it is seldom translated
or synthesized into forms that enable decision malwrs- to
identify trends, danger signals, or lirogress toward objectives.
To remedy this situatini at least three concurrent steps are
required.

One is to develop a classification scheme that is com-
plementary within all phases of recurrent education and to
other public services within the state.

A Second, ..s to thoroughly examine and screen t ata.
now being collected throughout ,the state's educati e ter-

.prise.
The third is to identify the kinds of additional infor-

mation that will be required for more effective decision
making in the future.

Taking these three steps should enable chief state school
officers to effect some ecoLl'omies in data collection; to fill
gaps in the information base, art to better comr:are competing
programs-or alternatives.

-Chief state school officers non no longe get by on hunch
or revelation,. The decisions to be made a out education in
the next decade are ,too momentous. Congequently, first pri-
ority at the state level should 'be given to the creation of a
more adequate information base.

.Direction to the acquisition of additional information
can be given by focusing on the development and' validation
of indicators of performance or goal attainment. ThiS involves
an attempt to present educational statistics meaningfully, to
isolate the impact of schooling on different personal and social
activities, and to assess the contribution of education to an
improved quality of life. Information and indicators are of
limited value unless there exists a systematic Ineans.for mak-
ing that information available at the right place at the right
time. Therefore, attention must be given to the development
of procedures for regulating informationffows throughout the
educational system. In the design of information systems and
data banks, it must be reemphasized that.educational decision
m4kers will need to have access to data oilier than those en-
compassed by traditional educational statistics. Determining
these data requirements and the development of effective trans-
missiomvstems:anustba-nonkfrip. r 3i_7 ; -rs k;ise;ita,Gnotanon.....
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in the preparation for implying educational decision-nitikirig
pradtices.

If assessment data are to be utilized effectively for
decision-making purposes, then objectives must be established
that can bt,measurednot by comparing one learner against
another, but by comparingeach learner against his chosen or

"imposed objective. Fortunately, more teachers are beginning
to use such objectivo s the basis for assessment. In-certain
subjects where their 1...plication is more obvious, performapce
objectives have been used successfully down through the years.
The objective of first-year typing can be stated as forty words
a minute with two errors, and everyone knows exactly what
that means; but very few school, systems are using the same
technique with, say, history or English. 1

Many, will say that specific behavioral objectives cannot
be set for subjects such as history or English: The objective
of such courses,' assert their teachers, is to understand; but if
music or typing can establish specific per'Irmance objectives,
why not history? Recent developments in evaluation suggest
that specific behavioral objectives can be developed for all
cognitive skills. It has been pointed out.thit once the learner
knows what these objectives are, the teacher may not have
much else to do other than monitor the learning processp

Assesspent, to fulfill its it.-;ndamental and overrillitigly
important role, must perform five basic functions. It must:

1. Induce accurate self-evaluarion
2. Appraise all learning objectives
3. Organize teaching and learning

. 4. Generate records appropriate to various .uses
5. Simplify reliable decision making at all levols of

schooling.
Admittedly, this is perfection. We may, never be able to

perform all these tasks With absolute pre 'ion. For instance,
if evaluation is to appraise all learriing qlijectives, we must
develop far better ways of measuring soda and emotional
growth in the affective domain. But we are making .progress
in that regard, "and at least the five objectives of assessment
have been stated in behavioral terms that allow us tarecognize
what it is that we are working toward.

A high-quality assessment program will be our best assur-
ance that the learner, the teacher, and the educational sytem
can constantly formulate valid objectives, plan their attain-
ment, face successes and failures, and produce new plans as
.they are-required.
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:-'Let us not judge learners; then, siniply on what they
know. TO do so is to follow the philosophy of the quiz pro-
grim. Rather, let learners be judged on what they can gen-
erate from what they knowhow well' they can bridge the
gap between learning and thinking.

In the institutional ;node, let the teacher, with some
meaningful reference lo the learner, develop specific instruc-
tional objectives for the learner. In the membership mcde,
-let the learners, teachers, and citizens share equally in the
establishment of such objectives. In the autonomous mode,
let the learner fashion his own objectives with guidance from
the teacher.

When the, objectives have been'established, publish them
so that parents and citizens can understand them. When an
initial isecomplete,.report again to parents and
citizens on whether or not these specific objectives have been
reached.

Let The. learner keep his own cumulative record of
achievement. Let assessment wait upon the learner, not the
learner upon assessment. Let assessment serve to correct and
improve subsequent learning and teaching. Let -learners be
'measured against a standard, not against one- another. And
let the standards be known. to everyone concernedsrith the
educational enterprise.

And let those who say it cannot be done at least have the
courage to try it first. Arid perhaps explain on what basis
they have. been assigning grades in the pastbesides whimsy.

Proper assessment brings two things to the learning
transaction: (a) .clear objectives, and (b) a yardstick for
measuring progress toward' them. Unless there is clarity and
progress there is no guarantee that the student will perceive
school .g as useful.

Once the whole assessment system is shifted toward
what' leah g do instead of what learners remember, the
teacher can 'concentrate on what the learner needs to .know
about his work and himself. This form of teacher behavior
is called diagnostic teaching, and it implies that the learner
is 'brought actively into the process so that he can appreciate
his present status and what he still needs to do.

Process is the key word here,-because the learner has
.been taught by traditional evaluation that content is every-
thing. The learner has been cramped by the existing system;
his own motivations have been largely ignored, and he has
been alienAted from knowledge of his learning self. He and
his teacher must be able to explore together, enjoying their
160
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successesand recognizing their failures, jointly planning next
moves. , \``

All of this m, ....Ind sentimental and suggest that evalu-
ation data are of no use to.anyone but the learner, and that,
of course, would be The worst kind of folly. It is essential
that the schools have organized data on each learner so they
can report intelligently to any other institution to which the
learn. er May transfer. Similarly, the data must be available
-to parents and einployers. The key questions are how the .
most significant data for any Arpose can Be" identified, hOw
the reporting can be made most meaningful, and how the
whole activity can be carried out in harmony with good learn-,
ing and teaching. i

Answers to these questions await hard developmental.
workfortunately, some of, that is under-way among theAtates
and the specific leadership of chiefs present at this conference
and also through the,National Assessment program. I4rove-
rnents in process are the key Ao greater efficiency in edUcation.

etFor it is the time and talent of teachers and learners hat are
the highcost items. Apprehension about rising sts will

`persist so long as our schools and-the teaching frat rnity- are
unable to demonstrate that their time and talerit are being
employed efficiently. The learning transaction must hot only .
be more efficient; it must also be seen to be more efficient.
To put it even more bluntly', if our schools witsh to survive

,

they must do a- better job of relating costs to results. It was ..

with that purpose in mind that the National ASsessment pro-
gram was organized. , I .

National Assessment was designed to provide informa-
tion on the educational aitainments of AmeriCan school
,children and' young adults, indicating both progress being
'made and the learning problems encountered. Emphasis has
been placed. on gathering information about knowledge, skills,
understandings and attitude in ten subject areas from samples
of ages nine, thirteen, seventeen, and.twenty-six to thirty-five.
National Assessment seeks to ga,ther data not previously avail-
able and brings an innovative approach to the field of evalua- ..

tion. Results are compared on neither an individual student
nor a school basis, out rather by such classifications. as sex; --,

e
race, geographic region, type and size of community, socio-
econdmic status, and others. ,

The potential impact and rule of National Assessment in
the educational world is great; the itnportance of rational
Assessment is that it is a systematic gathering of information
on educational outcomes in the \United Sfates. The results of

4
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this repeated data collection in each subject area will provide
information on changes over timein knowledge, skills, under-
standings, and attitudes. These data should prove useful'for
planning at the national and regional levels. In general, it is
expected that the information gathered by National Assess-
ment can lead to improved decision making throughout the
entire educational structure. $ .

The National. Assessment staff, through the Department
of Utilization and Applications, is prepared to lend tecknical
assistance to those chief state school officers who wish to
borrow from, the National Assessment model for application
to statewide evaluation needs. In my view there are six main
purposes that a statewide evaluation program should serve.
All of them are important, but some are-perhaps more urgent
than others. In brief they include the following:

1. The evaluation program should provide basic infor-
mation for helping every student in Me state assess 'his CMh
progress so that be can become increasingly mature in un-
derstanding himself, his educational needs, and his future
possibilities.

2. The program should provide the leachers and ad-
ministra- .,rs in every school system with basic information for
assessing the effectiveness of all phases of their educational

_programs and in sufficient detail to indicate the specific steps
required for c' tinually strengthening those programs.

3. Stale,v,tie assessment should provide the state edu-
cation authority with'basic information-needed for allocating
state funds and for .the development of professional 'services
in a manner best calculated to equalize educational oppor-
tunities for 211 children in all school systems of the state. ,

4. The state program should provide research agencies
at both the state and local levels with data for generating and
testing hypt lieses concerning the improvement of all aspects
of the learning process.

5, Statewide assessment should provide every school
system with strong incentives to experiment, under c' ntrolled
conditions, with new and promising educational °grains,
materials, devyces, and 'organizational-arrangements.

6. The state assessment program. should periodically
provide the state legislature and he general public with
readily understandable information conoerning -the progress
of thestatesystem of education as a whole and of each local
system. This means far more than administering standardized
achievement tests and publishing the result§. The use of stand-,
162
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ardized achievement tests, as presently conceived, simply
disturbs the whole process of learning. They inhibit learners,
restrict teachers, perpetuate corrosive and artificial/ subject
and program distinctions, and subvert the niore meaningful
goals of education. So in the development of state 6sessment
models the intent' ought not to be to. develop a n'6w tyranny
that would merely replace the old but rather to de,iise a system
that will enable most students to master what is exected of
them. The problem, of course, is to find the right W:a ---------______

The National Assessment model offers some exciting
possibilities: It is time for greater numbers of chief state
school officers to join in its development and its application
at the state level. If my sense of direction is valid and if
current forecasts are-accurate, t task can and will 'be done.
The future system of educati arat he state level will, have a
constantly increasing supply of sophistiCated tools, such as
computers, and sophisticated personnel, including systems
analysts and behavioral .scientists. The present evaluative
barriers and complexities which may now look insurmountable
will soon be easier to surmount.
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Complete and concise ,summation of the m terials that
appear in the preceding sections of this repo would be
impossible. Each presenter spoke clearly and effectively to
his assigned topic, but no consensus was desired or achieved.
That was not the purpose of the Institute.

Rather, issues were explored, pressures and problems"-
were described, and alternatives for state action were examined
critically. Out of these activities there appeared to emerge
a conviction that understanding and managingstate education
systems requires not only a- thorough knowledge of formal
governance structure but also an appreciation-oithe vectoring
forces which impinge on them. Both the structure and-the
vectors, 'therefore, are integral aspects of the governance of
state education systems.
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